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Abstract

Context
This work falls in the scope of mathematical optimization, and more pre-

cisely in constraint-based scheduling. This involves determining the start and
end dates for the execution of tasks (these dates constitute the decision variables
of the optimization problem), while satisfying time and resource constraints
and optimizing an objective function.

In constraint programming, a problem of this nature is solved by a tree-
based exploration of the domains of decision variables with a branch & bound
search. In addition, at each node a propagation phase is carried out: necessary
conditions for the different constraints to be satisfied are verified, and values of
the domains of the decision variables which do not satisfy these conditions are
eliminated.

In this framework, the most frequently encountered resource constraint is
the cumulative. Indeed, it enables modeling parallel processes, which consume
during their execution a shared resource available in finite quantity (such as
machines or a budget). Propagating this constraint efficiently is therefore of
crucial importance for the practical efficiency of a constraint-based scheduling
engine.

In this thesis, we study the cumulative constraint with the help of tools
rarely used in constraint programming (polyhedral analysis, linear program-
ming duality, projective geometry duality). Using these tools, we propose two
contributions for the domain: the Cumulative Strengthening, and the O(n2 log n)
Energy Reasoning.

Contributions

Cumulative Strengthening

We propose a reformulation of the cumulative constraint, that is to say the
generation of tighter redundant constraints which allows for a stronger propa-
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gation, of course without losing feasible solutions.
This technique is commonly used in integer linear programming (cutting

planes generation), but this is one of its very first examples of a redundant
global constraint in constraint programming.

Calculating this reformulation is based on a linear program whose size de-
pends only on the capacity of the resource but not on the number of tasks, which
makes it possible to precompute the reformulations.

We also provide guarantees on the quality of the reformulations thus ob-
tained, showing in particular that all bounds calculated using these reformu-
lations are at least as strong as those that would be obtained by a preemptive
relaxation of the scheduling problem.

This technique makes it possible to strengthen all propagations of the cumu-
lative constraint based on the calculation of an energy bound, in particular the
Edge-Finding and the Energy Reasoning.

This work was presented at the ROADEF 2014 conference [BB14] and was
published in 2017 in the Discrete Applied Mathematics journal [BB17a].

O(n2 log n) Energy Reasoning

This work consists of an improvement of the algorithmic complexity of one
of the most powerful propagations for the cumulative constraint, namely the
Energy Reasoning, introduced in 1990 by Erschler and Lopez.

In spite of the very strong deductions found by this propagation, it is rarely
used in practice because of its cubic complexity. Many approaches have been
developed in recent years to attempt to make it usable in practice (machine
learning to use it wisely, reducing the constant factor of its algorithmic com-
plexity, etc).

We propose an algorithm that computes this propagation with a O(n2 log n)
complexity, which constitutes a significant improvement of this algorithm known
for more than 25 years. This new approach relies on new properties of the cu-
mulative constraint and on a geometric study.

This work was published in preliminary form at the CP 2014 conference
[Bon14] and was published [Bon16] at the ROADEF 2016 conference, where it
was awarded 2th prize of the Young Researcher Award.
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Préface

Pourquoi optimisons-nous ? Pourquoi faire une thèse en optimisation ?
Mon histoire personnelle avec l’optimisation a commencé un jour d’été de

2008 alors que, jeune étudiant dans un master d’informatique enseignant essen-
tiellement la logique formelle, je me suis retrouvé bloqué de nombreuses heures
dans un train sans climatisation sous le chaud soleil de la Côte d’Azur. Un in-
cendie sur un appareil de voie obligeait en effet les trains à circuler sur une voie
unique, et les stratégies d’alternance du sens de circulation entraînaient une
pénible attente.

Pour me distraire, j’ai alors réfléchi aux stratégies de reprise du trafic après
une telle interruption, et à l’équilibre entre débit de la voie ferrée et temps
d’attente maximal des passagers.

Rentré chez moi (je ne disposais pas d’internet mobile en ces temps reculés),
j’ai appris que tout un domaine scientifique, la recherche opérationnelle, s’attelait
déjà à résoudre ces questions. J’ai pris conscience ce jour que l’informatique,
bien loin de se cantonner à résoudre des problèmes d’informatique elle-même,
pouvait être une discipline ouverte sur le monde, et j’ai développé une passion
pour les outils et les applications de l’optimisation, et j’ai alors réorienté mes
études vers ce domaine.

La victoire des machines sur les humains dans les jeux d’échec ou de go s’est
faite non par une meilleure vision stratégique, mais en étendant la vision tac-
tique des dix ou douze demi-coups dont sont capables les meilleurs joueurs hu-
mains jusqu’à l’horizon de la partie. De la même façon, l’optimisation permet
d’étendre la portée des abstractions d’un système, et d’en réduire le nombre,
permettant une maîtrise plus fine du lien entre objectifs et réalisation. Ceci né-
cessite de la délicatesse pour maintenir l’équilibre subtil entre l’extrême niveau
de détail nécessaire à l’aspect tactique, et l’ampleur d’une vision globale.

Mais optimiser nécessite de travailler sur une vision idéalisée, mathématisée
du monde. Mesurer, c’est projeter une réalité complexe, parfois mal définie,
sur l’axe unidimensionnel des certitudes. De la même façon, modéliser, c’est
simplifier. C’est ignorer ou déformer certains aspects de la réalité.
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Ceci pose le problème plus général de la mesure de performance. Tout
comme la carte n’est pas le territoire, se laisser guider par des indicateurs, les
optimiser pour eux-mêmes, ou faire une confiance aveugle à l’algorithme ou à
la machine - parfois même par idéologie - peut conduire à des conséquences
catastrophiques pour l’humanité. Ceci s’observe dans les crises financières ou
écologiques, dans lesquelles le souci du bien commun se retrouve parfois broyé
sous des indicateurs arbitraires.

L’optimisation, fruit de la méthode analytique, est pourtant un outil de pro-
grès. Dans un monde globalisé mais gouverné par le court terme, la vision
globale des systèmes que permet l’optimisation, portée sur les fins et sur la co-
ordination, offre une perspective de stabilité et de long terme.

Cette ambition se réalisera si l’on travaille avec coeur et âme. Pour cela
il faut optimiser avec conscience, recul, vision globale, bonne compréhension
scientifique, et ne pas se vivre comme un rouage d’un processus dont on ignore
les tenants et aboutissants.

J’ai été très heureux de rencontrer au cours de ma thèse des personnes sen-
sibles à ces questions. Cette thèse, technique, a aussi été l’occasion pour moi de
réfléchir à ces sujets.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Scheduling consists in planning the realization of a project, defined as a set
of tasks, by setting execution dates for each of the tasks and allocating scarce re-
sources to the tasks over time. In this introductory chapter, we begin by briefly
recalling the history of scheduling and its emergence as a topic of major inter-
est in Computer Science in Section 1.1. In Section 1.2 we underline the essen-
tial contribution of mathematical optimization to scheduling. We conclude the
chapter by presenting in Section 1.3 our main contributions and an outline of
the thesis.

1.1 The birth of Scheduling within Computer
Science

Scheduling as a discipline first appeared in the field of work management in
the USA during WW1 with the invention of the Gantt chart. Its creator, Henry
Gantt, was an American engineer and management consultant who worked
with Frederick Taylor on the so-called scientific management.

This method was enhanced with the PERT tool in 1955, which was devel-
oped as a collaboration between the US Navy, Lockheed and Booz Allen Hamil-
ton. Similar tools were developed independently around the same time, for ex-
ample CPM (Critical Path Method) at DuPont and MPM (Méthode des Poten-
tiels Métra) by Bernard Roy in France, both in 1958. These tools proved invalu-
able in managing complex projects of the time, such as the Apollo program.
They are still widely used today in project planning thanks to their simplic-
ity, which also imposes severe limitations on the accuracy of the models which
can be expressed with these tools. In modern terms, these techniques embed a
precedence network only, with no resource constraints. Through operations re-
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14 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

search think tanks and academic exchanges, many prominent mathematicians
and early computer scientists came in contact with these questions.

At the same time in the early 1960s, with the advent of parallel computers
and time sharing on mainframes, scheduling jobs on computers became a topic
of major interest for operating systems designers, and the problem emerged as
its own field of research in Computer Science. This is all the more the case since
scheduling, perhaps coincidentally, involves very fundamental objects in Com-
puter Science, and was the source of many examples in the early development
of graph theory, complexity theory and approximation theory.

The widespread, strategic applications of scheduling today justify an ever-
increased research effort. To mention a few application areas, scheduling is
used in organizing the production steps in workshops, both manned and auto-
mated. It is used in building rosters and timetables in complex organizations,
such as hospitals and airlines. In scientific computing, it can be used to sched-
ule computations on clusters of heterogenous machines [ABED+15]. Recently,
in a beautiful application, the sequence of scientific operations performed by
the Philae lander on comet 67P/Churyumov–Gerasimenko (see Figure 1.1) was
planned using constraint-based scheduling in a context of severely limited en-
ergetic resources, processing power and communication bandwidth [SAHL12].
Close to half of the optimization problems submitted to IBM optimization con-
sultants have a major scheduling element.

Figure 1.1: Depiction of Philae on comet 67P/C-G (Credits: Deutsches Zentrum
für Luft- und Raumfahrt, CC-BY 3.0)
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1.2 The Optimization approach to Scheduling

Constraint-based scheduling finds its origins in three scientific domains:
Operations Research, Constraint Programming and Mathematical Optimiza-
tion. We describe the respective contributions of these fields to the state of
the art of scheduling engines, and give an overview of the modeling principles
when using a modern, Model & Run, solver.

1.2.1 Operations Research

Starting in the early 1960s, several specific scheduling problems have been
extensively studied in the Operations Research and the Algorithms communi-
ties.

There were originally two distinct lines of research, each with their own tech-
nical results and applications: one of them is machine scheduling, which studies
problems such as parallel machine scheduling and shop scheduling (these notions
will be defined later in section 2.1), for example to plan tasks on the different
machines in a factory, and the other is project management, where the RCPSP
(defined later in section 3.2) is used to plan the tasks of a project in a large orga-
nization.

The models which were produced are simple, restricted in expressivity, and
each of them relies on an ad-hoc algorithm. In spite of the success of this ap-
proach when it is focused on a specific, simplified problem, the solutions are
not robust to the addition of most side constraints.

These models must reflect the data structures of the underlying algorithms,
and thus often lack expressiveness. Not taking into account side constraints re-
sults in the production of simplified solutions, which are sometimes difficult to
translate back to the original problem, or can be very far from optimal solutions
to the complete problem. This limitation significantly restricts the applicabil-
ity of this approach to practical problems. Moreover, the solving algorithms
lack genericity and are not robust to small changes of the problem or to side-
constraints, which requires the development of a brand new algorithm for each
particular scheduling problem.

Nevertheless, this focus on pure problems motivated a lot of research on
complexity results and polynomial-time approximation algorithms for different
scheduling problems. This explains why this line of research has been and still
is particularly prolific.

It is noteworthy that some of these algorithms have been made generic and
are heavily used in more recent technologies, notably in propagators and as
primal heuristics.
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Another line of research in this community is the use of (mixed-integer) lin-
ear programming in conjunction with metaheuristics to solve scheduling prob-
lems. In spite of a number of major successes, this technology is often ill-suited
since most resource constraints (such as the cumulative constraint) do not fit
this model well. On the one hand, these constraints are difficult to linearize
(they require at least a quadratic number of variables and have weak linear
relaxations) and result in MIP formulations which do not scale. On the other
hand, they are slow to evaluate and break the metaheuristics’ performance. In
spite of the genericity of mixed-integer linear programming and the fact that it
is the best choice to tackle many different types of optimization problems, it is
often not the technology of choice for scheduling problems.

For more information about the history of scheduling, we refer the reader to
[Her06].

1.2.2 Constraint Programming

A different approach was initiated in the early 1990s with the first generation
of constraint-programming libraries for scheduling, such as [AB93, Nui94] and
Ilog Scheduler. Constraint programming finds its origins in the 1960s in AI and
in Human Computer Interaction research, and was then used from the 1970s
in combinatorial optimization, notably with Prolog. These libraries provided a
generic language and propagators for each constraint, but the branching strat-
egy was to be written by the final user, and had to be finely tuned to the model.
Even though the distinction between model and search has always been clear
in theory in CP, the practical necessity and difficulty of writing a search algo-
rithm meant that the separation between the model and the ad-hoc search was
sometimes blurred since information about the problem was embedded within
the search algorithm.

Moreover, most of these languages and solvers were not tuned for schedul-
ing problems, which was treated like any other combinatorial optimization prob-
lem.

It should be noted that, independently of scheduling, constraint program-
ming is finding even more widespread applications today in different fields
of computer science, for example with a recent application to cryptanalysis
[GMS16].

1.2.3 Mathematical Optimization

A further step was taken in 2007 with the release of CP Optimizer 2.0, which
incorporates many ideas from the Optimization community, and offers for the
first time a model & run platform for scheduling problems. The principle of
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model & run is to enable the user to solve the problem by modeling it in an
appropriate language, without having to write algorithmic code, and by leaving
the solving process to the optimization engine. This is for example what is done
when using a MIP solver. We explain model & run further in the following
subsection.

This was achieved for scheduling through the introduction of two new key
technologies. First, a generic modeling language for scheduling problems was
designed. This language is based on the notion of optional time intervals. These
time intervals are used to represent activities of the schedule, as well as other
temporal entities: union of activities, availability period of resources, alterna-
tive tasks, etc. This language can also natively represent several types of com-
plex resources (temporal relations between tasks, cumulative resources, state re-
sources, etc), which makes it expressive enough to model most common schedul-
ing problems, yet concise.

Moreover, this language is algebraic: all quantities can be expressions of de-
cision variables. Thanks to the “unreasonable efficiency of mathematics”, this
enables very powerful combinations of constraints, which enables to expose less
than ten types of constraints to the user, as opposed to classical constraint pro-
gramming systems, which have hundreds of types of constraints. This language
will be explained in more detail in Subsection 2.4.1.

The second key technology is the introduction of a generic, automatic search
[LG07], which had been a feature of mixed-integer linear programming solvers
since the end of the 1980s. This automatic search relies on the principles of
scheduling, since it is assumed that the problems which will be solved with CP
Optimizer are dominated by their temporal structure. Moreover, the search en-
gine exploits the semantics obtained from modeling in a high-level scheduling
language, for example to distinguish between temporal and resource variables.
The solving engine is based on many technologies in addition to constraint pro-
gramming, such as local search, linear programming, scheduling heuristics, etc.
Its functioning is explained in Section 2.5.

A lot of progress in the field of scheduling is due to the OR approach, but
optimization and constraint programming made these solutions generic: con-
straint programming can indeed exploit OR algorithms while staying generic.
This is why we can think of constraint programming not as a solving technol-
ogy, but as an algorithmic integration platform, enabling different algorithms
to collaborate, each of them working on partial problems.

As far as research in optimization is concerned, scheduling is today a major
source of benchmarks to validate new computational techniques, with applica-
tions to Operations Research, Artificial Intelligence, AI planning, etc.
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1.2.4 Model & Run

We must say a word here about the modeling principles when using such a
Model & Run solver.

The progress of Operations Research has resulted in the development of
tools which are intended to be simple enough to be used directly by the op-
erational users, such as production engineers. This is due in a large part to
the Model & Run approach in constraint programming, in contrary to previous
approaches where part of the model was not written explicitely but actually
concealed in the solving algorithm.

The combinatorial optimization paradigm is particularly fitting to that end.
It is based upon an explicit model: clearly identified decision variables, con-
straints between these variables, and an objective function which must be opti-
mized in accordance with the constraints.

This paradigm helps clarify the problem representation. This has several
benefits for the user. By separating the modelling and solving processes, the
user can focus on the model instead of writing a new search algorithm for each
problem as is customary in the Operations Research approach. He thus bene-
fits from the same flexibility as already offered by Mixed-Integer Programming
solvers. As we will see below, tuning is done by modifying the model only,
instead of having to make changes deep within the search algorithm.

To a certain extent, the model is even agnostic to the solving technology.
This is the initial idea behind the Optimization Programming Language, which
enables the same model to be solved either by a MIP engine or by a CP engine.

Nevertheless, using a high-level modeling language, as is possible with CP,
has two main advantages. First, it allows to maintain some semantics on the
problem, contrary to what can be expressed with a SAT or MIP model, for
instance. In the case of constraint-based scheduling, this makes it possible to
maintain a distinction between variables representing a temporal quantity and
variables representing something else, such as a resource. This semantics can
then be exploited by the solving engine through appropriate search techniques.
Second, this high-level language also helps the user structure the model by pro-
viding her with a language which is designed specifically for scheduling prob-
lems instead of letting her write everything in the form of, for example, linear
inequalities as is done when using a MIP engine. This allows for a much more
compact and natural representation (see Subsection 2.4.1).

We now go into the detail of the different questions to keep in mind when
writing an optimization model. As a reminder, a model is generally defined as
being an instance of a theory (m) which satisfactorily reproduces the character-
istics of the world (ϕ). Modeling is thus an art as much as a science, since it re-
quires skillful tradeoffs between the expressiveness of the theory and fidelity to
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the world characteristics. All models are simplifications and idealizations of the
real phenomena they describe and, depending on the purpose, some truths on
the world, certain aspects, and effects of different magnitudes are emphasized,
approximated, or neglected. The 20th century statistician George Box famously
wrote on this subject: "All models are wrong, but some are useful". The Model
& Run approach, with its explicit statement of the model, helps to control these
gaps.

Having an explicit representation of the problem in the form of a model is
of additional interest. Indeed, in contrary to the implicit assumption which
we sometimes encounter in the community, that there exists a canonical model
which perfectly describes the real-world problem, we believe that there are actu-
ally three steps to consider if one considers the question of solving an industrial
optimization problem in its globality. After choosing an appropriate modeling
language for the problem, we must model the problem in a modeling language,
and pass it to an optimization engine. The engine will then find a solution to
this model. The final step consists in implementing this solution in the real
world, for instance in the full industrial context.

A common example of the subtlety of implementing the solution to a model
to the real world appears in manpower scheduling, where it is easy to make the
mistake of overprescribing the solution. In most manpower scheduling mod-
els one will naturally write indeed, each shift will be assigned to a particular
worker. Actually, it is often unimportant to the management if two workers
prefer to swap their shifts as long as they both have the required skills. In this
case, any good implementation of the optimization results into the real world
should be flexible enough to provide the possibility for employees to exchange
their slots.

Thus, the model is not just an encoding of the problem data, but a simplified
and modified version. This approach to solving an optimization problem is
summarized on Figure 1.2.

In this framework, there are three sources of gaps between the world and
the solution found by the solver to the model. They reside in the modeling lim-
itations of the language, in the ability of the solving engine to work efficiently
with the model provided, and in the gap between the best solution found by the
solver and the mathematically optimal solution to the model (optimality gap).
Let us detail each of them now.

The first source of gap comes from the lack of expressivity of the modeling
language. For example, the available constraints may not be an exact match for
the real constraints. Non-linearities might have to be linearized, if using a MIP
solver. The need to keep the model compact can also be a limit to its precision.

The second source of gap, between the language and the solving engine,
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Figure 1.2: Steps to solving an optimization problem

comes from the need to balance an expressive language with the possibilities
and needs of the solver. For instance, there may be different possible formula-
tions with differing properties and efficiency. We might also have to explicitely
model (or not, depending on the situation), redundant constraints or symmetry
breaking. Of course, the higher the genericity of the modeling language and
solver, the closer one can be to reality when modeling. So an engine design goal
is to try as much as possible not to limit expressivity because of solving engine
limitations, so that the user can deal only with the model instead of fine-tuning
the solver to her particular problem.

Finally, the last source of gap is the optimality gap, that is the gap between
the best solution found by the solving engine in a limited time, and the optimal
solution to the problem. Since we are trying to solve NP-hard problems with
limited resource, we will always encounter problems which we cannot solve to
optimality in a given time (no free lunch theorem). In practice, it is possible to
narrow this gap somewhat by giving the solver more time, on a more power-
ful computer, with more finely tuned engine parameters, and mostly with the
continuous improvement of solving engines.

1.3 Contributions of this thesis
We focus in this thesis on offline, deterministic, non-preemptive scheduling

problems, solved within a constraint programming framework. Offline means
that the instance data is entirely known over the whole time horizon before we
start making decisions, contrary to online problems where decisions have to
be made without fully knowing what comes ahead. Deterministic means that
the instance data is supposed to be perfectly accurate, in contrast to problems
involving uncertain data, such as different possible scenarios or stochastic data
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(see Subsection 2.4.2). Finally, non-preemptive means that the activities have to
be processed without being interrupted once they have started. In other words,
the end time of an activity is always equal to its start time plus its processing
time.

In this context, our topic of interest is the cumulative constraint, in rela-
tion with temporal constraints. Our two main contributions are the Cumula-
tive Strengthening and the Fast Energy Reasoning. The Cumulative Strength-
ening is a way of computing efficient reformulations of the cumulative con-
traint which strengthen many existing propagations and lower bounds. The
Fast Energy Reasoning is a new algorithm for the Energy Reasoning propaga-
tion for the cumulative constraint, bringing its algorithmic complexity down
from O(n3) to O(n2 log n). These two contributions rely on duality results and
geometric insights. They were both implemented on top of CP Optimizer and
evaluated for their practical impact.

These contributions are related to the evolution of the field and of solvers
technology as outlined in the previous section. Indeed, they reinforce the auto-
matic search even in difficult cases, and the possibility of using the solver as a
black box.

The reminder of this thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we review
the basic principles of constraint-based scheduling. Since our work was im-
plemented with CP Optimizer, we also present its basic design principles and
the basics of automatic search. In Chapter 3, we introduce the cumulative con-
straint, study some of its properties, give examples of applications in industrial
models, and present state of the art propagations and ways of computing lower
bounds. Then we introduce the Cumulative Strengthening in Chapter 4. This
chapter was already published in a shorter form as [BB14] and as a journal ver-
sion in [BB17a]. In Chapter 5 we present the Fast Energy Reasoning algorithm.
This chapter was already published in a much shorter version as [Bon16]. Fi-
nally, Chapter 6 is a conclusion on this work and an outlook on possible exten-
sions.





Chapter 2

Scheduling with constraint
programming

This chapter introduces the use of constraint programming to model and
solve scheduling problems, which is the framework in which our work takes
place. Section 2.1 presents scheduling techniques which found their origin in
Operations Research. In Section 2.2, we briefly mention the different generic
optimization tools which have been applied to scheduling. Section 2.3 is a brief
review of constraint programming, and Section 2.4 focuses on its application to
scheduling. Finally, the design principles of CP Optimizer and of the automatic
search are exposed in Section 2.5.

2.1 Machine scheduling

Most of the early research on scheduling under resource constraints, in the
Operations Research community, was done in the context of machine schedul-
ing, where resources correspond to machines. This field is prolific and a large
part of the research on scheduling is still performed in this context.

We present the most common problems in this field in Subsection 2.1.1,
briefly reference general extensions of these problems and show how they are
classified to form a theory of machine scheduling in Subsection 2.1.2, and present
a selection of algorithms for this field in Subsection 2.1.3.

These problems are all special cases of the RCPSP, defined below in Sec-
tion 3.2, and the constraint-based scheduling approach subsumes these tech-
niques, but they form the algorithmic origin of a part of a constraint-based
scheduling engine.

23
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2.1.1 Machine and shop scheduling problems

In machine scheduling problems, we only deal with specific resources, namely
machines, which correspond to actual machines in a workshop or factory. The
problem consists of n jobs J1, . . . , Jn which must be scheduled on the machines.
These jobs are non-preemptive, meaning that their processing cannot be paused
or interrupted once started, the problem is deterministic, meaning that we as-
sume that there is no uncertainty on the problem values, and offline, which
means that all information is available before solving the problem.

In the simplest cases, the single machine problems, we have only one machine.
This machine can only process one job at a time, we must therefore find a total
order on the jobs.

In parallel machine problems, we now have m machines M1, . . . , Mm available,
which can each process one job at a time. The machines are said to be identical if
the jobs can be processed on every machine and the processing time is the same
on each machine. They are said to be unrelated if the processing time depends
on the machine on which a job is processed. Certain jobs can also be performed
only on certain machines.

In their most general form, shop scheduling problems consist of m machines
M1, . . . , Mm, and each job Ji consists of n(i) operations Oi,1, . . . , Oi,n(i). Each
operation Oi,j must be processed on a specific machine µi,j, two operations of
the same job can not be processed simultaneously, and a machine can process
a single operation at a time. In this most general form, this problem is called
open-shop. We mention two important special cases: the job-shop, where the op-
erations of a job are constrained by a chain of precedence constraints, giving
a total order on the processing dates of the operations of a job and the flow-
shop, which is a special job-shop where each job consists of the same operations,
which must be performed in the same order for each job.

For more information about these models, we refer the reader to Section 1.2
of [BK12] and Part I of [Pin12].

2.1.2 Complexity classes

The basic problems we defined in the previous subsection accept many vari-
ants in terms of additional constraints on the tasks (release dates, due dates and
precedences), machines capabilities, objective functions (makespan, lateness,
throughput, machine cost, etc.), and an algorithm developed for one scheduling
problem P can often be applied to another problem Q, in particular to all special
cases of P. When this is the case, we say that Q reduces to P. This provides a
hierarchy of problems, solving techniques and complexity results. Formalizing
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this hierarchy provides the beginning of a theory of scheduling complexity. The
most common classification in this context is that of Graham, also called α | β | γ.

α corresponds to the machine environment, that is the resources: single ma-
chine, several machines which can be identical, uniform, or unrelated, or shop
problem: flow shop F, job shop J or open shop O.

β represents the job characteristics: precedences between the tasks, release
dates ri, deadlines di and durations pi.

γ is the optimality criterion or objective function. Here, Ci denotes the com-
pletion time of job i, and Ti is its tardiness: given a desirable due date δi for
each job i, Ti = max(0, Ci − δi) is the lateness of this job with respect to the due
date. Among the most common optimality criteria are the makespan max

i
Ci,

the total weighted flow time or sum of weighted completion times ∑
i

wiCi, the

maximum tardiness max
i

Ti and the total weighted tardiness ∑
i

wiTi.

This classification is restricted to the class of scheduling problems mentioned
above (machine and shop scheduling), and most problems considered in this
thesis do not belong to the α | β | γ classification. Nevertheless, the study of this
field resulted in finding specific algorithms, as well as approximation schemes.

We refer the reader to the elegant and exhaustive Scheduling Zoo website
[?] for more information on this subfield.

2.1.3 Basic algorithms

We present here a small selection of classical results, which have been inspi-
rational for further developments in cumulative scheduling. We refer the reader
to [Pin12] for more information on this subfield of scheduling.

• The first of these results concerns minimizing the sum of completion times
of tasks scheduled on one machine, or 1 | |∑

i
Ci. This objective is also

called the average flow time. In this case, the Shortest Processing Time
first (SPT) rule results in an optimal solution: tasks should be run in the
order of increasing durations pi. A weighted version of this result exists:
if each task has a weight wi and the objective is to minimize ∑

i
wiCi, then

the tasks should be run in the order of increasing pi
wi

values.

• In the case of 1 | | Lmax, that is when the tasks are again processed on one
machine, have a due date di, and the objective is to minimize the maxi-
mum lateness max

i
(Ci − di) where the Ci are the actual completion dates,

the optimal solution is obtained by using the Earliest Due Date (EDD)
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rule, also called Jackson’s rule. The tasks should be run in the order of
increasing due dates.

• Finally, we present the Pm | prmp |Cmax problem, that is minimizing the
makespan of a set of jobs which can be executed on m identical parallel
machines now, and can be preempted (meaning that their execution can
be interrupted before it is complete and restarted later, possibly on a dif-
ferent machine). In this case, McNaughton’s algorithm (Theorem 3.1 of
[McN59]) gives an optimal schedule.

Notice that C∗max = max

(
n

max
j=1

pj,
n

∑
j=1

pj

m

)
gives a lower bound to this sched-

ule. We then schedule the jobs arbitrarily on a single machine. The makespan

of this schedule is
n

∑
j=1

pj ≤ mC∗max.

Finally, we split this single machine schedule into m equal parts of length
C∗max and schedule it on the parallel machines: the interval [0, C∗max] goes
on machine 1, [C∗max, 2C∗max] goes on machine 2, ..., [(m− 1)C∗max, mC∗max]
goes on machine m.
This schedule is feasible. Indeed, part of a task may appear at the end of
the schedule for machine i and at the beginning of the schedule for ma-
chine i+ 1. Since no task is longer than C∗max and preemptions are allowed,
this gives a valid schedule. And since this schedule has length C∗max which
is a lower bound, it is optimal.

2.2 Combinatorial optimization

A way to generalize the approaches seen above and find more generic al-
gorithms to solve scheduling problems is to express scheduling problems in a
combinatorial optimization framework.

In their most general form, combinatorial optimization algorithms optimize
a function c : F → R, defined on a finite set F of feasible solutions. The dif-
ferent techniques we will present apply to different special cases of this general
definition, depending on the structure of F .

As we will see in the following section, Constraint Programming gives a
framework to call on these different techniques (and others!) to solve subprob-
lems of the main problem and integrate the results thus obtained.

The following techniques have all been used successfully within a CP frame-
work to solve scheduling problems.
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2.2.1 Linear Programming

Linear programs are expressed as the problem of optimizing (maximizing or
minimizing) a linear function defined over a set of continuous (floating-point,
typically) variables, which must satisfy a set of linear inequalities over these
variables:

max
n

∑
j=1

cjxj

s.t. ∀i ∈ [1, m]
n

∑
j=1

aijxj ≤ bi

∀j ∈ [1, n] xj ≥ 0

There exist different families of algorithms to solve linear programs, the
most common among them being simplex algorithms and interior points meth-
ods. Even though no one has yet designed a simplex algorithm of subexponen-
tial complexity, interior points methods have a polynomial time complexity so
the problem of linear programming itself is polynomial. Without going into the
details here, we must say that there exists a very rich geometrical theory about
the structures linear programming operates on. An active research topic in lin-
ear programming consists in the design of simplex algorithms with a provably
polynomial complexity.

Moreover, the paradigm of linear programming is very broadly used in opti-
mization and operations research, due to its versatility. Indeed, many industrial
problems have a natural representation under the form of a linear program, no-
tably problems of assignment of resources to productions: an interpretation of
a linear program consists in seeing the variables as production quantities of dif-
ferent items, while the constraints represent limits on the available resources.

This versatility has generated an intense industrial interest since the end
of the 1940s into the applications and the effective computer solving of linear
programs. Very efficient codes are available today, for example CPLEX which is
developed by IBM Ilog along with CP Optimizer.

A technique which is very commonly used in conjunction with linear pro-
gramming, notably when we have to represent combinations, patterns, or pos-
sible subsets of a certain set, is delayed column generation. Indeed, one of the
drawbacks of linear programming is that many problems of interest have a su-
perpolynomial (typically exponential) number of variables in their representa-
tion as a linear program, even though only a small number of these variables
(no more than the number of constraints when the program is written in stan-
dard form, according to duality theory) will have a nonzero value. The principle
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of delayed column generation to solve these very large problems is to consider
only a subset of the variables, to solve this partial problem (called the master)
and then to check with an adhoc algorithm, depending on the problem in ques-
tion (called the slave), if setting one of the missing variables to a nonzero value
could result in an improved solution. If this is the case, we add this variable
(column) to the master problem and repeat the process.

In practice, only a small number of variables will be added to the master
problem. In spite of the additional complexity of solving many different ver-
sions of the master problem and having to solve the slave problems, the full
procedure can typically be several orders of magnitude faster than solving the
main problem directly (if it fits into memory at all)!

2.2.2 Mixed Integer Programming

Mixed Integer Linear Programming (typically called MIP) is similar to linear
programming, with the difference that a subset J of the variables can only take
discrete values (in general Boolean values).

max
n

∑
j=1

cjxj

s.t. ∀i ∈ [1, m]
n

∑
j=1

aijxj ≤ bi

∀j ∈ [1, n] xj ≥ 0
∀j ∈ J xj ∈N

The main idea behind solving mixed integer linear programs is to use a
branch-and-bound technique by recursively splitting the domain into smaller
subdomains and solving the continuous relaxation of the problem, i.e. the prob-
lem without the constraint that some of the variables can only take integer val-
ues (which is thus a linear program). If the optimal solution x∗ to the linear
relaxation is such that all components in J have integer values, then we have an
optimal mixed integer solution. Otherwise, a component x∗i with i ∈ J of x∗ is
fractional and two subproblems can be generated, respectively with the addi-
tional constraints xi ≥

⌊
x∗i
⌋
+ 1 and xi ≤

⌊
x∗i
⌋
, and we can recurse. The optimal

value of the continuous relaxation gives a primal bound on the optimal value
of a mixed integer solution.

In addition, so-called cuts can be generated automatically. They are addi-
tional linear inequalities which are generated in such a way that the integer
solutions are still feasible, but not necessarily the fractional solutions. The cuts
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reduce the size of the search space and increase the likelihood that the continu-
ous relaxation will find an integer solution.

There has also been a tremendous amount of engineering into making MIP
solvers generic and efficient. Moreover, with the addition of integer variables
to the linear programming model, all types of combinatorial problems can be
modeled in the MIP framework which makes it extremely versatile. Among its
drawbacks are the facts that no semantics is kept on the model, and the fact
that almost all scheduling problems have MIP representations whose size is
exponential in the problem size, making this technology inefficient when com-
pared to constraint programming. We discuss MIP representations of schedul-
ing problems later in Section 3.5.

2.2.3 SAT

A Boolean formula is defined over Boolean variables, which can only take
the values True or False. A literal l is a variable a or its negation ¬a (the negation
of a is True whenever a is False and vice versa). A clause ci = (li,1 ∨ . . . ∨ li,ni)
is a disjunction of literals (True if any of the literals is True). Finally, a CNF
(conjonctive normal form) formula is a conjunction c1 ∧ . . .∧ cm of clauses (True
if all the literals are True). Of course, the same variable can appear in several
literals in one formula.

The SAT problem consists in determining whether there exists an assign-
ment of values to the variables of a CNF formula such that that formula is True.
This problem is the prototypical NP-complete problem (Cook’s theorem, 1971)
and it is very generic: many combinatorial optimization problems can be natu-
rally modeled as a SAT problem.

For this reason, very efficient algorithms have been developped: first with
DPLL-based solvers which perform a recursive search over the possible literal
values. These solvers rely heavily on tailored data structures which enable very
efficient unit clause propagation (if all literals but one are False in one clause,
then set this literal to True everywhere in the formula).

A new generation of solvers appeared in the last decade, called clause learn-
ing solvers, which make use of the large quantity of RAM available in modern
machines to generate a new clause to the formula each time they encounter a
failure, so as not to explore this part of the search space again.

A lot of engineering has been done in this field, motivated by SAT solver
competitions, and very efficient programs are available. Fruitful ideas have also
been exchanged with the CP community.
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2.2.4 Dynamic Programming

This technique can be used for problems which satisfy the optimal substruc-
ture property (sometimes also called Bellman’s optimality principle), which
states that an optimal solution can be recursively constructed from optimal so-
lutions to subproblems of the same type.

When this property applies, we can memorize the solutions to the subprob-
lems in order not to recompute them every time they appear in the resolution
of a more general subproblem.

A common example in scheduling is the Weighted Interval Scheduling Prob-
lem: given a set J of optional jobs j, each with a start time sj, an end time ej and
a weight wj, the goal is to compute the maximum sum f (J) of the weights of
non-overlapping jobs. In other words, we have only one machine and we must
choose a set of compatible tasks which will yield the highest possible profit.

We can see that if we assume that job i is executed in an optimal solution,
then we can solve the problem separately over jobs which end before si and
over jobs which start after ei, and sum the results to obtain the overall optimal
solution, so for any K ⊂ J,

f (K) = max
i∈K

wi + f (
{

j ∈ K : ej ≤ si
}
) + f (

{
j ∈ K : sj ≥ ei

}
)

and the computation of f (K) is reduced to the computation of f for non-
overlapping subsets of K, making this problem suitable for the dynamic pro-
gramming framework.

2.2.5 Heuristics

When complete methods are ineffective on a class of problems, we have to
rely on heuristics algorithms. These algorithms make different approximations
on the structure of the set of solutions in the hope of finding good enough feasi-
ble solutions to very difficult problems, but the solutions obtained and are not
guaranteed to be optimal.

We generally use the word heuristics for algorithms which are tailored to
a very particular problem and metaheuristics for techniques which are more
general.

There are two general ways of using (meta)heuristics in combinatorial opti-
mization and in scheduling in particular. The first one is local search in which
one starts from a feasible solution, possibly of poor quality and which can be
obtained via various means, and gradually transform it into a good one via a se-
ries of small, incremental steps, from feasible solution to slightly better feasible
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solution. This approach works well if the space of feasible solutions is densily
connected for the heuristic algorithm in use.

The second way of using heuristics is to make use of an indirect representa-
tion of the problem (which can be a simplified version of the problem, or a very
different problem, but which can be effectively transformed into a full solu-
tion) and to use the metaheuristics on the indirect representation. If the indirect
representation effectively captures the difficult part of the problem (sometimes
called problem kernel) and the transformation into a full solution is easy, this
can be a very powerful technique. See also Subsections 2.5.1 and 2.5.3.3.

Among the most common heuristics and metaheuristics one can find are
genetic algorithms, ant colony optimization, hill climbing, simulated annealing,
and tabu search. All of them have been used successfully for scheduling.

2.3 Constraint programming

Constraint programming is based on the declaration of a combinatorial prob-
lem in the form of decision variables, linked together by constraints, and an
objective function of these variables, to be optimized.

The basic technique for solving these problems is a tree search of the search
space by separation-evaluation, associated at each node of the tree with a stage
of constraint propagation. Propagation consists in checking, with the aid of
specific algorithms, necessary conditions on the compatibility of the potential
values that the variables can take (domains), in order to eliminate some of them
and thus reduce the size of the space of search to explore downstream of the
current node.

As such, constraint programming can be seen as a language, since its di-
rectory of decision variables and constraints offers a modeling language, but
also, on the solving side, as an algorithms integration framework allowing the
problem to be broken down into a set of very orthogonal polynomial subprob-
lems, through search heuristics and propagation algorithms, each working on
a well-structured subset of the problem but pooling their results through vari-
ables domains (see below) and indirect representations (see Subsection 2.5.1).
For example, a typical scheduling problem can be decomposed into a network
of precedence constraints, on which we can reason in polynomial time, and
into resource constraints on which we can reason using polynomial complexity
propagation algorithms (see Section 3.4).

Formally, a constraint programming problem consists of a set of decision vari-
ables, a set of constraints over these variables, and an objective function. Let us
define these terms now.
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The decision variables are the variables which must be determined by the
solving procedure. They correspond to the operational decisions that have to
be taken. Three types of decision variables are commonly encountered in con-
straint programming: integer, floating-point and time intervals (in scheduling
engines). Two important cases of integer variables are variables representing
boolean decisions or the choice of an element in a finite set. In constraint pro-
gramming, decision variables take their value in a domain, which is a set of
potential values. The domains will be reduced as the search goes along and
potential values can be eliminated.

Constraints are compatibility conditions between the variables. They are
typically either binary (they involve two variables) or global (they involve mul-
tiple variables, which gives more semantic information on the problem and
enables remove inconsistencies more efficiently than by just using binary con-
straints). In practice, constraints are enforced by propagation algorithms, which
remove incompatible values from the domains of variables.

Propagations are the keystone of constraint programming. A constraint is
said to have a support if there is an assignment to each variable of a value of
its domain, such that the constraint is satisfied. If a constraint has no support,
the problem is infeasible. We call this a failure. If a value does no belong to a
support for any constraint, we say that it is inconsistent and it can be removed
from the variable domain. Propagation therefore consists in eliminating values
from variable domains that are inconsistent with a constraint. For example, if
task B must start after task A ends and task A can not finish before time t = 7,
then we know that task B must start at or after time t = 7 and can eliminate
smaller values from the domain of its earliest start time.

We use different propagation algorithms, which work on different constraints
or groups of constraints and check different necessary conditions. Usually we
execute them repeatedly until none of them is capable of reducing the domain
anymore (we say we have reached the fixed point of propagation), or one of
the domains becomes empty ( in which case the problem has no solution). The
result of propagation is therefore an equivalent problem, in the sense that it has
the same solutions, but more consistent (smaller search space).

We distinguish several types of consistency. For example, we say that we
have achieved arc consistency if all unsupported values have been removed
from all domains. Arc consistency can be very costly to maintain, so we often
resort to a weaker form of consistency such as bound consistency. In bound
consistency, the domains are intervals, and we only make sure that the mini-
mum and maximum of this domain is not unsupported. However in schedul-
ing the constraints are so complex that even the bound consistency is often too
expensive to maintain. We therefore only verify particular cases of BC, differ-
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ent propagation algorithms for the same constraints having different ratios of
computing time versus propagation power and being used in different contexts.

In practice, it is essential that propagations be incremental, that is, not all
combinations of domains be re-studied from one node to the next, since branch-
ing decisions have a local impact. Incremental propagations only re-examine
values that could have been impacted by the last branching decision.

As for the search algorithm, the tree search starts at each node by calling the
propagations. Depending on whether or not a conflict is detected during this
step, three outcomes are possible:

• If no conflict is detected and each variable has only one value in its do-
main, we found a feasible solution to the problem. We can compute the
objective value for this solution and update the best solution found.

• If no conflict is detected but there are variables whose domain still has
several values, we call a branching heuristic to divide the search space in
two, and call the search recursively on the left node and then on the right
node.

• If the propagation has detected a conflict (no value left in the domain of a
variable), we backtrack, that is we return to the previous node, cancelling
the last branching decision. If we are already at the root node and cannot
backtrack, we have proven that the problem has no more solutions.

2.4 Constraint-based scheduling
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Figure 2.1: Bounds of a time interval in constraint-based scheduling

Constraint-based scheduling consists in solving in solving scheduling prob-
lems using a large part of the conceptual framework of constraint program-
ming, enriched with scheduling-specific notions.
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The contraint program thus possesses variables for the execution dates (start
and end dates) of each task as well as for the resources use over time. It is cru-
cial to use a scheduling-specific modeling language, instead of simply enrich-
ing an integer variables based constraint programming system with scheduling
constraints. Indeed, the temporal structure, that is the distinction between the
temporal and resource variables and constraints, is essential to the efficiency of
the solving algorithms.

It is also essential, both for the solver and for the person writing the model,
to have a small, compact model. To this end, the modeling language is alge-
braic, which means that all appearing quantities are themselves decision vari-
ables. This enables the engine to understand part of the problem semantics and
to exploit scheduling concepts beyond what could be done in pure constraint
programming.

2.4.1 Language overview

Let us now give a very brief overview of the CP Optimizer constraint lan-
guage. More information can be found in [LR08, LRSV09].

The language is based on the notion of interval variables. These variables
possess a presence status, whose domain contains the two values present and
absent, as well as a start date and an end date. The domain of the start date
ranges from the earliest start time to the latest start time, and the domain of the
end date ranges from the earliest end time to the latest end time (see Figure 2.1).
Decisions, made by propagation or during the search, will tend to reduce these
ranges. The presence status is essential to facilitate modeling, for example when
we have activities whose execution is optional, to model tasks which can be
executed on alternative resources or in different modes, or through different
processes.

Integer variables are also available, if needed, but the scheduling language
is expressive enough that they are generally not needed.

Several families of constraints are available. Temporal constraints first, such
as bounds on the start or end dates of intervals or more complex arithmetic
expressions of those. Additionally, precedence constraints state that an interval
can start only after another one ended, and optional delays between these two
events can be specified.

Alternative modes can be modeled using the Alternative constraint, where
a master interval is synchronized (same presence status, start and end dates)
as one of several slave intervals representing the different modes, the presence
status of the other slave intervals being set to absent.

A very useful constraint to model hierarchical processes is the Span, which
states that a master interval should extend over all of time range covered by
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slave intervals.
The disjunctive is a resource constraint: it models a unique resource used by

several intervals, and forces them not to overlap. Since this yields a total order
on the execution of these intervals, the sequence that we obtain can also be
thought of as a temporal constraint, and constraints are available to manipulate
it, such as Prev and Next (constraints on the intervals which should precede or
follow another one).

The two main other resource constraints are the cumulative, which we will
see in great detail in Chapter 3 and is the focus of this thesis, and the state
constraint, which is used to model situations where a machine can perform dif-
ferent operations when it is in different states, or industrial ovens where certain
tasks can only be performed within a certain temperature range.

An objective function can also be specified as a general function of the deci-
sion variables. This flexible design allows for very general objective functions,
which can be a variant of the makespan or incorporate additional costs such
as setups, lateness, as well as non-temporal costs such as resource allocation,
non-execution, etc. Sometimes, the real objective is very difficult to express as a
function to optimize, since the industrial objective is not to over-optimize every
detail of the process at the expense of flexibility, but rather to smooth things out
and minimize fits and starts. Modeling these objectives requires a great deal of
expertise.

2.4.2 Assumption of determinism

Of course, not all scheduling problems conceivable can be modeled in this
framework even if, in practice, a great breadth of problems fit [Lab09].

One important limitation to pay attention to is the assumption of determin-
ism, which requires particular care. As first noticed by Fulkerson in [Ful62], in
the case of uncertainties about the duration of certain tasks in a scheduling prob-
lem, using the expectation of the duration as a deterministic value will most of
the time lead to a systematic underestimation of the total processing time for
the whole project. This is in particular the case if the function f which gives the
optimal value of the objective is a convex function of the processing times p.
Indeed by Jensen’s inequality, f (E(p1), . . . , E(pn)) ≤ E( f (p1, ..., pn)). Notably
for us, the RCPSP (see later Section 3.2) falls into that category if the objective
function is regular (monotonous with the start and end times of the tasks), since
a solution which is feasible with a certain vector of processing times p is obvi-
ously still feasible if the processing time of a task is reduced.

In practice, we resort in these cases to writing a robust model: different sce-
narios on the stochastic variables are sampled from the joint probability distri-
bution and evaluated simultaneously, in the sense that the scheduling decisions
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made must be compatible with all scenarios. The objective function also takes
the different scenarios into account, for example optimizing for the worst-case.
An interesting feature of constraint programming in the context of robust op-
timization is that we can use global constraints to join decisions taken for the
different scenarios at a high-level. An example of such a constraint is the Iso-
morphism in CP Optimizer, which constrains two set of tasks to be executed in
the same order.

2.5 Automatic search in CP Optimizer

CP Optimizer has a powerful automatic search algorithm. It presents several
properties: it is generic (the same algorithm is used to solve all problems and
does not require to be rewritten when the problem changes), complete (it is
guaranteed that the optimal solution will be found or in other terms that all of
the search space will eventually be traversed, even if this can take a very long
time), deterministic (in spite of the use of randomness during the search and a
parallel implementation, it is guaranteed that running the search several times
on the same problem with the same parameters will yield the same solution),
adaptative (its parameters are automatically adjusted during the solve to the
particular instance characteristics) and robust (it is invariant with respect to a
number of changes of the instance, for example a dilation of the time scale).

This automatic search relies on several techniques on top of Constraint Pro-
gramming. Among them are Linear Programming, local methods, scheduling
heuristics, machine learning, etc.

Reaching the objectives stated above requires several new ideas.
First, as we have shown above in Section 2.4, we use a scheduling-specific

language, notably through the concept of optional interval variables. We also
make a strong use of the fact that we work specifically on scheduling problems
to guide the search through chronological branching techniques.

Second, indirect representations of the problem are used in many parts of
the solving algorithm.

We will detail these principles in the following subsections.

2.5.1 Global variables and indirect representations

When working on a difficult problem, it is often advantageous to change its
representation, for example as an instance of a problem we can already solve.
The main principle behind finding efficient representations is to focus on the
parts of the problem that form the core of its difficulty.
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CP Optimizer makes a heavy use of global and indirect representations of
the problem. Some are explicitely given in the model, other are computed or
inferred from binary constraints or from deductions made during the search.

These indirect representations are used both by the propagations and by the
search algorithms, and actually everywhere a decision is taken. They help make
the algorithm robust by considering more global structures when taking deci-
sions than just the constraints independently from each other. These represen-
tations play a role similar to that of duality and cut generation in MIP engines.

Some of these representations are analogous to global constraints, such as
the temporal and logical networks, and could even have been expressed as such
in the language instead of being aggregated from binary constraints. This choice
was made out of convenience for the user.

Propagation is performed both on the model variables and on these repre-
sentations.

A few examples of these indirect representations follow.
The temporal network is a fundamental concept in the algorithmics of schedul-

ing and comes from AI planning. The principle is to aggregate all precedence
constraints in a single graph, which exhibits much more of the temporal struc-
ture of the problem than just considering the pairwise relations between inter-
vals. This graph is dynamically updated using pairwise relations discovered
during the search.

The logical network plays a similar role and aggregates all the constraints
between presence statuses of interval variables. It is beneficial to consider these
relations globally since the problem of propagating all these statuses globally is
equivalent to 2-SAT, for which efficient algorithms exist. These two networks
are described in more details in [LR08].

Many propagators on global constraints, such as the timetable, the edge-
finder, etc, maintain incremental data structures along the search tree, which
constitue global and relaxed representations of a part of the problem.

Finally, some local search algorithms, such as the Genetic Algorithm, or
list scheduling, rely on an indirect representation in the form of a simplified
problem which can then be expanded into the full problem. Please see Subsec-
tion 2.5.3.3 for more information.

Other examples of indirect representations will be shown in the rest of this
chapter, such as the linear relaxation, POS in Large Neighborhood Search and
partial enumeration of interval variables in FDS.

2.5.2 Branching strategies

In a tree search, branching strategies are the heuristics which choose the vari-
able whose domain will be split, as well as the partition of that domain that will
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be explored in the left and right branches. They are also called, in scheduling
and depending on the context, dates fixing algorithms or completion strategies.

They must be worked out in a strategic fashion, since a large fraction of the
overall engine performance depends on their ability to drive the search quickly
(that is, using mostly left branches, which are explored first) towards a possi-
ble solution. Thus, in scheduling, we use chronological branching strategies,
which make use of the temporal nature of the problem. The main idea of these
strategies is to select as branching variable that whose value will be chosen as
small as possible (or as large as possible in the case of a reverse chronology).
This combines well with the propagations since it densifies the space occupied
locally, at the beginning of the schedule.

2.5.2.1 Set Times

The objective function f is said to be regular if for any two schedules S
and S′ such that all dates in S are smaller or equal to the dates in S′, f (S) ≤
f (S′). It intuitively means that all other things being equal, we should sched-
ule activities as early as possible. Many common objectives, such as makespan,
weighted flow time, maximum lateness, total weighted tardiness are regular
but not earliness-tardiness, for example.

When the problem has a regular objective, we can use the Set Times branch-
ing rule, which is a form of chronological backtracking and makes use of the
intuition that tasks should try to be scheduled as early as possible. To the extent
of our knowledge, the Set Times rule was first published in [PCVG94]. Other
explanations can be found in [GLN05, LR14], but many other variants exist.

The basic principle of Set Times is to try in the left branch to set the activity
with smallest earliest starting time to start at its est. If a failure occurs, we say
that the activity is postponed, and we know that we cannot start this activity at
its est. We will not select this task anymore until its est has been changed further
down in the search tree.

2.5.2.2 Temporal Linear Relaxation

When the objective is irregular, such as with earliness costs, variable activ-
ities duration or delays between activities, or when it includes non-temporal
costs such as setup costs or non-execution costs, scheduling can be extremely
difficult, even in the absence of resource constraints. The chronological branch-
ing heuristics such as Set Times are poorly suited and do not perform well in
this setting.

In this case, CP Optimizer uses the solution to a linear programming relax-
ation of this instance as an oracle, through a branching heuristics, as explained
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in more details in [LR14]. The idea is to combine the ability of linear program-
ming to solve complex allocation problems, as long as they are linear, with the
ability of CP to solve minute details of activities placement and resource con-
sumption. Resources do not need to have a very tight linear relaxation, and
since the Temporal Linear Relaxation is used in the context of Large Neighbor-
hood Search, we will make use of the POS (see below in Subsection 2.5.3.2) as a
strong and already available linearization of the resource constraints.

The Temporal Linear Relaxation is based on a model whose decisions vari-
ables are continous: xi ∈ [0, 1] represents the presence value of interval i, si
its start date and ei its end date. Several constraints are already linear, such
as logical constraints (logical relations between the presence statuses of several
intervals) and precedence constraints. Moreover, since the TLR is tightly inte-
grated within the Large Neighborhood Search, most of the complex resource
constraints have already been linearized into precedence constraints in the Par-
tial Order Schedule. Arithmetical expressions are relaxed into convex piecewise
linear expressions. Some additional inequalities are added to the linear formu-
lation for additional strength, such as for alternative constraints, or the cumu-
lative constraint for which a global energy bound is computed. We refer the
reader to the paper on TLR for more details on these.

Finally, the branching heuristics based on the Temporal Linear Relaxation
works in a similar fashion to the Set Times heuristics seen above, except that
it uses the values computed for si and ei as references instead of esti. For the
presence value of interval i, the probability of setting it present in the left branch
is equal to xi.

The TLR is also used to compute a global lower bound on the problem, and
the reduced costs are used to reduce the variable domains when possible.

Using these principles, the Temporal Linear Relaxation gives another ex-
ample of the possibility to integrate algorithms of a different nature thanks to
Constraint Programming.

2.5.3 Search strategies

As we will see below, for example with the RCPSP in Subsection 3.2.4, schedul-
ing problems are NP-hard in general, so the goal of a commercial solver is to
look for as good as possible solutions in a limited computational time.

To achieve this goal, the search follows these general principles:

• We should avoid spending time exploring parts of the search space where
no solution lies. In constraint programming, this is done through con-
straint propagation (see below in Subsection 2.5.4) and the use of domi-
nance rules when branching (as seen above in Subsection 2.5.2).
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• When a good solution is found, the search is intensified around it, since
this solution probably has properties that are desirable for other good so-
lutions.

• There should be no large regions of the search space left unexplored, dif-
ferent techniques are used to diversify the search.

• The horizon can be very large in scheduling, so enumerating the temporal
variables should be avoided. Reasonings should be performed on events
instead.

• All searches are regularly restarted. Restart is a very fundamental concept
in search space exploration. The goal is to avoid getting trapped in local
optima by regularly restarting the search from scratch, hoping to explore
a different region of the search space. Some information can be kept from
previous searches, such as no-goods and learnt parameters on heuristics
and properties of the search tree. More information on restarts can be
found in [LSZ93, KHR+02].

• The search is self-adapting. As many internal parameters as possible are
learnt dynamically during the search.

• Since CP Optimizer is intended to be used in an industrial setting with
limited time available, the emphasis is set on finding good solutions (im-
proving the primal bound). Time is spent improving the dual bound only
when it is assumed that we already know the optimal solution or an ex-
haustive search space exploration is needed.

In line with these principles, here are the general steps performed by CP Opti-
mizer’s generic search algorithm:

0. A presolve step is run. Different transformations are performed on the
model to simplify it, remove some modeling inefficiencies, and make it
more suitable for the next steps.

1. A first feasible solution is searched, using a branch & bound tree with ag-
gressive heuristics which emphasize finding a feasible solution over opti-
mizing the solution quality.

2. An initial dual bound is computed by two means. First by running a
binary search on its value with a tree search of limited size, second by
reusing the value found by the linear relaxation mentioned above. This
dual bound will be used in the branch & bound search and to measure the
quality of the solutions found.
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3. The main search is started. Different strategies are available, and are gen-
erally run in parallel, with a different CPU time ratio so as to favor the
most promising ones. We detail the available search strategies in the rest
of this subsection.

2.5.3.1 Depth-First Search

The Depth-First Search method is the most basic search algorithm in CP Op-
timizer. It consists in a simple branch & bound exploration of the search tree.
The branching heuristics is the Set Times if the objective is regular, or the linear
relaxation otherwise.

This algorithm is complete (all feasible solutions are explored), but the cost
of doing so can be tremendous. In practice, it is mostly used for debugging and
for counting the number of feasible solutions to a problem.

2.5.3.2 Large Neighborhood Search

The Large Neighborhood Search is the main search strategy used by CP Op-
timizer, once at least one feasible solution to the problem has been found. This
strategy was introduced in [Sha98] and was adapted to scheduling problems
and expanded in [Lab05, LG07]. It can be thought of as a local search based
metaheuristics on top of the tree search. The principle is to relax a part of the
incumbent solution, to reoptimize, and to repeat the process, as shown on Fig-
ure 2.2. We will hereunder describe the main ideas of LNS.

Since LNS is a local search algorithm, we need to find a feasible solution
first. This is done using a tree search, with parameters which are optimized to
quickly find a feasible solution, at the expense maybe of its quality.

Once that first solution is available, LNS itself can start and will loop over
relaxing a part of the current solution, and completing it into a full solution.
Relaxing a part of the solution is done by keeping some structure on the rest of
the solution and reoptimizing the whole problem with this additional structure.
The structure that is kept is called a Partial Order Schedule and was introduced
in [PSCO04]. It consists in a graph whose edges are precedence constraints
between activities, with the property that all schedules which are feasible with
respect to the POS also satisfy most resource constraints of the problem (except
for very particular situations such as a minimum level constraint in a cumul,
for which the POS might be underconstrained).

Of course, the POS is over-constrained with respect to the original problem
since it encodes part of the incumbent solution.

Computation of the POS is done resource by resource. For example, for a
sequence, the POS contains all precedences from one activity in the sequence
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(a) Existing solution
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Figure 2.2: Schedule Improvement with Large Neighborhood Search (Figure
courtesy of Philippe Laborie)

to the next. For a state resource, the POS contains all precedences between
activities requiring incompatible states, such that one of them is executed fully
before the other. For a cumulative resource, the computation is slightly more
involved and is described in details in [LG07].

The part of the solution which will be relaxed can be chosen by different
heuristics, each depending on parameters. For instance, one such heuristics
will randomly select activities to be relaxed with a certain probability. Another
one will relax all activities which start in a certain time window. The position
and size of that time window are parameters of that heuristics.

Once we have chosen a fragment to relax, all edges in the POS involving
activities from the fragment are removed, and this new problem is solved. The
additional constraints provided by the POS will result in a much smaller search
space.

The LNS is self-adaptating, as are most algorithms in CP Optimizer, in the
sense that all its parameters (choice of neighborhood and search heuristics, and
the parameters of these heuristics) are learned dynamically. This is done by
maintaining weights over the likelihood of choosing each heuristics and over a
vector of possible values for the heuristics parameters. The heuristics to be used
and its parameters are then randomly chosen according to this distribution. Af-
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ter each reoptimization, the effect of the heuristics is measured and the weights
are updated: if a heuristics resulted in improving the solution, the probability
that it is used again in the future will be increased, and vice versa.

An overview of LNS is presented on Figure 2.3.
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Figure 2.3: Self-Adapting LNS overview (from [LG07])

We can already see with this simple description that CP Optimizer relies
on concepts which go far beyond “classical” CP: propagation remains a core
concept, but the default search uses local search as much as tree search, this
local search can itself be guided by a linear relaxation of the problem, learning
is used at all stages, etc.

2.5.3.3 Genetic Algorithm

The Genetic Algorithm search method is a multipoint local search algorithm
(it works with a population of solutions). Since enumerating the time is ex-
tremely costly and the solution space is typically not convex, the local search
should not be performed directly on the decision variables of the problem (which
include starting and ending times), but should instead be performed on an indi-
rect representation of the problem, which is then decoded into an assignement
of values to the decision variables.

This is what is done in CP Optimizer’s genetic algorithm: a genome is main-
tained and evolved, which encodes mostly precedences between activities. It
is then interpreted through a decoding step. In this step, the genome is trans-
formed into additional constraints. A solution is then found using a completion
algorithm (the parameters of the completion algorithm are also evolved and
decoded from the genome).
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This algorithm is generally not as robust as the Large Neighborhood Search,
but has better performances in some of the benchmark instances and is thus fre-
quently useful on problems with a complex solution landscape. This is mostly
due to better diversification.

In addition, it is often used in conjunction with other search methods such
as LNS to try and improve the solution they found.

2.5.3.4 Failure Directed Search

The Failure Directed Search is used when we aim at improving the dual
bound on the current solution and hopefully prove that this solution is optimal.
It is started under the conditions that the search space is small enough, since
FDS is RAM-intensive, and that the LNS is not making progress anymore. In
this case indeed, we assume that there is probably no better solution and start
working towards a proof. If a better solution exists it is very hard to find with
the common techniques and we need to cover the full search space anyway.

In order to cover all of the search space rapidly, we now aim at finding fail-
ures as quickly as possible. Moreover, no-goods are learned when failures are
found so as to avoid exploring the same part of the search space in the future
and further reduce the search space.

In order to direct the search towards failures, the decisions (branching vari-
able and value) are rated: those which lead to stronger domain reduction, and
ideally failure, are preferred and will be used with a greater propability during
the next restarts.

More information about this technique can be found in [VLS15].

2.5.4 Propagations

There are several keys to implementing propagations efficiently in a con-
straint programming engine.

A first good practice is to use a propagation queue, running the least expen-
sive (in terms of computing time) propagators in priority over the heavier ones.
In particular, once a heavy propagator manages to change a domain, it should
be interrupted in favor of the lighter propagators, instead of trying to reach the
fixed point of that propagation. The fixed point of all propagations though must
be reached before branching.

The goal of incrementality is to maintain information between the nodes
during the search, in order to avoid trying the same propagations several times
and to restudy only the part of the propagations which may have been affected
by the last branching decision. The domain values modified by the last branch-
ing decision are called delta domain in this context. A propagation can also be
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made incremental with the use of supports, which are logical conditions whose
truth value must change before it is necessary to reexamine this propagation.

Typically, several propagation algorithms are implemented for each con-
straint. These algorithms have varying properties in terms of algorithmic com-
plexity, deduction power, incrementality, cooperation with other factors such as
the presence of other constraints or the search strategy being used.

Trade-offs have thus to be considered when choosing a propagation algo-
rithm in a given situation.

An instance of such a trade-off is between the time spent propagating and
the propagation power. Typically, if we want to search for a feasible solution
(that is, improve the primal bound), we will use a search algorithm which will
quickly sample the search space in different regions. In this case, we want to
move quickly through the search space and need relatively inexpensive prop-
agation algorithms (typically, no more than O(n log n) where n is the number
of tasks), at the expense of the propagation power, with the hope that we will
not end up in too many dead-ends. On the other hand, if we want to improve
the dual bound, we need to cover the search space more extensively, and will
benefit from longer but more powerful propagations, which will significantly
reduce the size of the search space. For example, the Edge Finder (see below
in Subsection 3.4.3), which is an expensive propagation, does not combine well
with the LNS when trying to find good feasible solutions, but it works very well
in combination with a search strategy aimed at improving the dual bound, such
as FDS.

Another trade-off concerns the incrementality properties of a propagator.
For example, the Timetable propagation can be updated in linear time from a
node to one of its successors, thus making it the cornerstone of propagators for
the cumulative constraint, in spite of the existence of much stronger propaga-
tors, but with poorer incrementality properties.

In the next chapter, we will detail some propagations which are used in
constraint-based scheduling, notably on the cumulative constraint.





Chapter 3

The Cumulative constraint

We introduce in this chapter the cumulative constraint, briefly mentioned
previously, which is at the heart of this thesis. As we will see, this constraint
is used to model very diverse situations and is widely used, since we find a
cumulative aspect in most scheduling problems. Besides, there exist several
families of powerful algorithms to deal with this constraint.

We begin in Section 3.1 by defining this global constraint and the notation
which we will use further on. We continue in Section 3.2 by introducing the
Resource Constrained Project Scheduling Problem, a fundamental problem in
scheduling, which has many uses in and of itself, and has many close ties with
the cumulative constraint. Then in Section 3.3, we present numerous varied ex-
amples of industrial applications of the cumulative constraint which motivates
the extensive study of this constraint on top of its theoretical interest. Finally in
Sections 3.4 to 3.8, we present different algorithmic frameworks to solve cumu-
lative schedules.

3.1 Definition and notations
We focus in this chapter on the discrete cumulative resource, an abstraction

for the assignment of a fixed quantity of a resource to a task during its execution
period. At any point in time, the total resource usage by the tasks being run
must not exceed the total resource capacity. This abstraction is heavily used in
constraint-based scheduling to model the allocation of a limited resource, such
as manpower, budget, parallel machines, reservoirs. In this context, we talk of
the cumulative constraint.

Definition 1. Given a discrete cumulative resource of capacity C on a set of n
tasks with respective length pi and demand ci on the resource, we say that the
resource can be satisfied if and only if for each task there exists a start time ti

47
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such that:
∀ time t, ∑

i ∈ [1, n]
ti ≤ t < ti + pi

ci ≤ C

In this case, t1, ..., tn is called a valid schedule.

An example of a common application of this constraint is in the famous Re-
source Constrained Project Scheduling Problem: this problem can be seen as
minimizing the makespan of a set of non-preemptive tasks of given lengths,
under a cumulative constraint such as we just introduced, in addition to prece-
dence constraints between tasks.
The cumulative constraint was introduced as a constraint in the Constraint Pro-
gramming framework in [AB93].

Note that this problem is related but clearly different from the two-dimensional
packing problems [LMM02], such as strip-packing. One can obtain excellent
relaxations of two-dimensional packing problems with cumulative resources
though, and all the techniques developed for the cumulative resource apply to
two-dimensional packing as well.

We will see later in this chapter several algorithmic techniques to deal with
the cumulative constraint, but a fundamental tool, used by several of these tech-
niques, is the notion of energy of a set of tasks over a cumulative resource:

Definition 2. Given a discrete cumulative resource of capacity C and a set of n
tasks with respective lengths pi and demands ci, the energy bound of the tasks
on the resource is E = ∑n

i=1
pici
C .

Notice that the energy gives a lower bound for the total time needed to run
all the tasks.

For example (see Figure 3.1), on a resource of capacity C = 4, if we have
n = 5 tasks of lengths p = (3, 4, 9, 1, 4) and respective demands c = (4, 3, 1, 2, 1),
then the energy lower bound on the makespan is 3×4+4×3+9×1+1×2+4×1

4 = 9.75
(the actual minimum makespan for this example is 12).

C = 4

t0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 101112

Figure 3.1: Example instance. Energy bound: 9.75.
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3.2 RCPSP
The cumulative constraint is often studied in the context of the Resource

Constrained Project Scheduling Problem (RCPSP), as these two notions are in-
timately linked. The RCPSP is indeed the scheduling problem containing only
cumulative constraints (possibly several of them) and precedence constraints
between the tasks.

The reason for combining the study of these two families of constraints is
that they act in an orthogonal fashion on the solution: intuitively, the prece-
dence constraints define the structure of the solution along the temporal axis,
while the cumulative constraints act on the behaviour of the problem at a given
point in time. Thus, they form the prototypes of constraints acting on these two
dimensions and enable the study of their interactions, which have yielded rich
and fruitful algorithmic results.

In addition to its theoretical interest in relation with the cumulative con-
straint, the RCPSP, in spite of its simplicity, is also applicable to a broad variety
of practical problems. Indeed, it generalizes many practical production prob-
lems, such as parallel machines scheduling and shop problems, as we will see
below.

Of course, even though the cumulative resource is often presented and stud-
ied in the context of the RCPSP, it is much more general and can be used in many
different settings. This will be illustrated on different examples in the following
section.

There exists an extensive body of literature about the RCPSP: several hun-
dreds of articles and a dozen of books have been published on this topic. We
will only cite one of them here: the recent and excellent [ADN13] which con-
tains surveys of all the sub-fields of the study of the RCPSP and references for
the interested reader.

3.2.1 Formal definition

Let us now give a formal definition of the RCPSP. Given:

• R cumulative resources r = 1, . . . , R of respective capacities Cr.

• n activities i = 1, . . . , n of respective durations pi and demands di,r on each
resource r.

• and a set of precedences i → j such that the directed graph whose nodes
are the activities and edges are the precedences is acyclic.

we must find a start date Si for each activity such that:
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• at any point in time, for each cumulative resource, the sum of the demands
of the tasks being executed does not exceed the capacity of that resource:

∀time t, ∀r ∈ [1, R], ∑
i ∈ [1, n]

Si ≤ t < Si + pi

di,r ≤ Cr.

• for each precedence i → j, the inequality Si + pi ≤ Sj is satisfied, so that
activity i finishes before activity j begins. Preemption is not allowed.

• the makespan max
i∈[1,n]

(Si + pi), that is the latest completion time of any ac-

tivity, is minimized among all the schedules which satisfy the previous
two constraints. Other objectives are possible in variants of the RCPSP.

Without loss of generality, all quantities Cr, di,r and pi are assumed to be integer.

3.2.2 Example

We show here a small example of a project with n = 5 activities and R = 2
cumulative resources of respective capacities C1 = 3 and C2 = 5. For each
activity i, the lengths pi and demands di,1 and di,2 on the two resources are
given in the following table:

i 1 2 3 4 5
pi 5 3 3 4 4

di,1 2 2 1 1 1
di,2 1 2 4 3 1

Moreover, there are two precedences in this instance, 1 → 2 and 3 → 4, as
shown on the precedence graph, represented on Figure 3.2.

1 2

3 4

5

Figure 3.2: Precedence graph

A possible optimal schedule for this instance, of makespan 10, is given by
the following start dates:
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i 1 2 3 4 5
Si 0 7 0 5 3

The consumption on the two cumulative resources is represented on Fig-
ure 3.3.

C1 = 3

t
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

(a) Resource 1

C2 = 5

t
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

(b) Resource 2

Figure 3.3: An optimal schedule

3.2.3 A versatile model

The RCPSP, in spite of its simplicity, is a surprisingly expressive model. For
example, the problems we introduced above in Section 2.1, such as single ma-
chine problems, parallel machine problems and shop scheduling problems, can
be modeled as RCPSPs. We give here an outline of these reductions.

Single-machine problems, sometimes also called disjunctive problems, where
activities have to be scheduled on a resource which accepts one activity at a
time, are easily modeled with a cumulative resource of capacity C1 = 1, on
which each activity has a demand di,1 = 1.

Similarly, parallel identical machines problems, where jobs can be scheduled
on m identical machines with the same processing speed, can be modeled with
an RCPSP with one cumulative resource of capacity C1 = m and each activity
has a demand di,1 = 1.

The open shop scheduling problem with n jobs and m machines can be mod-
eled with an RCPSP with n + m cumulative resources, all of capacity Ci = 1.
The first n resources correspond to the jobs, and the following m resources cor-
respond to the machines. The activities correspond to the operations Oi,j, with
a demand of 1 on resource j corresponding to job Ji, and a demand of 1 on
resource n + µi,j, corresponding to the use of the machine. The special cases
of the shop scheduling problems we mentioned above can also be modeled as
RCPSPs.

We refer the reader to Chapter 1 of [BK12] for more details on modeling with
the RCPSP.
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3.2.4 Algorithmic complexity

In spite of its practical relevance, this problem is of formidable difficulty:
it is strongly NP-hard, even without precedence constraints and only one cu-
mulative resource of capacity 3 [GJ75]. The reduction from 3-PARTITION is
intuitive.

Contrary to many other NP-hard problems, it is also poorly tractable in prac-
tice, even for instances of modest sizes. Surprisingly, small instances which
contain only 60 tasks and are more than 20 years old as this thesis is written
are still unsolved to optimality to this day, in spite of the tremendous recent
improvement in algorithms and computing power. The most commonly used
benchmark instances for the RCPSP have been collected in the PSPLIB [KS97].

3.2.5 OPL model

A model for the RCPSP in the OPL language is presend in Listing 3.1. Let us
detail this code:

Lines 1-12 correspond to the data input. The RCPSP instance has n tasks and
R resources.

A data structure containing the informations of each task (length, demand
on each of the R cumulative resources, and direct successors in a precedence
constraint) is initialized lines 4-9 and filled line 11.

The capacity of each of the R cumulative resources is set line 12.
Line 14, the decision variables of the model are declared. They are here of

type interval which means that they represent interval variables, that is time
period over which the corresponding task will be executed. The start and the
end of that period are to be determined by the solver.

Lines 16-18, the cumulative functions usage[r] are declared. Their value is
defined as a sum over the tasks of pulses, that is functions of the time whose
value is the demand of the task on that cumulative resource on the execution
period of the task and null elsewhere. In this way, the value of the cumula-
tive function at any point in time is the sum of the demands of the tasks being
executed.

The objective function of the model is declared line 20. It states the makespan
objective, that is the minimization of the latest end time of any of the tasks.
While widely regarded as quite academic, the makespan is a sensible measure
of the throughput of a production system.

The constraints of the model appear in the �subject to� block, lines 21-26.
As we mentioned above, there are two families of constraints:

Lines 22-23 express the cumulative constraints: for every cumulative re-
source, the corresponding cumulative function must never exceed the capacity
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Listing 3.1: RCPSP model
1 int R = ...; // number of resources

2

3 tuple Task {

4 key int id;

5 int length;

6 int demands [0..R-1];

7 {int} succs;

8 }

9

10 {Task} Tasks = ...; // characteristics of tasks

11 int Capacity[r in 1..R] = ...; // resources capacities

12

13 dvar interval intervals[task in Tasks] size task.length;

14

15 cumulFunction usage[r in 1..R] =

16 sum (task in Tasks: task.demands[r]>0)

17 pulse(intervals[task], task.demands[r]);

18

19 minimize max(t in Tasks) endOf(intervals[t]);

20 subject to {

21 forall(r in 0..R-1)

22 usage[r] <= Capacity[r];

23 forall(task in Tasks , succId in task.succs)

24 endBeforeStart(itvs[task], itvs[<succId >]);

25 }

of the cumulative resource.
Lines 24-25 correspond to the precedence constraints: for all declared direct

successors to a task, we declare an endBeforeStart constraint, which states a
precedence betwen the two intervals given as parameters.

3.2.6 RCPSP with Multiple Modes

An important variant of the RCPSP, which we do not deal with in this thesis
but should be mentioned for completeness, is the RCPSP with Multiple Modes
(RCPSPMM).

In this variant, a set of modes Mi is associated with each activity i. To each
mode m ∈ Mi corresponds a different processing time pi,m and different de-
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mands di,r,m on the cumulative resources. This is used to model the frequent
situations in which different processes or machines can be used to obtain the
same result, albeit with a different processing time. In addition to setting start-
ing dates, the solver must select a mode for each activity.

In CP Optimizer, alternatives can be used to model the RCPSPMM.

3.3 Examples of industrial applications of the
cumulative constraint

Since this thesis was prepared in an industrial setting, we wish to present
some concrete examples of the usage of the cumulative constraint, to show how
versatile it is. In our experience, more than half of all scheduling models involve
a cumulative constraint. Our goal is to represent the variety of its uses, both
from an application and a modelization standpoint.

3.3.1 Exclusive zones

Many areas in an aircraft under construction are cramped and can only acco-
modate a limited number of workers, or are supported by scaffolding and have
severe weight limits. Exclusive zones are extensively used in aircraft manufac-
turing to account for these restrictions. The principle is to divide the aircraft
into zones, and to limit the number of people working simultaneously in a zone
(or a union of zones) using a cumulative constraint.

Figure 3.4 shows an example of splitting the forward section of an aircraft
into different exclusive zones, and the associated constraints.

The cumulative resource is often used to model such volume limitations in
the case of processing several items at once, for example in chemical reactors or
in ovens, in semiconductor manufacturing.

3.3.2 Workforce scheduling

A common application of scheduling is the building of rosters. Different
tasks have to be assigned to different employees. Each task requires a certain
skill, and employees each have a set of skills. The easiest way of modeling this
with CP Optimizer is to have an interval for each task ti, and to create optional
tasks tij for each task ti and each employee j which has the skills to complete
task ti. Two types of constraints are then used: an alternative from each main
task ti to the subtasks tij, which ensures that the task will be assigned to exactly
one employee, and a no-overlap constraint for each worker j on all the tasks tij
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UL UC UR

ML MC MR

LL LC LR

Zones Max number of people
UL 1
UC 1
UR 1
ML 1
MC 2
MR 1
LL 1
LC 2
LR 1

UL+UC+UR 2
ML+MC 2
MC+MR 2

UL+UC+UR+LL+LC+LR 3
LL+LC+LR 2

Figure 3.4: Exclusive zones in the forward section of an aircraft

potentially assigned to that worker. This model is shown on Figure 3.5 and in
Listing 3.2.

It is very helpful here to add a redundant cumulative constraint for each
skill. These cumulative constraints will relax the exact assignment of tasks to
workers, but they will have a more global view of all the tasks sharing certain
workers. This will enable them to make deductions that the no-overlap con-
straints would have missed. For each skill, we thus define a new cumulative
constraint. Its capacity is the number of workers having that skill, and the de-
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t

Skills

W3

W2

W1

t1 t3 t4t2ALT ALT ALT ALT

Figure 3.5: Workforce scheduling

mand of each task ti on the constraint is 1 if it requires that skill, 0 otherwise, as
shown in Listing 3.3.

Using a cumulative resource as an approximation for identical machines is
often a wise and efficient practice for non-critical parts of a model.

3.3.3 Long-term capacity planning

In supply chain management, capacity planning consists in matching the
resource availabilities and customer demands for the products of a company. In
general, the long term strategy of the company is at stake.

This problem is generally modeled as a linear problem by assimilating the
production as a cumul of demands over a small number of fixed time buckets.
The expected demands come from strategic forecasts, the time horizon is huge,
typically in years, and the buckets duration is long as well, typically one month.
The objective is then to choose which resources to use for the production, and
to compute an approximate production date.

Nevertheless, the long duration time buckets relaxation is not precise enough
for some cases. This is for example the case when precedence constraints be-
tween demands, or costs in case of early or late delivery, are key factors. It
prevents from safely aggregating the demands in buckets and requires a con-
tinuous time definition. If we suppose that the relaxation of the production
system as cumulative resources is still valid, the core problem is then an RCPSP
(eventually an RCPSPMM) with a huge number of tasks, typically up to one
million, and a large set of cumulative resources, typically in the hundreds.

3.3.4 Berth allocation

This example is an original, though not uncommon, application of the cu-
mulative constraint to a geometric problem. A commercial port has a linear
quay of length L. Ships can dock anywhere along the quay, but their berthing
locations obviously cannot overlap, see Figure 3.6. The ships are indexed from
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Listing 3.2: Workforce scheduling model
1 int n = ...; // number of tasks

2 int w = ...; // number of workers

3 int s = ...; // number of skills

4

5 int taskType[i in 1..n] = ...; //skill needed by a task

6 int skillsWorker [1..w][1..s] = ...; //1 if worker has

the skill , 0 otherwise

7 int skillAvailability[k in 1..s] = sum(j in 1..w)

skillsWorker[j][s];

8

9 dvar interval tasks[1..n];

10 dvar interval assignedTasks [1..n][1..w] optional;

11

12 constraints {

13 forall(i in 1..n) {

14 alternative(tasks[i],all(j in 1..w: skillsWorker[j][

taskType[i]] == 1) assignedTasks[i][j]);

15 forall(j in 1..w: skillsWorker[j][ taskType[i]] == 0)

16 !presenceOf(assignedTasks[i][j]);

17 }

18 forall(j in 1..w)

19 noOverlap(all(i in 1..n) assignedTasks[i][j]);

20 }

21 forall(k in 1..s: skillAvailability[k]>0)

22 sum(i in 1..n: taskType[i] == k) pulse(tasks[i], 1) <=

skillAvailability[k];

1 to n. Ship i has a length of li meters. Its arrival time at the port is ai and it must
depart before time di while spending at least si time units docked. The goal is
to find berthing locations and times which prevent the overlaps.

0 L

Figure 3.6: Berth allocation

This problem is a strip-packing problem, if we think of the temporal dimen-
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Listing 3.3: Redundant cumulative
1 int skillAvailability[k in 1..s] = sum(j in 1..w)

skillsWorker[j][s];

2

3 constraints {

4 forall(k in 1..s)

5 sum(i in 1..n: taskType[i]==k) pulse(tasks[i],1) <=

skillAvailability[k];

6 }

sion as the infinite dimension in a strip-packing problem. Since the cumulative
constraint is a very strong relaxation of bidimensional packing problems, all the
more so when there is a “thin” dimension, we can get a solution to the original
problem which is almost always feasible just by modeling it as a cumulative
problem, as shown in Listing 3.4.

Listing 3.4: Berth allocation model
1 int n = ...; // number of docking events

2 int L = ...; // length of the quay

3

4 dvar interval ship[i in 1..n] ...;

5 cumulFunction quayOccupation = sum(i in 1..n) pulse(ship

[i], l[i]);

6

7 constraints {

8 forall(i in 1..n) {

9 startOf(ship[i]) >= a[i];

10 endOf(ship[i]) <= d[i];

11 lengthOf(ship[i]) >= s[i];

12 }

13 quayOccupation <= L;

14 }

In many instances and for all practical purposes, since ships have a large
enough length and only a small number of them can fit on the quay at the same
time in the real-world problem, this model provides an exact relaxation of the
original problem.
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The principle of using a cumulative resource to model a strip packing prob-
lem with a thin dimension applies to vehicle loading problems such as truck or
train loading. The idea consists in using the temporal dimension of the cumu-
lative resource to model the length of the vehicle, as shown on Figure 3.7.

t

Figure 3.7: Truck loading

3.3.5 Balancing production load

In CP Optimizer, the demand of a task can also be a decision variable, and
not only a data of the problem. One example of a use case is in balancing a
production load.

In many industrial problems, the real objective is to balance the production
as evenly as possible, which is not easy to express as an objective function in
an optimization model. A way of accomplishing this is to minimize the peak
utilization of the resources. In this example, a dummy task of variable demand
D is added to the cumulative constraint and the objective is to maximize D, as
shown in Figure 3.8 and Listing 3.5.

Many variants of this idea can be used to balance a load, such as having a
dummy task per work shift.

t
A1

A2

A3 A4 A5

A6

A7

dummy D

C

Figure 3.8: Balancing production load
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Listing 3.5: Balancing production load
1 int n = ...; // number of tasks

2 int C = ...; // cumulative capacity

3

4 dvar interval A[i in 1..n] ...;

5 dvar interval dummy ...;

6 cumulFunction f = pulse(dummy , 0, C) + sum(i in 1..n)

pulse(A[i], 1);

7

8 maximize heightAtStart(dummy , f);

9 constraints {

10 f <= C;

11 }

3.3.6 Batching

Another type of constraint, related to the cumulative constraint as defined
previously, is the alwaysIn constraint. We do not deal with the algorithmic as-
pects of the alwaysIn constraint in this thesis, but mention it here for compre-
hensiveness. alwaysIn( f , a, hmin, hmax) states that during the execution interval
of activity a, the cumulative function f , representing the sum of the demands of
the tasks being executed at a certain point in time, must always be at a level in
the range [hmin, hmax].

In the following example which is sometimes encountered in process schedul-
ing models (OPL code in Listing 3.6 and illustration in Figure 3.9), the alwaysIn
constraint is used to locate production periods, in order to fit maintenance tasks
between those periods. The production tasks take place during the Ai inter-
vals. We want a Wj interval to be present exactly whenever an Ai interval is
present. To this end, the constraint alwaysIn(CW, A[i], 1, 1) ensures that
exactly one Wj interval is present whenever an Ai interval is present. The
constraint alwaysIn(CA, W[i], 1, n) ensures that at least one Ai interval is
present whenever a Wj interval is present, so that no Wj interval is present when
no Ai interval is present.

A natural extension of the cumulative resource is the “reservoir”, which is a
succession both of filling and emptying events, for which we have a minimum
level constraint (in general 0) and a maximum level constraint (the reservoir
volume).

In this thesis, we will not deal with negative demands nor minimum levels
in cumulative resources.
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Figure 3.9: Intervals synchronization

Listing 3.6: Intervals synchronization
1 int n = ...;

2

3 dvar interval A[i in 1..n] ...;

4 cumulFunction CA = sum(i in 1..n) pulse(A[i], 1);

5 dvar interval W[i in 1..n] optional in 1.. horizon;

6 cumulFunction CW = sum(i in 1..n) pulse(W[i], 1);

7

8 constraints {

9 forall(i in 1..n) {

10 alwaysIn(CW, A[i], 1, 1);

11 alwaysIn(CA, W[i], 1, n);

12 }

13 forall(i in 1..n-1) {

14 endBeforeStart(W[i], W[i+1]);

15 }

16 }

3.4 Cumulative propagation

We describe in this section the most common propagations for the Cumula-
tive constraint. These propagations only take into account the current bounds
for the start and end times of the different activities, except for the Precedence
Energy which also takes precedence relationships into account. Most of these
propagations rely on the notion of Energy Bound, defined above in Section 3.1.
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The general principle is to select a set of activities, select a time interval where
these activities should be scheduled, and move an activity if the total energy of
the activities exceeds the available energy in the window.

There are dominance relationships between these propagations, in the sense
that the deductions made by some of them are subsubmed by the deductions
made by another one with a higher algorithmic complexity. In particular, En-
ergy Reasoning is stronger than the Edge-Finders. It is also stronger than the
Timetable. It is worth noting though that Energy Reasoning and Not-First, Not-
Last are incomparable and can both make deductions that the other cannot.

3.4.1 Timetable

The timetable propagation was introduced in [AB93]. A lot of improvement
has since been made on this topic and exists unpublished in the community. The
timetable has a quadratic worst-case complexity but its amortized complexity
is linear. In spite of its relative propagation weakness, its low complexity makes
it the basis of propagating the cumulative constraint.

The timetable amounts to maintaining arc-B-consistency on the equation
from Definition 1 which defines a satisfied cumulative resource.

The principle is to maintain a so-called resource histogram, recording for
each point in time the minimum amount of resource consumption: first we com-
pute for each task its compulsory part, that is

Mi(t) ,

{
ci if lsti ≤ t < eeti

0 otherwise

We accumulate for each time point the compulsory parts of all tasks:

U(t) , ∑
i

Mi(t) = ∑
i∈J1,nK:lsti≤t<eeti

ci

Several deductions can be made with this histogram:

• If ∃t/U(t) > C, then we know that the current problem has no solution
and the search must backtrack.

• If for a particular task Ai, ∃t0/ max(lsti, eeti) ≤ t0 < leti, U(t0)−Mi(t0) +
ci > C, then Ai cannot end after t0, otherwise the resource would be over-
consumed. leti can then be updated to t0. A symmetric rule exists for
updating the start times.
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In addition to its low complexity, a major advantage of the timetable is that it
is easily extendable. It can easily support extensions such as reservoirs (nega-
tive demands and minimum level constraints on a cumulative), as well as the
joint propagation of other resources such as state functions with transition time,
without incurring a performance penalty.

The implementation in CP Optimizer is fully incremental with respect to
changes to the interval variables domains.

3.4.2 Disjunctive

If the sum of the demands of two activities Ai and Aj exceeds the capacity
of the cumulative, they cannot overlap in time, so one of them must precede the
other. The disjunctive constraint maintains arc-consistency on the formula:

[
ci + cj ≤ C

]
∨
[
Ai → Aj

]
∨
[
Aj → Ai

]

This constraint can be propagated on all activities with a O(n log n) complex-
ity, as explained in [Vil04]. This propagation is surprisingly powerful in prac-
tice, since many instances of cumulative problems exhibits tasks which cannot
overlap.

3.4.3 Edge Finding and derivatives

The Edge-Finding family of propagation techniques reason about the order
of execution of activities. Specifically, these algorithms determine if a given
activity Ai must execute before (or after) a set of activities Ω. Two types of in-
formations can be drawn from this: new precedence relations, sometimes called
implicit precedences or “edges”, and more importantly new bounds on the ex-
ecution dates of activities.

The general principle is to check if the total energy of a set of activities Ω fits
in the available energy for Ω, otherwise a conflict is detected:

C(letΩ − estΩ) < eΩ ⇒ fail.

There exists a breadth of Edge-Finder variants, with different propagation
power versus algorithmic complexity trade-offs, and research is very active in
this area. We present the most common versions.

Edge-Finder The original cumulative Edge-Finder was introduced in [Nui94].
For Ai /∈ Ω, if

C(letΩ − estΩ∪{Ai}) < eΩ∪{Ai},
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then Ai must end after lctΩ. Indeed, the previous condition is satisfied if the
energy overflows when Ai is forced to finish no later than letΩ.

The original complexity of this propagation was O(n2) where n is the num-
ber of activities, and it was improved in [Vil09a] to O(kn log n), where k is the
number of different demands of the activities, thanks to a new data structure
called Θ-tree.

Extended Edge-Finder The Extended Edge-Finder was also introduced in [Nui94].
Instead of considering the [estΩ∪{Ai}, letΩ) window as previously, only the win-
dow [estΩ, letΩ) is now considered and only the part of the energy of Ai which
necessarily falls into this window is taken into account.

The full propagation condition is thus, for Ai /∈ Ω and esti ≤ estΩ < eeti, if

C(letΩ − estΩ) < eΩ + ci(eeti − estΩ),

then Ai must end after lctΩ.
The original complexity of this propagation was O(n3), and it was improved

in [MVH08] to O(kn2).

Timetable Edge-Finder The Timetable Edge-Finder was introduced in [Vil11],
and combines the Timetable propagation with the Edge-Finder, by also taking
into account the timetable in the overflow condition.

We defined above in Subsection 3.4.1 the U(t) function, which sums the
mandatory energy of all tasks at time t.

We can thus improve the overload checking rule by adding the energy from
the timetable:

C(letΩ − estΩ) < eΩ +
letΩ

∑
t=estΩ

U(t)⇒ fail.

Depending on the relative positions of Ai and Ω, we can add to this equation
the amount of energy of Ai that necessarily falls in the [estΩ, letΩ) window and
is not yet taken into account in the timetable to obtain an adjustment rule. The
complexity of this propagation is O(n2).

3.4.4 Not-First, Not-Last

The Not-First, Not-Last propagation was originally introduced in [Nui94]. It
gives necessary conditions under which an activity Ai has to be scheduled after
at least one activity (not-first) or before at least one activity (not-last) of a set Ω
of activities. This is complementary to edge-finding.
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We now describe the Not-First rule. The Not-Last rule is similar.
For a set of activities Ω and an activity Ai /∈ Ω, if

estΩ ≤ esti < min
j∈Ω

eetj, and

eΩ + ci(min(eeti, letΩ)− estΩ) > C(letΩ − estΩ),

then Ai must start after minj∈Ω eetj and esti can be updated.
Indeed, if we force activity Ai to start at its earliest start time, then no activity

of Ω can be completed before Ai is started, since esti < minj∈Ω eetj. Thus an
energy ci(esti − estΩ) is occupied by no activity before Ai starts, as shown in
green on Figure 3.10.

The sum of the energy of the activities in Ω∪{Ai} on the window [estΩ, letΩ)
is thus eΩ + ci(min(eeti, letΩ)− esti)+ ci(esti− estΩ), which overflows the avail-
able energy.

estΩ letΩmin
j∈Ω

eetjesti eeti

Ai

Ω

Figure 3.10: Not-First, Not-Last

We can thus deduce that:

esti ≥ max

Ω⊆{A1,...,An}/





Ai /∈ Ω
estΩ ≤ esti < minj∈Ω eetj

eΩ + ci(min(eeti, letΩ)− estΩ) > C(letΩ − estΩ)

min
j∈Ω

eetj

The original complexity of propagating this condition on all tasks was O(n3).
It was improved to O(n2 log n) in [SW10].
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3.4.5 Energy Reasoning

The energy reasoning was originally introduced in [EL90]. It consists in fix-
ing a time window, and accumulating for all the the tasks the minimum energy
within the time window. The propagation is triggered when an overflow is
detected. This propagation is extremely powerful and subsumes several other
propagations (notably timetabling and edge-finding). But its original computa-
tional complexity of O(n3) made it unusable in practice. [EL90, BPN01].

The energy reasoning has seen much interest and several improvements
in the recent years, notably in a series of two articles [DP13, DP14] in which
the constant factor of its complexity was divided by seven, and in techniques
aiming at using machine learning to predict cases when running the expensive
O(n3) Energy Reasoning propagator will be beneficial, so as to use this propa-
gation sparingly [VCLSo14].

As part of this doctoral work, we developed a new propagation algorithm
with a complexity of O(n2 log n) [Bon16], making this propagation useful in a
higher number of cases.

We do not detail this propagation here, since it will be extensively covered
in Chapter 5.

3.4.6 Energy Precedence

The energy precedence propagation, introduced in [Lab03a], is different from
the previous propagations in that it combines information coming from the tem-
poral network (precedence constraints) with the information on the cumulative
constraint and the current domains of the intervals. This propagation is es-
pecially useful when used in combination with a precedence-based search (a
branching scheme which adds precedence constraints to the model).

The energy precedence ensures that the cumulative resource provides enough
energy for all the predecessors of a task to fit before that task can start. More
formally, for each subset Ω of predecessors of a task Ai, the earliest start time of
a task in Ω plus a lower bound on the running time of all the tasks in Ω provides
a lower bound on the earliest start time of Ai:

∀Ω ⊆ {j ∈ J1, nK : Aj → Ai}, esti ≥ estΩ +
⌈ eΩ

C

⌉

There exists a symmetric rule with the successors and latest end time of i.
Since subsets Ω of the form {j ∈ J1, nK : Aj → Ai, estj ≥ t} dominate the

other subsets for this propagation, and there are only p of them where p is the
maximal number of predecessors of a given activity in the temporal network
(p < n), the energy precedence can be propagated with a worst-time complexity
O(n(p + log n)).
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3.5 MIP formulations

Numerous MIP formulations have been proposed for the RCPSP. Neverthe-
less, a major difficulty in coming up with good formulations is that the cumu-
lative constraint is deeply non-linear with respect to the dates of the activities.
In other words, it is very difficult to express the temporal and cumulative con-
straints jointly using linear inequalities.

This requires compromises on the size of the formulation and the quality of
the linear relaxation, which are done by choosing different variables, represent-
ing more or less directly the temporal and cumulative constraints, and thus by
different linearizations, more or less precise and more or less compact. Never-
theless, there is no good compact linearization and we have to choose between
either a weak approximation or a pseudo-polynomial model. For this reason,
only small instances have been solved to optimality, or instances with addi-
tional properties that could be exploited in the MIP model. Additionally, the
linear relaxations of these formulations are generally weak.

The fundamental notion in most of these formulations and attempts at lin-
earizing the cumulative constraint is that of antichains (set of activities which
are incomparable in the precedence relation and can a priori be scheduled si-
multaneously).

Following Queyranne and Schulz’s [QS94] classification of MIP formula-
tions, we will group them hereafter by the type of decision variables used.

Time indexed formulations Time indexed formulations were introduced in
[PWW69]. They are, perhaps surprisingly, the most commonly used MIP for-
mulations for the RCPSP, owing to their simplicity, in spite of their poor prac-
tical performance on most instances. The basic principle (Discrete Time for-
mulation) is to divide the scheduling horizon H into unit time slots and to use
time-indexed binary variables: for any activity i and time t ∈ [0, T], xit = 1
if activity i starts at time t, 0 otherwise. With these variables, the precedence

constraint from i to j is expressed as
H

∑
t=0

txjt −
H

∑
t=0

txit ≥ pi and the cumulative

constraint as
n

∑
i=1

ci

t

∑
τ=t−pi+1

xiτ ≤ C for all times t ∈ [0, H − 1].

In the Disaggregated Discrete Time formulation, the precedence constraints

are desagregated into
t−pi

∑
τ=0

xiτ −
t

∑
τ=0

xjτ ≥ 0 for all times t ∈ [0, H − 1] as in-

troduced in [CAVT87]. We obtain a stronger continuous relaxation and better
lower bounds. Moreover, if the cumulative constraints are dualized with a La-
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grangian relaxation, the remaining constraint matrix is totally unimodular. This
fact was used in [MSSU03] to solve the remaining problem with a maximum
flow algorithm.

An even stronger linear relaxation can be obtained by replacing the cumu-
lative constraint as expressed above by its Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition, using
antichains. More specifically, we call P the set of antichains P. Pi is the set of
antichains containing activity i. The decision variable yPt is equal to 1 if an-
tichain P is being executed at time t, 0 otherwise. The cumulative constraint is
now expressed as:

∀i ∈ [1, n], ∑
P∈Pi

∑
t∈[0,H−1]

yPt = pi,

so that enough antichains are available to execute all of activity i.

∀t ∈ [0, H − 1], ∑
P∈P

yPt ≤ 1,

to schedule only one antichain per time slot.

∀i ∈ [1, n], ∀t ∈ [0, H − 1], xit − ∑
P∈Pi

yPt − ∑
P∈Pi

yP,t−1 ≥ 0,

to synchronize the start date of i with the first use of an element of Pi.
This formulation was introduced in [MMRB98]. It was further improved

with constraint propagation and specific cutting planes in [BK00, BD04].
All these time indexed formulations are pseudo-polynomial in H.

Continous time formulations These formulations are based on two families
of variables: n continuous variables Si representing the starting time of each
activity and n2 binary sequencing variables xij between all pairs of activities,
representing precedences between activities: xij = 1 if activity j does not start
before activity i is completed, and 0 otherwise.

The basic constraints of these formulations enforce the asymmetry and the
triangle inequality of the precedence relation: xij + xji ≤ 1 and xij + xjh − xih ≤
1, , and the precedence relationship from i to j with a big-M: Sj − Si −Mxij ≥
pi −M.

The first formulation based on these variables [AVOTG93] relies on the con-
cept of forbidden sets. A forbidden set F is a set of activities which cannot be
scheduled simultaneously because the sum of their demands would exceed the
cumulative capacity, so for any forbidden set F, we add a constraint to force
a precedence between two activities: ∑{i,j}⊆F xij ≥ 1. There is is an exponen-
tial number of forbidden sets in general, so this formulation cannot be used in
practice.

A second formulation based on the concept of resource flow was proposed
in [AMR03] to obtain a more compact formulation. The principle is to indicate
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the quantity of cumulative resource made available for activity j when activ-
ity i finishes. Two families of constraints are then added to the model to ex-
press that the total incoming and outgoing flow to an activity must match its
demand. Two dummy activities are placed at the beginning and end of the
schedule to provide and capture all the capacity. This formulation has O(n2)
binary variables, O(rn2) continuous variables and O(rn2 + n3) constraints, so it
is reasonably compact. Note moreover that the model size does not depend on
the scheduling horizon H.

Event-based formulations Event-based formulations, introduced in [KALM11],
are based on the fact that an optimal solution to an RCPSP always exists where
the start time of any activity coincides with the end time of another activity,
or with the scheduling origin (a property which was already exploited implic-
itly by the flow formulation above), so only n events have to be scheduled. We
thus have n continuous variables to represent the events dates, with an ordering
constraint to break symmetry.

Two families of formulations exist, depending on how the activities are con-
nected to the events. In the Start/End formulations, we have two binary vari-
ables for each activity/event pair: xie = 1 if activity i starts at event e and 0
otherwise, and yie = 1 if activity i ends at event e and 0 otherwise. In the
On/Off formulations, we only use one binary variable for each activity/event
pair: zie = 1 if activity i starts or is still being processed at event e.

These formulations both have O(n2) binary variables, O(n) continuous vari-
ables and O(n3 + n(p + r)) constraints where p is the number of precedence
constraints. The linear relaxation quality is quite poor, though.

3.6 LP-based strengthening of the cumulative
constraint

Many methods have been developed to calculate lower bounds on the makespan
of RCPSP. As we will explain in much more detail in Chapter 4, we noticed
as part of the work done in preparing this thesis that many of these meth-
ods, notably several of these relying on a linear programming formulation, as
well as the new cumulative strengthening method that we present in Chap-
ter 4, provide naturally, in addition to a lower bound, a redundant cumulative
constraint. Redundant means that we do not lose a feasible solutions but ob-
tain different demands, which can possibly be exploited to compute stronger
propagations. This is another example of the integration of various algorithmic
methods through Constraint Programming.
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In these methods, we often first relax the RCPSP into a CuSP, that is we
abandon the precedence constraints and keep only one cumulative constraint.

The first method known to us to introduce a reformulation of the cumulative
constraint was based on Dual Feasible Functions. A good survey was published
in [CAdC10]. DFF are functions that map the original demands to demands in
a new cumulative functions, in such a way that no feasible solution is lost. In
this line of research, particular classes of functions which satisfied this property,
as well as a branch and bound algorithm to generate them all were exhibited.
There was no reformulation giving a different demand to each activity, or taking
into account special cases, such as very long activities. We are also not aware of
DFF being used to strengthen propagation, but only to compute global bounds.

As for the methods based on linear programming, those computing a Linear
Lower Bound, such as in [CN00], can be used to compute a reformulation as
well. Indeed, studying the dual of the linear program immediately yields a
redundant cumulative function.

Other methods based on linear formulations exist and could be used to com-
pute a form of cumulative strengthening, such as [MMRB98, BK00, CN03], but
those formulations are time-indexed and would yield a complex reformulation
with a variable demand profile. The computations would probably be too heavy
for this to be of any practical use.

Note that many other techniques to compute LB which do not yield strenght-
ening exist, but we do not mention them here. Information about them can be
found in the survey [NAB+06], in Section 3.7 of [BK12], or in [Art16].

The Cumulative Strengthening as we introduce it in Chapter 4 is much stronger
than Dual Feasible Functions while being much cheaper to compute than the
formulations based on linear programming that we mentioned above.

3.7 Conflict-based search

The most effective way to do this is to look for a conflict as high up as possi-
ble in the search tree, and that for two purposes. First, the higher the conflict in
the tree, the largest the volume of the search space it cuts. Second, learn a new
constraint (no-good) from this conflict, in order not to direct the search anymore
in this area of the search space.

For very hard feasibility problems or when trying to prove that the solution
obtained is optimal (so-called exact method), we must explore the entire search
space.

Some historical approaches use RCPSP-specific structures, but this is no
longer the case in the latter approaches which memorize very simple decisions
and operate in a much more general framework than the RCPSP.
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The first such approach was introduced in [DH97] and relies on cutsets (sets
of activities whose predecessors have all been scheduled already). If the search
reaches a cutset which has already been processed, we can reuse the result from
that earlier search which has been saved. This method was for a decade the
best way of exploring the whole search space of an RCPSP and proving lower
bounds.

Minimal Critical Sets were introduced in [Lab05]. They are sets of activities
which violate a cumulative constraint, and thus cannot be scheduled simulta-
neously, so there must be a precedence between (at least) two of them. The
MCS-based search thus branches on possible precedences which break MCS.

Yet another approach was introduced in [SFSW10] and consists in model-
ing the RCPSP as a SAT problem, using the TTEF propagation to enforce the
cumulative constraint. The main idea here is to use the native clause learn-
ing mechanism of the SAT solver, using so-called TTEF explanations: when a
conflict is detected by the TTEF, a clause is generated and added to the SAT
formulation. The basic decisions in this formulation consists of inequalities be-
tween start dates of tasks and times. This approach works well for problems
with small time horizons, but because the time is enumerated in the formula-
tion, this approach doesn’t scale to realistic time horizons.

The last approach to date is the Failure Directed Search, which we explain in
more detail in Subsection 2.5.3.4.

As a general remark, these techniques (and all decision making techniques
for scheduling problems, such as branching heuristics, local search techniques,
and propagations) fall into two categories, depending on whether they raise a
precedence between two activities or they set a temporal bound on the start or
end time of an activity.

It seems that decisions on precedences have less impact than decisions on
times, at least to find a solution, and that decisions on dates scale better as well.
This can be seen with the extreme example of assuming that we have a perfect
branching heuristic and that we will find the optimal solution by always taking
the left branch at each node: with a chronological branching rule such as Set-
Times, only n decisions have to be taken in this case, while n2 decisions have to
be taken if we want to raise all precedences.

If the goal is to prove optimality, the best approach is less clear. Experiments
with the Failure Directed Search algorithm show that the Set-Times rules works
a bit better than precedence raising, but the reason is unclear, and this observa-
tion might just come from lack of research in this direction.

Another reason to prefer taking decisions on dates is that all decision-taking
methods in a constraint programming engine have to work well together, and
that propagations of the cumulative constraints on precedences have not been
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developed as much as propagations on dates.
As far as we know, no research has been done yet on trying to record prece-

dence disjonctions of small cardinality as no-goods. This research direction
might yield interesting results.

3.8 List scheduling
The RCPSP is often referred to as one of the most intractable problems in

Operations Research, since even very small instances can not be solved to opti-
mality with the current technology. To circumvent this limitation of exact meth-
ods, numerous RCPSP-specific heuristics have been developed. A good survey
of the different techniques can be found in [HK00], but detailed experiments
and comparisons reveal that all good heuristics and local search techniques boil
down to list scheduling.

The general principle of list scheduling (sometimes also called Schedule
Generation Schemes) consists in representing a solution in the form of a total or-
dering of the activities (list), which is then transformed into a schedule through
a decoding procedure specific to the particular heuristic.

An example of a decoding procedure is the Earliest Start Schedule, which
consists in taking the first activity in the list, scheduling it at the earliest date
possible which does not conflict with an already scheduled activity, and repeat-
ing these steps until the list is empty. This particular decoding procedure has
the convenient property that for an RCPSP with a regular objective function, a
list of all activities always exists such that the procedure Earliest Start Schedule
provides an optimal schedule. Many other decoding procedures are available
in the literature.

On the other hand, this heuristic works poorly when no good decoding pro-
cedure exists for the particular constraints or objective of the problem, for ex-
ample when there are many implicit precedences, or if the objective is irregular.

An efficient improvement of list scheduling procedures is called Forward-
Backward Improvement. After decoding a given list, a new list is created by
ranking the activities in the order of decreasing completion times. This list is
decoded into a backward schedule, and the whole procedure is repeated until
no new schedules are created. The best schedule which appeared in the course
of the process is output.



Chapter 4

Cumulative Strengthening

As mentioned above in Section 3.6, several methods of computing lower
bounds on the makespan of an RCPSP, especially those based on the energy
bound, can be extended to provide a redundant cumulative constraint as well.

In this chapter, which was already published as [BB17a], we show how to
construct redundant cumulative constraints.

4.1 Introduction

The objective of this work is thus not to give a new filtering algorithm, but
to improve all the reasonings based on the notion of energy, which will auto-
matically improve the existing filtering algorithms which rely on this notion,
notably timetabling and edge-finding. See for example Figure 4.1, which gives
a possible reformulation for the instance of Figure 3.1: the energy bound is in-
creased from 9.75 to 11.5, and this will help the filtering algorithms adjust the
time bounds for this instance.

C = 4

t

Figure 4.1: Reformulation of the instance of Figure 3.1. Energy bound: 11.5.

The reformulation of cumulative constraints that we introduce in this chap-
ter is such that all valid schedules remain valid for the reformulated constraint,
but we now have a guarantee that the energy lower bound matches the makespan
of the preemptive relaxation. The preemptive relaxation of a cumulative resource

73
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problem is a solution which satisfies the cumulative constraints but enables
tasks to be interrupted and restarted later (compared to a non-preemptive sched-
ule where a task of length p must run uninterrupted from its starting time t until
t + p). These reformulations are relatively cheap to compute (after a precompu-
tation which does not depend on the instance) and they provide a significant
improvement for all algorithms which rely on energy reasonings. In our exper-
iments, we used them within an edge-finding algorithm.

Let us start by studying two small examples for a resource of capacity C = 3,
to get an idea of the spirit of these reformulations:

Since on such a resource a task of demand 3 cannot run in parallel with any
other task, it can occupy the whole resource. Moreover, since a task of demand
2 cannot run in parallel with another task of demand 2, a valid bound on the
makespan of such an instance is the sum of the lengths of tasks of demand 2 and
3. Hence, a valid reformulation for a resource of capacity C = 3 is to discard
tasks of demand 1, and to increase the demand of tasks of original demand 2,
so that they now occupy the full capacity of the resource. See Figure 4.2 for an
example where this reformulation increases the energy bound from 7.33 to 8.

3 3

Figure 4.2: Energy bound increased from 7.33 to 8.

Again for a resource of capacity C = 3, we notice that the longest task of
demand 1 cannot run in parallel with any task of demand 3. So a valid lower
bound on the makespan is the sum of the lengths of tasks of demand 3, plus
the length of the longest task of demand 1. Hence, a valid reformulation for a
resource of capacity C = 3 is to discard tasks of demands 1 and 2, except for the
longest one of demand 1, and to increase the demand of that task so that it now
occupies all of the capacity of the resource. See Fig. 4.3 for an example where
this reformulation increases the energy bound from 9 to 10.

3 3

Figure 4.3: Energy bound increased from 9 to 10.

In the rest of this chapter, we will introduce a new method to compute lower
bounds for the cumulative resource problem. We will show that it also yields a
new, valid, cumulative constraint which can itself be passed to existing filtering
algorithms for further propagation. We will then show that after a precomputa-
tion phase which is independent from the instance, computing this redundant
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constraint for a given problem can be done very effectively. Then we will pro-
vide some experimental results. A similar approach was introduced in [CN07]
under the name of dual feasible functions. We will show that our approach
generalizes and supersedes the dual feasible functions based redundant con-
straints.

4.2 A compact LP for preemptive cumulative
scheduling

4
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Figure 4.4: The five possible task configurations on a cumulative of capacity
C=4.
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Figure 4.5: The three task configurations used to build the reformulation of
Figure 3.1.

We are given a discrete cumulative resource of capacity C and a set of tasks,
each with a fixed length and demand level. We want to compute a lower bound
of the makespan of non-preemptive schedules of the set of tasks on the resource.

We now introduce tasks configurations: a configuration is an integer vector
P of size C such that ∑C

c=1 Pc × c = C. Pc is the number of tasks of demand c
in configuration P. Thus, the configurations are exactly the integer partitions of
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C (see Figure 4.4). We denote them P . xP can be interpreted as the time dur-
ing which configuration P is run. A configuration indicates a number of tasks
for each demand level which can run at the same time on the cumulative re-
source. See Figure 4.5 for an example, where the resource has capacity C = 4:
the configuration P = (2, 1, 0, 0) corresponds to the possibility of running 2
tasks of demand 1 and 1 task of demand 2 simultaneously on the resource. An-
other possible configuration could be P = (4, 0, 0, 0), corresponding to running
4 tasks of demand 1 simultaneously.

Note that these are demands configurations, not tasks configurations as of-
ten seen with configuration LPs.

A key idea in our approach is the use of non-superposition constraints: a task
cannot run in parallel of itself, so it can only use one slot on a given configura-
tion. Generalizing this idea, any j tasks of demand c can only occupy up to j
slots of demand c on a configuration, otherwise there would be at least a task
occupying two slots on a configuration. This remark justifies the second set of
constraints in the linear program below, called non-superposition constraints.

For each demand c ≤ C, we call sc the sum of the lengths of tasks of demand
c, and for 1 ≤ j ≤ bC

c c − 1, sc,j the sum of the lengths of the j longest tasks of
demand c:

∀1 ≤ c ≤ C, sc = ∑
i:ci=c

pi

∀1 ≤ c ≤ C, ∀1 ≤ j ≤ bC
c
c − 1, sc,j = max

I :

{ |I| = j
∀i ∈ I , ci = c

∑
i∈I

pi

Given the setP of all combinations of the demands of tasks which can be run
at the same time, we can show that the optimal value of the following LP is the
minimal makespan for a preemptive schedule which satisfies the cumulative
constraint:

min ∑
P∈P

xP

s.t. ∀c ∈ [1, C] ∑
P∈P

PcxP ≥ sc (4.1)

∀c ∈ [1, C], ∀j ∈ [1, bC
c c − 1] ∑

P∈P
min(Pc, j)xP ≥ sc,j (4.2)

∀P ∈ P xP ≥ 0

The first set of constraints, labelled (4.1), states that for each demand level c,
the total time allocated on the resource for tasks of demand c should be greater
than the total length of these tasks. Indeed, Pc is the number of slots for tasks of
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demand c on configuration P and xP is the number of times that configuration
P is selected. The sum runs over all the configurations.

The second set of constraints, labelled (4.2), are the non-superposition con-
straints as introduced above. They ensure that whenever we schedule only j
tasks of the same demand level, we take into account at most j occurrences of
this demand level in each configuration, so that a given task cannot occupy
more than its demand in any configuration.

3

Figure 4.6: Example schedule

Let us illustrate this on a simple example: if we have a resource of capacity
3, and two tasks, both of demand 1, one of length l and the other of length
2l, as illustrated in Figure 4.6, then without the constraints (4.2) the value of
the best LP solution would be l. Indeed, with C = 3, the configurations are
P3 = (3, 0, 0), (1, 1, 0), (0, 0, 1). If we label these configurations respectively 0, 1
and 2, the linear program without the non-superposition constraints becomes:

min x0 + x1 + x2

s.t. 3x0 + x1 ≥ 3l
x0 ≥ 0
x1 ≥ 0
x2 ≥ 0

The optimal solution to this program is x0 = l, x1 = 0, x2 = 0, as shown in
Figure 4.7.

3

Figure 4.7: Best LP solution without the non-superposition constraints

This is a poor solution since the lower bound is not even as long as the
longest task. Non-superposition constraints prevent this situation from occur-
ing. Indeed, the non-superposition constraints in this case are:

x0 ≥ 2l
2x0 ≥ 3l

With these additional constraints, the optimal solution is now x0 = 2l, x1 =
0, x2 = 0, and we get a lower bound of 2l on the makespan, as expected.
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It is enough for the non-superposition constraints to be satisfied for any j
tasks to ensure that the inequality stands with respect to the length of the j
longest tasks. These constraints distinguish our reformulation from previous
approaches: as we will prove now, these non-superposition constraints are quite
strong: they are indeed a necessary and sufficient condition to get a preemptive
schedule.

Proposition 3. Given a discrete cumulative resource of capacity C and a set of n tasks
with respective lengths pi and demands ci, the energy bound E of the best reformu-
lation with non-superposition constraints is equal to the makespan M of the optimal
preemptive schedule.

Proof. We show that the energy bound E, as defined in definition 2, in our refor-
mulation is equal to the makespan M of the optimal preemptive schedule.

First, we show that E ≤ M. Indeed, when we have a preemptive schedule,
all tasks have enough time and resources to be completed (so the constraints
(4.1) in the primal are satisfied), and the non-superposition constraints are en-
forced (so the constraints (4.2) are satisfied). All the constraints of the primal
are satisfied, and we can derive a feasible solution of the LP.

We now show that M ≤ E. To this end, given a solution to the primal LP, that
is the duration we will spend in each configuration, we will construct a preemp-
tive schedule. Independently for each demand level c ∈ [1, C], we construct a
staircase, representing the slots available to tasks of demand c. The staircase for
tasks of demand c is built in the following way: we consider the configurations
P ∈ P in the order of decreasing values of Pc, and for each of them we add to the
staircase a column of demand Pc and width xP. We can interpret the staircase as
a superposition of

⌊
C
c

⌋
horizontal lines, ordered by lengths (the shortest lines

on the top, the longest at the bottom). We denote l1, l2, ..., lb C
c c the lengths of

the lines, with l1 ≥ l2 ≥ ... ≥ lb C
c c. See Figure 4.8 for an example showing dif-

ferent configurations with slots of demand c, shown in white, and slots of other
demand levels, shown in dashed lines. On this example, we have a cumulative
of capacity 9, and 5 tasks of demand 2 and of respective lengths 15, 13, 9, 8 and
6.

The lines can be interpreted as independent machines, and we now assign
the tasks of demand c to the configurations in the following manner, similar to
McNaughton’s method [McN59]: we start with the longest task, and place it
on the topmost line, starting from the rightmost free slot. If we fill the whole
line, we continue on the next line, starting again from the right, without going
further than the rightmost slot occupied by the task on the line above, so that a
task does not occupy two slots of the same configuration. If necessary, we repeat
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c = 2

C = 9

l1

Figure 4.8: Example of configurations forming a staircase of slots of demand c.

until we can place all the task on the staircase. See Figure 4.9 for an example of
placing one task. The goal is to preserve a staircase structure after removing
the positions covered by the longest task. We then repeat this process with the
following tasks, considered in the order of decreasing lengths. See Figure 4.10
for an example, the positions on each line are marked with the number of a task.

1

1

1

c = 2

C = 9

Figure 4.9: Placing one task on the staircase.

5 4 3 2

3 2 1

2 1

1

c = 2

C = 9

Figure 4.10: Preemptive schedule obtained from the staircase.

Let us show that a schedule constructed in this fashion is preemptive. There
is enough time for all of the tasks to run (constraints (4.1) of the primal), so we
will never have to exceed the capacity of the last line. What remains to prove is
that no job has to be scheduled twice on the same configuration. We will prove
this by showing that the staircase invariant ∀k ≤

⌊
C
c

⌋
, ∑k

j=1 lj ≥ ∑k
j=1 pj (where

p1 ≥ p2 ≥ ... ≥ pk) is preserved after placing the longest task as described
above.
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The case k = 1 is obvious: there is only one line, so there can not be a su-
perposition. Otherwise, assume that the invariant is satisfied for the staircase of
lengths l. We will place the longest task according to the rule above and show
that the invariant is still satisfied. We define s as the largest integer such that
p1 ∈ [ls+1, ls[. All the lines of index greater than s will be completely filled when
placing the longest task. We call l′ the length of the staircase lines after placing
the task. There are three cases to distinguish:

If k < s, then ∑k
j=1 l′j = ∑k

j=1 lj ≥ ∑k
j=1 pj ≥ ∑k

j=1 pj − p1. (The task p1 is not
placed on line k).

If k = s, then ∑k
j=1 l′j = ∑k

j=1 lj − (p1− ls+1) = ∑k+1
j=1 lj − p1 ≥ ∑k+1

j=1 pj − p1 ≥
∑k

j=1 pj − p1. (The task p1 occupies the end of line k).

If k > s, then ∑k
j=1 l′j = ∑k

j=1 lj − (p1 − ls+1)−∑k
j=s+1(lj − lj+1) = ∑k+1

j=1 lj −
p1 ≥ ∑k+1

j=1 pj − p1 ≥ ∑k
j=1 pj − p1. (The task p1 occupies all of line k).

This proves that by construction, one can always place the longest task on
the staircase with no superposition, the remaining spots are still staircase-shaped,
and the total staircase surface is equal to the total task surface.

Using this construction for each demand level, we can assign locations on
the configurations to tasks independently for the tasks of a given demand. We
repeat this construction for every demand c ∈ [1, C]. Since we do not consider
time or precedence constraints, changing the order in which configurations are
run preserves a preemptive schedule.

4.3 Reformulation
We now consider the dual of the previous linear programming formulation:

max
C

∑
c=1


schc +

bC
c c−1

∑
j=1

sc,jhc,j




s.t. ∀P ∈ P
C

∑
c=1


Pchc +

bC
c c−1

∑
j=1

min(Pc, j)hc,j


 ≤ 1

∀c ∈ [1, C] (hc ≥ 0 and ∀j ∈ [1, bC
c
c − 1] hc,j ≥ 0)

Here we introduce variables hc for each c ∈ [1, C] and hc,j for each c ∈ [1, C]
and 1 ≤ j ≤ bC

c c− 1, corresponding to constraints in the primal linear program.
The constraints state that all reformulations must remain feasible, and we search
for the reformulation which gives the largest energy reasoning bound.
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This dual formulation is particularly interesting in that we can interpret the
dual variables as corresponding to demands of a new valid cumulative con-
straint, which can be used with all filtering techniques for cumulative con-
straints, notably edge-finding. In contrast, previous linear programming ap-
proaches to this problem (e.g. [BK00, BD04]) used formulations similar to the
primal formulation above, but did not make use of the new information about
the cumulative constraint.

More formally, we can define a new valid cumulative constraint as follows:

Proposition 4. Given a solution to this linear program, if a cumulative resource of
capacity C is reformulated with a capacity of 1, and that the tasks are ajusted so that
the demand of the ith longest task of initial demand c becomes hc + ∑j≥i hc,j, then all
previously feasible schedules are still feasible with the new cumulative resource.

Proof. Schedules which are feasible with the original cumulative resource are
such that at any point in time, the tasks I being executed satisfy the constraints
∑i∈I ci ≤ C, so the set of demands of the tasks being executed is contained in
one of the configurations P of P .

We can now rewrite the constraint of the linear program above as follows:

C

∑
c=1


Pchc +

bC
c c−1

∑
j=1

min(Pc, j)hc,j


 ≤ 1

⇔
C

∑
c=1




Pc

∑
i=1

hc +
bC

c c−1

∑
j=1

min(Pc,j)

∑
i=1

hc,j


 ≤ 1

⇔
C

∑
c=1




Pc

∑
i=1

hc +
Pc

∑
i=1

bC
c c−1

∑
j=i

hc,j


 ≤ 1

⇔
C

∑
c=1

Pc

∑
i=1


hc +

bC
c c−1

∑
j=i

hc,j


 ≤ 1

This constraint precisely states that for any configuration P ∈ P , if we
change the demands of all the tasks in such a way that the demand of the ith

longest task of initial demand c becomes hc + ∑j≥i hc,j, then the new demands
of the tasks in P will sum to less than 1. This proves that the schedule is still
feasible at any point in time after the reformulation.

In constraint-based scheduling, the demands are traditionally integer num-
bers, while the demands given in the proposition above are fractional and smaller
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than 1. In an implementation, one can multiply each value by the LCM of the
denominators of the new demands, to work with integer values only.

This reformulation is stronger than the original constraint, and because the
energy lower bound is equal to the minimal makespan for a preemptive sched-
ule, as we have shown previously, the standard propagation algorithms for cu-
mulative constraints should propagate better with this constraint than with the
original constraint. Before we can do so, we have to find a way to compute it in
an efficient way.

4.4 Precomputing the vertices

Note that since this reformulation is a mapping of the task capacities, the size
of the underlying polytope does not depend on the number of tasks involved,
but only on the capacity of the resource. Note also that the instance-specific
data, the sc and sc,j values, only appear in the objective function but not in the
constraints. Thus we can precompute the vertices of the polytope associated
with this linear program. A convenient way of doing it is to enumerate the ver-
tices of this polytope using LRS [Avi00]. To solve this program we then just have
to evaluate its objective function over the vertices which were precomputed.

Using a dominance property we show that on some of the vertices, none
of the objective functions we consider will reach its maximum, and we elimi-
nate these vertices. Indeed, we are only interested in those vertices that lead
to reformulations in which at least one task gets assigned a higher demand
than in another formulation. In other words, a reformulation h (solution vec-
tor to the LP above) is dominated if there exists a reformulation h′, such that
∀i, ∀c, hc + ∑j≥i hc,j ≤ h′c + ∑j≥i h′c,j. We eliminate dominated reformulations.
Reciprocally, we noticed in our experiments that all remaining reformulations
are useful and can yield the best bound on different instances.

After eliminating all the dominated vertices, the number of vertices that re-
main is relatively small, and is practical up to C = 12 (from about hundred
thousands vertices in the polytope, only a few hundreds vertices are not domi-
nated).

C 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
number of vertices 1 2 4 7 12 22 38 67 124 222 392 734

4.5 Discussion

As an example, here are the non-dominated solutions for C=3:
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h1,1 h1,2 h1 h2 h3
0 0 1

3
2
3 1

0 0 0 1 1
0 1

2 0 1
2 1

1 0 0 0 1

The first row corresponds to no reformulation. The second row gives a
bound which is the sum of the lengths of tasks of demand 2 and 3 (since no
two tasks of demand 2 can be executed at the same time), and was used to re-
formulate the instance in Figure 4.2. The third row is the most interesting, and
gives a bound which is the length of tasks of demand 3, plus half the length of
tasks of demand 2, plus half the length of the two longest tasks of demand 1.
Finally, the fourth row gives a bound which is the length of tasks of demand 3,
plus the length of the longest task of demand 1, and was used to reformulate
the instance in Figure 4.3.

It is interesting to notice that if all tasks are of demand 1, we find Mc-
Naughton [McN59] bound for parallel machines. Indeed, in this case the linear
program reduces to:

max s1h1 + ∑
1≤j<C

s1,jh1,j

s.t. Ch1 + ∑
1≤j≤C−1

jh1,j ≤ 1

(h1 ≥ 0 and ∀j ∈ [1, C− 1] h1,j ≥ 0)

The optimal solution to this linear program is max( s1
C , s1,1), which is Mc-

Naughton’s bound.

4.6 Comparison with dual feasible functions

Dual feasible functions, used in [CN07] to get lower bounds for the energy
of a set of tasks on a cumulative resource, can also be used to reformulate cu-
mulative resources in a similar fashion to what was done above, by looking at
the dual formulation.

The valid reformulations obtained using dual feasible functions change the
demand of all tasks of original demand c into hc, for hc values which satisfy the
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following program:

max
C

∑
c=1

schc

s.t. ∀P ∈ P
C

∑
c=1

Pchc ≤ 1 (4.3)

∀c ∈ [1, C] hc ≥ 0

We can notice that the constraint polytope of this program is the master
knapsack polytope.

In a similar fashion, the valid reformulations that we introduce change the
demand of the ith longest task of initial demand c into hc + ∑j≥i hc,j, for hc and
hc,j values which satisfy the following program:

max
C

∑
c=1

schc +
C

∑
c=1

∑
1≤j<C/c

sc,jhc,j

s.t. ∀P ∈ P
C

∑
c=1

Pchc +
C

∑
c=1

∑
j<C/c

min(Pc, j)hc,j ≤ 1 (4.4)

∀c ∈ [1, C] (hc ≥ 0 and ∀j ∈ [1, C/c[ hc,j ≥ 0)

Proposition 5. The reformulations induced by dual feasible functions are dominated
by the preemptive reformulations.

Proof. All solutions of (4.3) are feasible for (4.4), if we set all the hc,j variables
to 0, with the same objective value, so the optimal preemptive reformulation
dominates the optimal DFF reformulation.

4.7 Additional constraints

We can stightly strenghten this formulation by adding, in the primal pro-
gram, constraints which state that ∀c ∈ [1, C[, ∑P∈P min(Pc, 1)xP must be greater
than the minimum length of a bin in a bin-packing of the tasks of demand c into
C
c bins.

We call these additional constraints bin-packing constraints. They are justified
by the fact that each configuration contains at most C

c slots for tasks of demand
c, and that the assignment of tasks to slots can be viewed as a bin-packing prob-
lem.
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One possibility to add these contraints is to compute an optimal bin-packing
of the tasks of demand c for each c ∈ [1, C[.

Another possibility is to use the bound of Marcello and Toth [LMM02], which
in this case reduces to ∀c ∈ [1, C[, ∑P∈P min(Pc, 1)xP ≥ p C

c
+ p C

c +1.

These two ways of formulating the constraint are both convenient once trans-
lated into the dual formulation, which we use to compute the redundant cumu-
lative resource.

4.8 Experiments and results

We ran some experiments by manually adding redundant constraints to
RCPSP instances from the PSPLIB [KS97]. In practice, it is too expensive to
try all of the reformulations. We have to rely on heuristics to select them, hop-
ing that it will strengthen the propagations enough. The best results were ob-
tained when adding a single redundant constraint per cumulative constraint
in the original problem. Choosing the redundant cumulative constraint with
the highest global lower bound (highest objective value in the linear program)
worked the best also to improve the propagations made by edge-finding.

A completely different problem, which we do not address in this Chapter,
consists in choosing the best reformulation. We made some progress in this
direction, which we report in the Outlook chapter of this thesis, in Section 6.2.

We solved the instances with CP Optimizer 12.3 running on a Core i5-2520m
processor with a time limit of 10 minutes. We used the default search strategy
(Restart), and we set the IloCP::CumulFunctionInferenceLevel parameter to
IloCP::Medium, which activates the edge-finding algorithm described in [Vil11].

Our results show that on average, the energy lower bounds we compute are
about 10% better than with the original cumulative resource. This compares to
an approximate 6% improvement when using a DFF over the original bounds,
but the advantage of our reformulations over DFF is stronger when we consider
sets with a small number of tasks, such as the sets on which the edge-finder
algorithm typically propagates. These stronger bounds enable stronger prop-
agations, and by using destructive bounds we managed to improve the lower
bounds for some of the J60 RCPSP instances of the PSPLIB:

inst LB inst LB inst LB inst LB inst LB
9_1 85 9_5 82 9_6 107 9_7 105 9_10 90

13_1 106 13_3 84 13_4 99 13_7 82 13_8 115
13_9 96 13_10 113 25_2 96 29_1 98 29_6 144
29_7 115 41_3 90 41_10 106 45_1 90
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4.9 Conclusion
It is remarkable that our LP formulation for computing the makespan of a

preemptive schedule on a cumulative resource is independent of the number of
tasks, and depends only on the capacity of the resource. This formulation gives
a new light on the structure of preemptive relaxations to cumulative problems.

Since all parameters specific to the instance can be encoded in the objective
function only, this enables us to precompute the vertices of the LP polytope, so
that solving the LP in practice is extremely fast.

From a constraint programming point of view, this formulation yields re-
dundant cumulative resources which can be exploited by other algorithms for
cumulative resources such as edge-finding.

Note also that our reformulation subsumes the Dual Feasible Functions re-
formulation [CN07].

Using a very similar method to the one shown in this chapter, other results
from the literature, such as [MMRB98, BK00, CN03], could also be turned into
a redundant cumulative constraint, but the computations would be much more
expensive. We think that our approach of aggregating the activities by similar
demands, except for the few longest ones, hits an interesting trade-off between
the quality of the bound (notably since we can prove that it is equivalent to a
preemptive relaxation of the problem) and the size of the formulation, which
stays independent from the number of tasks.



Chapter 5

Fast Energy Reasoning

In this chapter, we show how to reduce the complexity of the Energy Reason-
ing propagation, introduced above in Subsection 3.4.5, from O(n3) to O(n2 log n).
This chapter has been published in preliminary form as [Bon16].

5.1 Introduction

Energy reasoning has been known for 25 years and is the strongest prop-
agation known for the cumulative constraint (with the exception of not-first,
not-last, none of those propagations dominating each other) for the cumulative
constraint (full propagation is NP-hard). Improving the propagation of energy
reasoning has sparked some interest recently [DP14], but the best algorithm to
date has a complexity of O(n3) for n tasks. This high complexity is the reason
why this propagation is seldom used in practice and other, weaker but faster,
propagations were introduced.

In this chapter, we introduce techniques to propagate energy reasoning in
time O(n2 log n). This is an important theoretical advance to a long-standing
open question. Moreover, our experiments suggest that this algorithm should
also be of practical interest for difficult problems.

Our approach is based on three novel ideas, which form the next sections
of the chapter. First, we proved that the so-called additional rule supersedes the
other energy reasoning rules in the literature, and we can study this case only.
We then show that detecting a propagation with the additional rule reduces
to computing the maximum of a set of piecewise affine functions with special
properties that we make use of. Finally, we give an algorithm to efficiently
compute this maximum by using the point-line duality of projective geometry
to reduce the problem to a convex hull computation. We conclude by discussing
this new method and giving experimental results.

87
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5.2 Energy reasoning rules
Given a cumulative resource of capacity C, tasks of consumption ci and of

length pi, we respectively denote esti and lsti their earliest starting time and
latest starting time, in the context of constraint-based scheduling. We say that
a task is left-shifted if we try to schedule it as early as possible, that is from esti
to esti + pi, and similarly we say that it is right-shifted if we try to schedule it as
late as possible, that is from lsti to lsti + pi.

We also denote Wi(a, b) with b ≥ a the intersection energy of task i in the
interval [a, b), that is Wi(a, b) = ci ·min(b− a, p+i (a), p−i (b)) with p+i (a) being
the length of time during which task i executes after a if it is left-shifted, and
p−i (b) being the length of time during which task i executes before b if it is
right-shifted. The expression of p+i (a) in terms of the esti and lsti variables is
p+i (a) = max(0, min(pi, esti + pi − a)) and p−i (b) = max(0, min(pi, b− lsti)).

t

left shift right shift

esti eeti lsti letia b

p+i (a) p−i (b)

Figure 5.1: Intersection length

W6=i(a, b) is the sum of the intersection energies of all tasks different from i:
W6=i(a, b) = ∑j 6=i Wj(a, b).

Finally, W(a, b) is the sum of the intersection energies of all tasks: W(a, b) =
∑i Wi(a, b).

In the rest of this chapter, the propagations will be described in the case
when we shift the task under consideration as much as possible to the left. There
is obviously a symmetric version of all of them in the case when we shift the task
to the right.

The energy reasoning rule is:

If W6=i(a, b) + ci ·min(b− a, p+i (a)) > C(b− a)

then esti ≥ b− C(b− a)−W6=i(a, b)
ci

.
One can show that this rule supersedes the other rules in the literature.
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t

p+i (a)

a b

0

C
ci

W6=i

Ai

(a) Energy overflow in [a, b[

ta b

0

C

W6=i

Ai

new esti

(b) After applying Energy Reasoning

Figure 5.2: Energy Reasoning

5.3 Propagation conditions
We will now establish a simple condition to detect when the energy reason-

ing rule applies. Its application condition is:

C · (b− a)− ci ·min(p+i (a), b− a) < W6=i(a, b)
⇔ C · (b− a)− ci ·min(p+i (a), b− a) < W(a, b)−Wi(a, b)
⇔ C · (b− a)−W(a, b) < ci ·min(p+i (a), b− a)−Wi(a, b)

The left-hand side of this inequality is constant on a time window, and the
right-hand side depends on task i only. For each window, we thus compute
maxi

(
ci ·min(p+i (a), b− a)−Wi(a, b)

)
. If this value does not exceed C · (b −

a) −W(a, b), there is no excess of intersection energy. If the maximum ex-
ceeds C · (b − a) −W(a, b), we know that we should propagate on the task
argmaxi

(
ci ·min(p+i (a), b− a)−Wi(a, b)

)
(and maybe on other tasks, but since

our goal is just to detect if there is or not a propagation, we ignore these for
now).
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5.4 Efficient detection of intervals with an excess of
intersection energy

As we saw in the previous section, we can find all intervals on which to prop-
agate if we compute argmaxi

(
ci ·min(p+i (a), b− a)−Wi(a, b)

)
for all windows

[a, b). We will now show a way of finding the maximum of ci ·min(p+i (a), b−
a)−Wi(a, b) for all dates b in time O(n log n).

We define the function fi,a(b) := ci ·min(p+i (a), b− a)−Wi(a, b) for b ≥ a.
This function is continuous and has a very simple shape in relation with the
positions of the left and right shifts, as shown on Figure 5.3.

b
0

a

+ci −ci

left-shift right-shift

Figure 5.3: General shape of fi,a.

More precisely, there are three cases to distinguish, depending on the relative
positions of a and the two shifts. In all of these three cases, the function is
continuous, piecewise-linear, with a slope of +ci, 0 or −ci depending on the
piece, and the coordinates of the slope changes are indicated on Figure 5.4. H is
the planning horizon (upper bound on the makespan). There are three cases to
distinguish, depending on the relative position of a with esti and lsti:

• When esti > a, fi,a is constant and equal to 0 from a to esti, has a slope +ci
to min(esti + pi, lsti), is constant to max(esti + pi, lsti), has a slope −ci to
lsti + pi, and is constant to H.

• When esti ≤ a < lsti, fi,a has a slope +ci to min(a+ p+i (a), lsti), is constant
to max(a + p+i (a), lsti), has a slope −ci to lsti + pi, and is constant to H.

• Finally, when a ≥ lsti, fi,a is constant to a + p+i (a), has a slope −ci to
lsti + pi, and is constant to H.
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b
0•

a
•

esti

•
min(esti + pi, lsti) •max(esti + pi, lsti)

•lsti + pi •H

+ci −ci

(a) fi,a when esti > a.

b
0•

a

•
min(a + p+i (a), lsti) •max(a + p+i (a), lsti)

•lsti + pi •H

+ci −ci

(b) fi,a when esti ≤ a < lsti.

b
0•

a
•

a + p+i (a)

•lsti + pi •H

−ci

(c) fi,a when a ≥ lsti.

Figure 5.4: Shape of fi,a in different cases.

Remember that we want to compute the supremum over i of the fi,a func-
tions. Since these functions have a very special structure, we will resort to ge-
ometry instead of analysis to compute their supremum. Specifically, we de-
compose these functions into line segments, and use the algorithm described in
section 15.3.2 of [BY98] to compute the upper envelope of these segments. This
will exactly yield the function maxi fi,a.

In our context, this algorithm works as follows: the end dates of the O(n)
line segments are projected on the x-axis and define O(n) non-overlapping in-
tervals. A balanced binary tree is built, whose leaves are these non-overlapping
intervals in ascending order. To a node of the tree corresponds the union of the
intervals of the leaves of the subtree. Each line segment is assigned to the node
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deepest in the tree which contains the projected endpoints of the segment. The
upper envelope of all the segments assigned to one node can be computed in
time linear with the number of segments at the node. Now, since the upper
envelopes of two nodes at the same level in the tree do not overlap (by con-
struction of the tree), we can merge them in linear time, and we can merge all
the envelope of one level of the tree in time O(n log n). Finally, we can merge
the envelopes of the O(log n) levels of the tree in time O(nα(n) log log n) (cf.
section 15.3.2 of [BY98]), which is O(n log n).

We now have an algorithm to compute the supremum of O(n) line segments
in time O(n log n).

5.5 Complete algorithm and complexity analysis

An important property of energy reasoning, which we make use of, is that
when we have n tasks, only O(n) starting dates a have to be considered as can-
didates for the intervals [a, b) [EL90, BPN01, DP14]. More precisely, when the
tasks are left-shifted, the a dates to be considered are the O(n) dates in the set
O1 = {esti, 1 ≤ i ≤ n} ∪ {lsti, 1 ≤ i ≤ n} ∪ {esti + pi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n} (cf. Proposi-
tion 19 in chapter 3 of [BPN01]). With our algorithm, we will study at once all
dates b located after a. Actually, even less dates a can be studied by using the
stronger characterization from [DP14].

Therefore there are only O(n) interesting starting dates to consider, on which
we might propagate. We start by precomputing all O(n2) values W(a, b) in time
O(n2) with the algorithm described in section 3.3.6.2 of [BPN01].

Then, for every interesting date a, we use the algorithm of the previous sec-
tion to detect interesting intervals. Since there are O(n) dates to study and that
the study of each of them has complexity O(n log n), the complexity of this step
is O(n2 log n). If we find a propagation, we adjust the earliest starting time of
the task according to the additional energy reasoning rule, which is done in con-
stant time. Finally, the total complexity with this algorithm of finding one date
adjustment, or finding that there is nothing to propagate, is O(n2 log n).

Moreover, we run the energetic checker (cf. [BPN01]) before our algorithm.
The energetic checker is a O(n2) test that either guarantees that energy reason-
ing will not find a propagation, in which case we do not need to run the energy
reasoning, or that it will find one without telling which one, in which case we
do run the energy reasoning.
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Input: n: number of tasks
p1, . . . , pn: length of the tasks
c1, . . . , cn: consumption of the tasks
est1, . . . , estn: earliest start dates of the tasks
lst1, . . . , lstn: latest start dates of the tasks
H: planning horizon
C: cumulative resource capacity

Side Effect: Update a value esti if Energy Reasoning propagates
if the energetic checker finds no possible propagation then

return
end
Compute all W(a, b) values using the algorithm of section 3.3.6.2 of
[BPN01].

for a ∈ {esti, 1 ≤ i ≤ n} ∪ {lsti, 1 ≤ i ≤ n} ∪ {esti + pi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n} do
for i← 1 to n do

I ← ∅
if esti > a then

Add to I the 5 segments of figure 2, label them with i
end
else

if esti ≤ a < lsti then
Add to I the 4 segments of figure 3, label them with i

end
else

Add to I the 3 segments of figure 4, label them with i
end

end
end
Compute the upper envelope of the segments in I using the
algorithm of section 15.3.2 of [BY98]. Preserve the segments labels.
Call this function fa.

for b ∈ endpoints of the segments of fa do
if C · (b− a)−W(a, b) < fa(b) then

i← label of current segment
esti ← b− C·(b−a)−W(a,b)+Wi(a,b)

ci

end
end

end
Algorithm 1: Fast Energy Reasoning
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5.6 Discussion
In a similar fashion to what is done with classical algorithms to propagate

the energy reasoning, we can then re-apply this algorithm on the adjusted dates
until we reach a fixpoint and there is nothing else to propagate.

Since this algorithm will detect at least one excess of intersection energy if
there is one, and we showed already that energy reasoning propagates exactly
when there is an excess of intersection energy, this algorithm will make at least
one energy reasoning adjustment if the classical O(n3) algorithm would have
done so. The propagation we get is equivalent to the O(n3) algorithm.

One difference though is in the rare case where the intersection energy is
exceeded for several tasks on the same interval [a, b). In this case this algorithm
will only tighten the bound for the task with the highest excess of interval en-
ergy, while the original algorithm would have made the adjustments for all the
tasks. We believe that in the context of constraint programming, when prop-
agations are rare and we need to run the algorithm iteratively until we reach
the fix point anyway, the relevant question is “Given that the O(n2) checker re-
ports that there is something to propagate, how to find one such propagation as
quickly as possible?” In this case our algorithm needs time O(n2 log n) versus
O(n3) for the original algorithm. More generally, if there are k ≤ n tasks for
which to propagate, our algorithm needs time O(kn2 log n) versus O(n3) for the
original algorithm and thus constitutes an improvement.

Indeed, in a complete CP solver, global constraints are called from a propa-
gation queue, and the heaviest propagations are only used when lighter propa-
gations cannot reduce the domains anymore. In practice, once the Energy Rea-
soning algorithm finds a propagation, it will be stopped there and all lighter
propagations will be tried again on the newly reduced instance for further (and
less costly) improvements.

We implemented this algorithm on top of IBM Ilog CP Optimizer 12.6 and
noticed that this improved algorithm gives a performance improvement in prac-
tice, on hard instances which require the use of energy reasoning.



Chapter 6

Outlook

We have presented in the previous chapters two new techniques for dealing
with the cumulative constraint. These offer a theoretical contribution by the use
of new methods in constraint programming, and they both have a practical in-
terest in solving difficult feasibility problems. This is particularly the case with
Failure Directed Search, where the combined use of Cumulative Strengthening
and fast Energy Reasoning offer the potential to solve previously inaccessible
feasibility problems. More generally, these improvements lay the path for fur-
ther improvements in cumulative scheduling, of which we give a selection in
this section.

6.1 Static selection of a reformulation

In practice, it is far too costly and counterproductive to use all the cumula-
tive reformulations that can be generated by Cumulative Strengthening. Thus,
there is still a lot of work to be done in determining which reformulations will
or will not help a given propagation algorithm in a given context. Research
tracks were laid down during a visit to François Clautiaux in Bordeaux.

Indeed, it seems that the gap to the optimal reformulation reduces as an in-
verse exponential of the number of reformulations considered. It is therefore
probable that a small number of reformulations will make it possible to obtain
the bulk of the power of this technique at a very low cost. We have two direc-
tions to study this phenomenon: one is experimental, by measuring the contri-
bution of a small number of randomly chosen reformulations, and the other is
theoretical, aiming at quantifying the energy improvement offered by a given
set of reformulations. We have already identified some properties to character-
ize the cumulative resources for which a given reformulation will improve the
energy bound.
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Finally, another direction is to try to adapt the work on Vector Packing Dual
Feasible Functions (VP-DFF) to quickly compute reformulations which take into
account several cumulative constraints on the same intervals.

6.2 Dynamic computation of a reformulation
within propagators

A second line of research consists in computing reformulations directly within
the propagation algorithms, in order to exploit the full potential of cumulative
strengthening. In this context, it is also possible to exploit more information
than the cumulative constraints only, as described above. Notably, the state of
the timetable as well as the precedence graph can be used. This allows for much
stronger reformulations. I directed the M1 internship of Réda Bousseta on this
subject and I gave a preliminary presentation on this work at the ROADEF 2017
conference [BB17b].

We show in this work how to compute, within the Edge-Finder, reformu-
lations adapted to the set of activities being examined. This makes it possi-
ble to obtain much stronger bounds over this set than with a reformulation of
the whole instance. The basic Edge-Finder, thus enhanced, gains considerable
propagation strength, and we show that it allows for deductions that the unre-
inforced Timetable Edge-Finder can not find.

We also show how to integrate the same idea within Precedence Energy and
Energy Reasoning.

6.3 Integration with the Failure Directed Search
Finally, the newly introduced Failure Directed Search technique (see Sub-

section 2.5.3.4) to improve the dual bounds for very difficult instances, such
as those from the PSPLIB, are based on using strong propagations. The two
techniques introduced in this thesis contribute to this: the O(n2 log n) Energy
Reasoning can be used instead of the weaker algorithms previously used, and
the Cumulative Strengthening can reinforce the deductions made by Energy
Reasoning.

Using these two tools jointly, within the Failure Directed Search, offers the
potential to dramatically improve dual bounds for certain open instances of the
PSPLIB which have been long-standing and hitherto unattainable.
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Appendix: supplementary work

In parallel of preparing this PhD thesis in constraint-based scheduling, I con-
tinued working on topics I started during my Master’s degree, namely on the
geometrical structures of linear programming (polyhedra) and of integer linear
programming (lattices).

This work resulted in two articles which have been prepared and published
during my PhD.

The article “On Sub-Determinants and the Diameter of Polyhedra” gives a
bound on the diameter of the constraint polyhedron of a linear program whose
linear inequalities involve only integer coefficients. This bound is a function
of the dimension and of the largest subdeterminant appearing in the constraint
matrix. This is an extension of results known on the diameter of totally unimod-
ular polyhedra.

The article “Short Paths on the Voronoi Graph and Closest Vector Problem
with Preprocessing” significantly improves the complexity of the Micciancio-
Voulgaris algorithm to solve the Closest Vector Problem with Preprocessing, in
the field of Lattice Problems.

These two articles are included here for reference.
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On sub-determinants and the diameter of polyhedra*

Nicolas Bonifas† Marco Di Summa‡ Friedrich Eisenbrand§ Nicolai Hähnle¶

Martin Niemeier||

Abstract

We derive a new upper bound on the diameter of a polyhedron P = {x ∈ Rn : Ax É b}, where A ∈
Zm×n . The bound is polynomial in n and the largest absolute value of a sub-determinant of A,
denoted by ∆. More precisely, we show that the diameter of P is bounded by O

(
∆2n4 logn∆

)
. If P

is bounded, then we show that the diameter of P is at most O
(
∆2n3.5 logn∆

)
.

For the special case in which A is a totally unimodular matrix, the bounds are O
(
n4 logn

)
and

O
(
n3.5 logn

)
respectively. This improves over the previous best bound of O(m16n3(logmn)3) due

to Dyer and Frieze [5].

1 Introduction

One of the fundamental open problems in optimization and discrete geometry is the question whether
the diameter of a polyhedron can be bounded by a polynomial in the dimension and the num-
ber of its defining inequalities. The problem is readily explained: A polyhedron is a set of the form
P = {x ∈ Rn : Ax É b}, where A ∈ Rm×n is a matrix and b ∈ Rm is an m-dimensional vector. A vertex
of P is a point x∗ ∈ P such that there exist n linearly independent rows of A whose corresponding
inequalities of Ax É b are satisfied by x∗ with equality. Throughout this paper, we assume that the
polyhedron P is pointed, i.e. it has vertices, which is equivalent to saying that the matrix A has full
column-rank. Two different vertices x∗ and y∗ are neighbors if they are the endpoints of an edge of the
polyhedron, i.e. there exist n −1 linearly independent rows of A whose corresponding inequalities of
Ax É b are satisfied with equality both by x∗ and y∗. In this way, we obtain the undirected polyhedral
graph with edges being pairs of neighboring vertices of P . This graph is connected. The diameter of P
is the smallest natural number that bounds the length of a shortest path between any pair of vertices
in this graph. The question is now as follows:

Can the diameter of a polyhedron P = {x ∈Rn : Ax É b} be bounded by a polynomial in m
and n?

The belief in a positive answer to this question is called the polynomial Hirsch conjecture. Despite
a lot of research effort during the last 50 years, the gap between lower and upper bounds on the
diameter remains huge. While, when the dimension n is fixed, the diameter can be bounded by a
linear function of m [14, 2], for the general case the best upper bound, due to Kalai and Kleitman [11],

*An extended abstract of this paper was presented at the 28-th annual ACM symposium on Computational Geometry
(SOCG 12)
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is m1+logn . The best lower bound is of the form (1+ ε) ·m for some ε > 0 in fixed and sufficiently
large dimension n. This is due to a celebrated result of Santos [19] who disproved the, until then
longstanding, original Hirsch conjecture for polytopes. The Hirsch conjecture stated that the diameter
of a bounded polyhedron1 is at most m −n. Interestingly, this huge gap (polynomial versus quasi-
polynomial) is also not closed in a very simple combinatorial abstraction of polyhedral graphs [6].
However, it was shown by Vershynin [20] that every polyhedron can be perturbed by a small random
amount so that the expected diameter of the resulting polyhedron is bounded by a polynomial in m
and n. See Kim and Santos [12] for a recent survey.

In light of the importance and apparent difficulty of the open question above, many researchers
have shown that it can be answered in an affirmative way in some special cases. Naddef [17] proved
that the Hirsch conjecture holds true for 0/1-polytopes. Orlin [18] provided a quadratic upper bound
for flow-polytopes. Brightwell et al. [3] showed that the diameter of the transportation polytope is
linear in m and n, and a similar result holds for the dual of a transportation polytope [1] and the axial
3-way transportation polytope [4].

The results on flow polytopes and classical transportation polytopes concern polyhedra defined
by totally unimodular matrices, i.e., integer matrices whose sub-determinants are 0,±1. For such
polyhedra Dyer and Frieze [5] had previously shown that the diameter is bounded by a polynomial in
n and m. Their bound is O(m16n3(logmn)3). Their result is also algorithmic: they show that there
exists a randomized simplex-algorithm that solves linear programs defined by totally unimodular
matrices in polynomial time.

Our main result is a generalization and considerable improvement of the diameter bound of Dyer
and Frieze. We show that the diameter of a polyhedron P = {x ∈ Rn : Ax É b}, with A ∈ Zm×n is
bounded by O

(
∆2n4 logn∆

)
. Here, ∆ denotes the largest absolute value of a sub-determinant of A.

If P is bounded, i.e., a polytope, then we can show that the diameter of P is at most O
(
∆2n3.5 logn∆

)
.

To compare our bound with the one of Dyer and Frieze one has to set ∆ above to one and obtains
O

(
n4 logn

)
and O

(
n3.5 logn

)
respectively. Notice that our bound is independent of m, i.e., the num-

ber of rows of A.

The proof method

Let u and v be two vertices of P . We estimate the maximum number of iterations of two breadth-
first-search explorations of the polyhedral graph, one initiated at u, the other initiated at v , until a
common vertex is discovered. The diameter of P is at most twice this number of iterations. The main
idea in the analysis is to reason about the normal cones of vertices of P and to exploit a certain volume
expansion property.

We can assume that P = {x ∈ Rn : Ax É b} is non-degenerate, i.e., each vertex has exactly n tight
inequalities. This can be achieved by slightly perturbing the right-hand side vector b: in this way the
diameter can only grow. We denote the polyhedral graph of P by GP = (V ,E). Let v ∈V now be a vertex
of P . The normal cone Cv of v is the set of all vectors c ∈ Rn such that v is an optimal solution of the
linear program max{cT x : x ∈ Rn , Ax É b}. The normal cone Cv of a vertex of v is a full-dimensional
simplicial polyhedral cone. Two vertices v and v ′ are adjacent if and only if Cv and Cv ′ share a facet.
No two distinct normal cones share an interior point. Furthermore, if P is a polytope, then the union
of the normal cones of vertices of P is the complete space Rn .

We now define the volume of a set U ⊆ V of vertices as the volume of the union of the normal
cones of U intersected with the unit ball Bn = {x ∈Rn : ‖x‖2 É 1}, i.e.,

vol(U ) := vol

( ⋃
v∈U

Cv ∩Bn

)
.

1A counterexample to the same conjecture for unbounded polyhedra was found in 1967 by Klee and Walkup [13].
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Consider an iteration of breadth-first-search. Let I ⊆V be the set of vertices that have been discovered
so far. Breadth-first-search will next discover the neighborhood of I , which we denote by N (I ).

Together with the integrality of A, the bound ∆ on the subdeterminants guarantees that the angle
between one facet of a normal cone Cv and the opposite ray is not too small. We combine this fact,
which we formalize in Lemma 3, with an isoperimetric inequality to show that the volume of N (I ) is
large relative to the volume of I .

Lemma 1. Let P = {x ∈Rn : Ax É b} be a polytope where all sub-determinants of A ∈Zm×n are bounded
by ∆ in absolute value and let I ⊆ V be a set of vertices of GP with vol(I ) É (1/2) · vol(Bn). Then the
volume of the neighborhood of I is at least

vol(N (I )) Ê
√

2

π

1

∆2n2.5 ·vol(I ).

We provide the proof of this lemma in the next section. Our diameter bound for polytopes is an
easy consequence:

Theorem 2. Let P = {x ∈Rn : Ax É b} be a polytope where all subdeterminants of A ∈Zm×n are bounded
by ∆ in absolute value. The diameter of P is bounded by O

(
∆2n3.5 logn∆

)
.

Proof. We estimate the maximum number of iterations of breadth-first-search until the total volume
of the discovered vertices exceeds (1/2) · vol(Bn). This is an upper bound on the aforementioned
maximum number of iterations of two breadth-first-search explorations until a common vertex is
discovered.

Suppose we start at vertex v and let I j be the vertices that have been discovered during the first j
iterations. We have Io = {v}. If j Ê 1 and vol(I j−1) É (1/2) ·vol(Bn) we have by Lemma 1

vol(I j ) Ê
(

1+
√

2

π

1

∆2n2.5

)
vol(I j−1)

Ê
(

1+
√

2

π

1

∆2n2.5

) j

vol(I0).

The condition vol(I j ) É (1/2) ·vol(Bn) implies


1+ 1√

π
2∆

2n2.5




j

vol(I0) É 2n .

This is equivalent to

j · ln


1+ 1√

π
2∆

2n2.5


É ln(2n/vol(I0)).

For 0 É x É 1 one has ln(1+x) Ê x/2 and thus the inequality above implies

j É
p

2π∆2n2.5 · ln(2n/vol(I0)). (1)

To finish the proof we need a lower bound on vol(I0), i.e., the n-dimensional volume of the set Cv ∩
Bn . The normal cone Cv contains the full-dimensional simplex spanned by 0 and the n row-vectors
ai1 , . . . , ain of A that correspond to the inequalities of Ax É b that are tight at v . Since A is integral,
the volume of this simplex is at least 1/n!. Furthermore, if this simplex is scaled by 1/max{‖aik‖ : k =
1, . . . ,n}, then it is contained in the unit ball. Since each component of A is itself a sub-determinant,
one has max{‖aik‖ : k = 1, . . . ,n} É p

n∆ and thus vol(I0) Ê 1/(n! ·nn/2∆n). It follows that (1) implies
j =O

(
∆2n3.5 logn∆

)
.
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Remarks. The result of Dyer and Frieze [5] is also based on analyzing expansion properties via
isoperimetric inequalities. It is our choice of normal cones as the natural geometric representation,
and the fact that we only ask for volume expansion instead of expansion of the graph itself, that allows
us to get a better bound. Expansion properties of the graphs of general classes of polytopes have also
been studied elsewhere in the literature, e.g. [10, 9].

Organization of the paper

The next section is devoted to a proof of the volume-expansion property, i.e., Lemma 1. The main
tool that is used here is a classical isoperimetric inequality that states that among measurable subsets
of a sphere with fixed volume, spherical caps have the smallest circumference. Section 3 deals with
unbounded polyhedra. Compared to the case of polytopes, the problem that arises here is the fact
that the union of the normal cones is not the complete space Rn . To tackle this case, we rely on an
isoperimetric inequality of Lovász and Simonovits [15]. Finally, we discuss how our bound can be
further generalized. In fact, not all sub-determinants of A need to be at most∆ but merely the entries
of A and the (n −1)-dimensional sub-determinants have to be bounded by ∆, which yields a slightly
stronger result.

2 Volume expansion

This section is devoted to a proof of Lemma 1. Throughout this section, we assume that P = {x ∈
Rn : Ax É b} is a polytope. We begin with some useful notation. A (not necessarily convex) cone is a
subset of Rn that is closed under the multiplication with non-negative scalars. The intersection of a
cone with the unit ball Bn is called a spherical cone. Recall that Cv denotes the normal cone of the
vertex v of P . We denote the spherical cone Cv ∩Bn by Sv and, for a subset U ⊆ V , the spherical
cone

⋃
v∈U Sv by SU . Our goal is to show that the following inequality holds for each I ⊆ V with

vol(S I ) É 1
2 vol(Bn):

vol(SN (I )) Ê
√

2

π

1

∆2n2.5 ·vol(S I ). (2)

Recall that two vertices are adjacent in GP if and only if their normal cones have a common facet.
This means that the neighbors of I are those vertices u for which Su has a facet which is part of the
surface of the spherical cone S I . In an iteration of breadth-first-search we thus augment the set of
discovered vertices I by those vertices u that can “dock” on S I via a common facet. We call the (n−1)-
dimensional volume of the surface of a spherical cone S that is not on the sphere, the dockable surface
D(S), see Figure 1.

The base of S is the intersection of S with the unit sphere. We denote the area of the base by B(S).
By area we mean the (n −1)-dimensional measure of some surface. Furthermore, L(S) denotes the
length of the relative boundary of the base of S. We use the term length to denote the measure of an
(n −2)-dimensional volume, see Figure 1.

Given any spherical cone S in the unit ball, the following well-known relations follow from basic
integration:

vol(S) = B(S)

n
, D(S) = L(S)

n −1
. (3)

To obtain the volume expansion relation (2) we need to bound the dockable surface of a spherical
cone from below by its volume and, for a simplicial spherical cone, we need an upper bound on the
dockable surface by its volume. More precisely, we show that for every simplicial spherical cone Sv

one has
D(Sv )

vol(Sv )
É∆2n3 (4)
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(a) Dockable surface of S. (b) Base of S. (c) Relative boundary of the base
of S.

Figure 1: Illustration of D(S), B(S) and L(S).

and for any spherical cone one has
D(S)

vol(S)
Ê

√
2n

π
. (5)

Once inequalities (4) and (5) are derived, the bound (2) can be obtained as follows. All of the
dockable surface of S I must be “consumed” by the neighbors of I . Using (5) one has thus

∑

v∈N (I )
D(Sv ) Ê D(S I ) Ê

√
2n

π
·vol(S I ). (6)

On the other hand, (4) implies

∑

v∈N (I )
D(Sv ) É∆2n3 ·

∑

v∈N (I )
vol(Sv ) =∆2n3 ·vol(SN (I )). (7)

These last two inequalities imply inequality (2). The remainder of this section is devoted to proving (4)
and (5).

2.1 Area to volume ratio of a spherical simplicial cone

We will first derive inequality (4).

Lemma 3. Let v be a vertex of P. One has

D(Sv )

vol(Sv )
É∆2n3.

Proof. Let F be a facet of a spherical cone Sv . Let y be the vertex of Sv not contained in F . Let Q
denote the convex hull of F and y (see Figure 2). We have Q ⊆ Sv because Sv is convex. Moreover, if
hF is the Euclidean distance of y from the hyperplane containing F , then

vol(Sv ) Ê vol(Q) = area(F ) ·hF

n
.

Summing over the facets of Sv , we find

D(Sv )

vol(Sv )
=

∑

facet F

area(F )

vol(Sv )
É n ·

∑

facet F

1

hF
. (8)
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Figure 2: Proof of Lemma 3.

It remains to provide a lower bound on hF . Let a1, . . . , an be the row-vectors of A defining the extreme
rays of the normal cone of v , and let Av be the non-singular matrix whose rows are a1, . . . , an . Further-
more, suppose that the vertex y lies on the ray generated by a1. Let H be the hyperplane generated
by a2, . . . , an . The distance d(y, H) of y to H is equal to d(a1, H)/‖a1‖. Let b1, . . . ,bn be the columns
of the adjugate of Av . The column-vector b1 is integral and each component of b1 is bounded by ∆.
Furthermore b1 is orthogonal to each of a2, . . . , an . Thus d(a1, H) is the length of the projection of a1

to b1, which is |〈a1,b1〉|/‖b1‖ Ê 1/(
p

n ·∆), since a1 and b1 are integral. Thus

hF = d(y, H) Ê 1

n∆2 .

Plugging this into (8) completes the proof.

2.2 An isoperimetric inequality for spherical cones

We now derive the lower bound (5) on the area to volume ratio for a general spherical cone. To do
that, we assume that the spherical cone has the least favorable shape for the area to volume ratio and
derive the inequality for cones of this shape. Here one uses classical isoperimetric inequalities. The
basic isoperimetric inequality states that the measurable subset of Rn with a prescribed volume and
minimal area is the ball of this volume. In this paper, we need Lévy’s isoperimetric inequality, see
e.g. [8, Theorem 2.1], which can be seen as an analogous result for spheres: it states that a measurable
subset of the sphere of prescribed area and minimal boundary is a spherical cap.

A spherical cone S is a cone of revolution if there exist a vector v and an angle 0 < θ É π/2 such
that S is the set of vectors in the unit ball that form an angle of at most θ with v :

S =
{

x ∈ Bn :
vT x

‖v‖‖x‖ Ê cosθ

}
.

Note that a spherical cone is a cone of revolution if and only if its base is a spherical cap. We also
observe that two spherical cones of revolution, defined by two different vectors but by the same angle,
are always congruent. Therefore, in the following we will only specify the angle of a cone of revolution.

Lemma 4. The spherical cone of given volume with minimum lateral surface is a cone of revolution.

Proof. By the first equation of (3), every spherical cone of volume V intersects the unit sphere in a
surface of area nV . Furthermore, by the second equation of (3), the length of the boundary of this
surface is proportional to the area of the lateral surface of the cone. Then the problem of finding the
spherical cone of volume V with the minimum lateral surface can be rephrased as follows: Find a sur-
face of area nV on the unit sphere having the boundary of minimum length. By Lévy’s isoperimetric
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Figure 3: Proof of Lemma 5.

inequality for spheres, the optimal shape for such a surface is a spherical cap. As observed above, this
corresponds to a cone of revolution.

Lemma 5. Let S be a spherical cone of revolution of angle 0 < θ Éπ/2. Then

D(S)

vol(S)
Ê

√
2n

π
.

Proof. Using (3), we have to show that

L(S)

B(S)
Ê

√
2

π

n −1p
n

. (9)

This is done in two steps. We first prove that this ratio is minimal for S being the half-ball, i.e.,

θ =π/2. Then we show that L(S)
B(S) Ê

√
2
π

n−1p
n

holds for the half-ball.

Let H be the hyperplane containing the boundary of the base of S. Then H divides S into two
parts: a truncated cone K and the convex hull of a spherical cap. The radius r of the base of K is
bounded by one.

Consider now the half-ball that contains B(S) and that has H ∩Bn as its flat-surface, see Figure 3,
and let Σ denote the area of the corresponding half-sphere. One has B(S) ÉΣ and thus

L(S)

B(S)
Ê L(S)

Σ
.

Now Σ and L(S) are the surface of an (n−1)-dimensional half-sphere of radius r and the length of
its boundary respectively. If we scale this half-sphere by a factor of 1/r , we obtain the unit half-ball
and its length respectively. Since scaling by a factor of 1/r increases areas by a factor of 1/r n−1 and
lengths by a factor of 1/r n−2, we have that L(S)

Σ is at least the length of the unit-half-ball divided by the
area of the base of the half-ball.

Suppose now that S is the half-unit-ball. We show that the inequality L(S)/B(S) Ê
√

2
π

n−1p
n

holds.

The base of S is a half unit sphere and L(S) is the length of the boundary of a unit ball of dimension
n −1. Thus

B(S) = n

2

πn/2

Γ
(n

2 +1
) , L(S) = (n −1)π(n−1)/2

Γ
(n−1

2 +1
) ,

where Γ is the well-known Gamma function. Using the fact that Γ(x +1/2)/Γ(x) Ê
√

x − 1
4 for all x > 1

4
(see, e.g., [16]), one easily verifies that

Γ
(n

2
+1

)
Ê

√
n

2
·Γ

(
n −1

2
+1

)
.
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It follows that
L(S)

B(S)
= 2p

π

n −1

n

Γ
(n

2 +1
)

Γ
(n−1

2 +1
) Ê

√
2

π
· n −1p

n
.

Finally we are now ready to consider the case of an arbitrary spherical cone.

Lemma 6. Let S be a (not necessarily convex) spherical cone with vol(S) É 1
2 vol(Bn). Then

D(S)

vol(S)
Ê

√
2n

π
.

Proof. Let S∗ be a spherical cone of revolution with the same volume as S. By Lemma 4, D(S) Ê D(S∗).
Now, using Lemma 5 one has

D(S)

vol(S)
Ê D(S∗)

vol(S∗)
Ê

√
2n

π
.

This was the final step in the proof of Lemma 1 and thus we have also proved Theorem 2, our main
result on polytopes. The next section is devoted to unbounded polyhedra.

3 The case of an unbounded polyhedron

If the polyhedron P is unbounded, then the union of the normal cones of all vertices of P forms a
proper subset K ′ of Rn : namely, K ′ is the set of objective functions c for which the linear program
max{cT x : x ∈ P } has finite optimum. Similarly, the set K ′∩Bn is a proper subset of Bn . Then, given
the union of the spherical cones that have already been discovered by the breadth-first-search (we
denote this set by S), we should redefine the dockable surface of S as that part of the lateral surface of
S that is shared by some neighboring cones. In other words, we should exclude the part lying on the
boundary of K ′∩Bn . However, this implies that the result of Lemma 6 does not hold in this context.

To overcome this difficulty, we make use of the Lovász-Simonovits inequality, which we now recall.
Below we use notation d(X ,Y ) to indicate the Euclidean distance between two subsets X ,Y ⊆Rn , i.e.,
d(X ,Y ) = inf{‖x − y‖ : x ∈ X , y ∈ Y }. Also, [x, y] denotes the segment connecting two points x, y ∈ Rn

(see Figure 4).

Theorem 7. [15] Let K ⊆Rn be a convex compact set, 0 < ε< 1 and (K1,K2,K3) be a partition of K into
three measurable sets such that

∀x, y ∈ K , d([x, y]∩K1, [x, y]∩K2) Ê ε · ‖x − y‖. (10)

Then

vol(K3) Ê 2ε

1−ε min(vol(K1),vol(K2)) .

We now illustrate how the above result can be used in our context. Let K = K ′∩Bn and observe
that K is a convex and compact set. Let S ⊆ K be the union of the spherical cones that have already
been discovered by the breadth-first-search. We define the dockable surface of S as that part of the
lateral surface of S that is disjoint from the boundary of K . We denote by D ′(S) the area of the dockable
surface of S. We can prove the following analogue of Lemma 6:

Lemma 8. If vol(S) É 1
2 vol(K ), then D ′(S) Ê vol(S).
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Figure 4: Illustration of the Lovász-Simonovits inequality.

Proof. Let F denote the dockable surface of S (thus D ′(S) is the area of F ). For every ε> 0 we define

K3,ε = (F +εBn)∩K ,

K1,ε = S \ K3,ε,

K2,ε = K \ (K1,ε∪K3,ε),

where X +Y denotes the Minkowski sum of two subsets X ,Y ∈ Rn , i.e., X +Y = {x + y : x ∈ X , y ∈ Y }.
Clearly (K1,ε,K2,ε,K3,ε) is a partition of K into three measurable sets. Furthermore, condition (10) is
satisfied. Thus Theorem 7 implies that

vol(K3,ε)

2ε
Ê 1

1−ε min
(
vol(K1,ε),vol(K2,ε)

)
.

We observe that

vol(K2,ε) Ê vol(K \ S)−vol(K3,ε)

Ê vol(S)−vol(K3,ε)

Ê vol(K1,ε)−vol(K3,ε).

Combining those two inequalities, we find

vol(F +εBn)

2ε
Ê vol(K3,ε)

2ε
Ê 1

1−ε (vol(K1,ε)−vol(K3,ε)). (11)

By a well-known result in geometry (see, e.g., [7],) as ε tends to 0 the left-hand side of (11) tends to the
area of F , which is precisely the dockable surface D ′(S). Moreover, as ε tends to 0, vol(K3,ε) tends to 0
and vol(K1,ε) tends to vol(S). We conclude that D ′(S) Ê vol(S).

Following the same approach as that used for the case of a polytope, one can show the following
result for polyhedra.

Theorem 9. Let P = {x ∈ Rn : Ax É b} be a polyhedron, where all sub-determinants of A ∈ Zm×n are
bounded by ∆ in absolute value. Then the diameter of P is bounded by O

(
∆2n4 logn∆

)
. In particular,

if A is totally unimodular, then the diameter of P is bounded by O(n4 logn).
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Remark

For simplicity, we have assumed that a bound∆was given for the absolute value of all sub-determinants
of A. However, our proof only uses the fact the the sub-determinants of size 1 (i.e., the entries of the
matrix) and n−1 are bounded. Calling ∆1 (resp. ∆n−1) the bound on the absolute value of the entries
of A (resp. on the sub-determinants of A of size n−1), one easily verifies that all the results discussed
above remain essentially unchanged, except that the statement of Lemma 3 becomes

D(Sv )

vol(Sv )
É∆1∆n−1n3

and the lower bound on vol(I0) becomes

vol(I0) Ê 1

n!nn/2∆n
1

.

This implies the following strengthened result:

Theorem 10. Let P = {x ∈ Rn : Ax É b} be a polyhedron, where the entries of A (respectively the sub-
determinants of A of size n − 1) are bounded in absolute value by ∆1 (respectively ∆n−1). Then the
diameter of P is bounded by O

(
∆1∆n−1n4 logn∆1

)
. Moreover, if P is a polytope, its diameter is bounded

by O
(
∆1∆n−1n3.5 logn∆1

)
.
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Short Paths on the Voronoi Graph and Closest Vector Problem
with Preprocessing

Daniel Dadush∗ Nicolas Bonifas†

Abstract

Improving on the Voronoi cell based techniques of [28, 24], we give a Las Vegas Õ(2n) ex-
pected time and space algorithm for CVPP (the preprocessing version of the Closest Vector Prob-
lem, CVP). This improves on the Õ(4n) deterministic runtime of the Micciancio Voulgaris algo-
rithm [24] (henceforth MV) for CVPP 1 at the cost of a polynomial amount of randomness (which
only affects runtime, not correctness).

As in MV, our algorithm proceeds by computing a short path on the Voronoi graph of the
lattice, where lattice points are adjacent if their Voronoi cells share a common facet, from the
origin to a closest lattice vector. Our main technical contribution is a randomized procedure that
given the Voronoi relevant vectors of a lattice – the lattice vectors inducing facets of the Voronoi
cell – as preprocessing and any “close enough” lattice point to the target, computes a path to a
closest lattice vector of expected polynomial size. This improves on the Õ(2n) path length given
by the MV algorithm. Furthermore, as in MV, each edge of the path can be computed using a
single iteration over the Voronoi relevant vectors.

As a byproduct of our work, we also give an optimal relationship between geometric and path
distance on the Voronoi graph, which we believe to be of independent interest.

Keywords. Closest Vector Problem, Lattice Problems, Convex Geometry.

∗Department of Computer Science, New York University, New York (USA). dadush@cs.nyu.edu
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1The MV algorithm also solves CVP, as the preprocessing can be computed in the same time bound.
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1 Introduction

An n dimensional lattice L in Rn is defined as all integer combinations of some basis B = (b1, . . . , bn)
of Rn. The most fundamental computational problems on lattices are the Shortest and Closest Vector
Problems, which we denote by SVP and CVP respectively. Given a basis B ∈ Rn×n of L, the SVP is to
compute y ∈ L \ {0}minimizing ‖y‖2, and the CVP is, given an additional target t ∈ Rn, to compute
a vector y ∈ Lminimizing ‖t− y‖2

2.
The study of the algorithms and complexity of lattice problems has yielded many fundamental

results in Computer Science and other fields over the last three decades. Lattice techniques were in-
troduced to factor polynomials with rational coefficients [20] and to show the polynomial solvability
of integer programs with a fixed number of integer variables [20, 21]. It has been used as a crypt-
analytic tool for breaking the security of knapsack crypto schemes [19], and in coding theory for
developing structured codes [8] and asymptotically optimal codes for power-constrained additive
white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channels [10]. Most recently, the security of powerful cryptographic
primitives such as fully homomorphic encryption [12, 13, 6] have been based on the worst case hard-
ness of lattice problems.

The Closest Vector Problem with Preprocessing. In CVP applications, a common setup is the need
to solve many CVP queries over the same lattice but with varying targets. This is the case in the con-
text of coding over a Gaussian noise channel, a fundamental channel model in wireless communica-
tion theory. Lattice codes, where the codewords correspond to a subset of lattice points, asymptoti-
cally achieve the AWGN channel capacity (for fixed transmission power), and maximum likelihood
decoding for a noisy codeword corresponds (almost) exactly to a CVP query on the coding lattice. In
the context of lattice based public key encryption, in most cases the decryption routine can be inter-
preted as solving an approximate (decisional) CVP over a public lattice, where the encrypted bit is 0
if the point is close and 1 if it is far.

CVP algorithms in this setting (and in general), often naturally break into a preprocessing phase,
where useful information about the lattice is computed (i.e. short lattice vectors, a short basis, im-
portant sublattices, etc.), and a query / search phase, where the computed advice is used to answer
CVP queries quickly. Since the advice computed during preprocessing is used across all CVP queries,
if the number of CVP queries is large the work done in the preprocessing phase can be effectively
“amortized out”. This motivates the definition of the Closest Vector Problem with Preprocessing
(CVPP), where we fix an n dimensional lattice L and measure only the complexity of answering CVP
queries on L after the preprocessing phase has been completed (crucially, the preprocessing is done
before the CVP queries are known). To avoid trivial solutions to this problem, i.e. not allowing the
preprocessing phase to compute a table containing all CVP solutions, we restrict the amount of space
(as a function of the encoding size of the input lattice basis) needed to store the preprocessing advice.

Complexity. While the ability to preprocess the lattice is very powerful, it was shown in [25] that
CVPP is NP-hard when the size of the preprocessing advice is polynomial. Subsequently, approxi-
mation hardness for the gap version of CVPP (i.e. approximately deciding the distance of the target)
was shown in [11, 27, 4], culminating in a hardness factor of 2log1−ε n for any ε > 0 [17] under the
assumption that NP is not in randomized quasi-polynomial time. On the positive side, polynomial
time algorithms for the approximate search version of CVPP were studied (implicitly) in [5, 18],
where the current best approximation factor O(n/

√
log n) was recently achieved in [7]. For the gap

decisional version of CVPP, the results are better, where the current best approximation factor is
O(
√

n/ log n) [1].

2The SVP and CVP can be defined over any norm, though we restrict our attention here to the Euclidean norm.
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Exact CVPP algorithms. Given the hardness results for polynomial sized preprocessing, we do not
expect efficient algorithms for solving exact CVPP for general lattices. For applications in wireless
coding however, one has control over the coding lattice, though constructing coding lattices with
good error correcting properties (i.e. large minimum distance) for which decoding is “easy” remains
an outstanding open problem. In this context, the study of fast algorithms for exact CVPP in general
lattices can yield new tools in the context of lattice design, as well as new insights for solving CVP
without preprocessing.

The extant algorithms for exact CVPP are in fact also algorithms for CVP, that is, the time to
compute the preprocessing is bounded by query / search time. There are currently two classes of CVP
algorithms which fit the preprocessing / search model (this excludes only the randomized sieving
approaches [2, 3]).

The first class is based on lattice basis reduction [20], which use a “short” lattice basis as prepro-
cessing to solve lattice problems, that is polynomial sized preprocessing. The fastest such algorithm
is due to Kannan [16], with subsequent refinements in [15, 5, 14, 26], which computes a Hermite-
Korkine-Zolatoreff basis (HKZ) during the preprocessing phase in Õ(n

n
2e )3 time and poly(n) space,

and in the query phase uses a search tree to compute the coefficients of the closest vector under the
HKZ basis in Õ(n

n
2 ) time and poly(n) space.

The second class, which are the most relevant to this work, use the Voronoi cell (see Section 4.1.1
for precise definitions) of the lattice – the centrally symmetric polytope corresponding to the points
closer to the origin than to other lattice points – as preprocessing, and were first introduced by Som-
mer, Feder and Shalvi [28]. In [28], they give an iterative procedure that uses the facet inducing
lattice vectors of the Voronoi cell (known as the Voronoi relevant vectors) to move closer and closer to
the target, and show that this procedure converges to a closest lattice vector in a finite number of
steps. The number of Voronoi relevant vectors is 2(2n − 1) in the worst-case (this holds for almost
all lattices), and hence Voronoi cell based algorithms often require exponential size preprocessing.
Subsequently, Micciancio and Voulgaris [24] (henceforth MV), showed how to compute the Voronoi
relevant vectors during preprocessing and how to implement the search phase such that each phase
uses Õ(4n) time and Õ(2n) space (yielding the first 2O(n) time algorithm for exact CVP!).

While Voronoi cell based CVPP algorithms require exponential time and space on general lattices,
it was recently shown in [23] that a variant of [28] can be implemented in polynomial time for lattices
of Voronoi’s first kind – lattices which admit a set of n + 1 generators whose Gram matrix is the
Laplacian of a non-negatively weighted graph – using these generators as the preprocessing advice.
Hence, it is sometimes possible to “scale down” the complexity of exact solvers for interesting classes
of lattices.

Main Result. Our main result is a randomized Õ(2n) expected time and space algorithm for exact
CVPP, improving the Õ(4n) (deterministic) running time of MV. Our preprocessing is the same as
MV, that is we use the facet inducing lattice vectors of the Voronoi cell, known as the Voronoi relevant
vectors (see Figure 1), as the preprocessing advice, which in the worst case consists of 2(2n− 1) lattice
vectors. Our main contribution, is a new search algorithm that requires only an expected polynomial
number of iterations over the set of Voronoi relevant vectors to converge to a closest lattice vector,
compared to Õ(2n) in MV.

One minor caveat to our iteration bound is that unlike that of MV, which only depends on n, ours
also depends (at worst linearly) on the binary encoding length of the input lattice basis and target
(though the Õ(2n) bound also holds for our procedure). Hence, while the bound is polynomial, it is
only “weakly” so. In applications however, it is rather anomalous to encounter n dimensional lattice
bases and targets whose individual coefficients require more than say poly(n) bits to represent, and
hence the iteration bound will be poly(n) in almost all settings of relevance. Furthermore, it is unclear
if this dependence of our algorithm is inherent, or whether it is just an artifact of the analysis.

3The Õ notation suppresses polylogarithmic factors.
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Figure 1: The Voronoi cell and its relevant vectors

While our algorithm is randomized, it is Las Vegas, and hence the randomness is in the runtime
and not the correctness. Furthermore, the amount of randomness we require is polynomial: it corre-
sponds to the randomness needed to generate a nearly-uniform sample from the Voronoi cell, which
can be achieved using Monte Carlo Markov Chain (MCMC) methods over convex bodies [9, 22]. This
requires a polynomial number of calls to a membership oracle. Each membership oracle test requires
an enumeration over the Õ(2n) Voronoi-relevant vectors, resulting in a total complexity of Õ(2n).

Unfortunately, we do not know how to convert our CVPP improvement to one for CVP. The
technical difficulty lies in the fact that computing the Voronoi relevant vectors, using the current
approach, is reduced to solving Õ(2n) related lower dimensional CVPs on an n− 1 dimensional lattice
(for which the Voronoi cell has already been computed). While the MV CVPP algorithm requires
Õ(4n) for worst case targets (which we improve to Õ(2n)), they are able to use the relations between
the preprocessing CVPs to solve each of them in amortized Õ(2n) time per instance. Hence, with the
current approach, reducing the running time of CVP to Õ(2n) would require reducing the amortized
per instance complexity to polynomial, which seems very challenging.

Organization. In the next section, section 2, we explain how to solve CVPP by finding short paths
over the Voronoi graph. In particular, we review the iterative slicer [28] and MV [24] algorithms for
navigating the Voronoi graph, and describe our new randomized straight line procedure for this task.
In section 3, we state the guarantees for the randomized straight line procedure and use it to give
our expected Õ(2n) time CVPP algorithm (Theorem 8), as well as an optimal relationship between
geometric and path distance on the Voronoi graph (Theorem 5). The main geometric estimates un-
derlying the analysis of the randomized straight path algorithm are proved in section 5.

Definitions and references for the concepts and prior algorithms used in the paper can be found
in section 4. In particular, see subsections 4.1 for basic lattice definitions, and subsection 4.1.1 for
precise definitions and fundamental facts about the Voronoi cell and related concepts.

2 Navigating the Voronoi graph

In this section, we explain how one can solve CVP using an efficient navigation algorithm over the
Voronoi graph of a lattice. We first describe the techniques used by [28, 24] for finding short paths on
this graph, and then give our new (randomized) approach.

Paths on the Voronoi graph. Following the strategy of [28, 24], our search algorithm works on the
Voronoi graph G of an n dimensional lattice L.
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Figure 2: CVP solution is the center of target-containing Voronoi cell

Definition 1 (Voronoi Cell). The Voronoi cell V(L) of L is defined as

V(L) = {x ∈ Rn : ‖x‖2 ≤ ‖x− y‖2, ∀y ∈ L \ {0}}
= {x ∈ Rn : 〈x, y〉 ≤ 〈y, y〉 /2, ∀y ∈ L \ {0}} ,

the set of points closer to 0 than any other lattice point. When the lattice in question is clear, we simply write
V for V(L). It was shown by Voronoi that V is a centrally symmetric polytope with at most 2(2n − 1) facets.
We define VR, the set of Voronoi relevant vectors of L, to be the lattice vectors inducing facets of V .

The Voronoi graph G is the contact graph induced by the tiling of space by Voronoi cells, that is, two
lattice vectors x, y ∈ L are adjacent if their associated Voronoi cells x + V and y + V touch in a shared facet
(equivalently x− y ∈ VR). We denote the shortest path distance between x, y ∈ L on G by dG(x, y).

See Section 4.1.1 for more basic facts about the Voronoi cell.

To solve CVP on a target t, the idea of Voronoi cell based methods is to compute a short path on
the Voronoi graph G from a “close enough” starting vertex x ∈ L to t (usually, a rounded version of t
under some basis), to the center y ∈ L of a Voronoi cell containing t, which we note is a closest lattice
vector by definition. (see Figure 2).

Iterative slicer. The iterative slicer [28] was the first CVP algorithm to make use of an explicit de-
scription of the Voronoi cell, in the form of the VR vectors.

The path steps of the iterative slicer are computed by greedily choosing any Voronoi relevant
vector that brings the current iterate z ∈ L closer to the target t. That is, if there exists a VR vector v
such that ‖z + v− t‖2 < ‖z− t‖2, then we move to z + v. This procedure is iterated until there is no
improving VR vector, at which point we have reached a closest lattice vector to t. This procedure was
shown to terminate in a finite number of steps, and currently, no good quantitative bound is known
on its convergence time.

The Voronoi norm. We now make precise which notion of closeness to the target we use (as well as
MV) for the starting lattice vector x to the target t. Notice that for the path finding approach to make
sense from the perspective of CVP, we need to start the process from a point x ∈ L that we know is
apriori close in graph distance to a closest lattice vector y to t. Given the complexity of G and the fact
that we do not know y, we will need a robust proxy for graph distance that we can estimate knowing
only x and t. From this perspective, it was shown in [24] that the Voronoi norm

‖t− x‖V = inf {s ≥ 0 : t− x ∈ sV} = sup
v∈VR

2
〈v, t− x〉
〈v, v〉
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of t− x (i.e. the smallest scaling of V containing t− x) can be used to bound the shortest path distance
between x and y. Here the quantity ‖t− x‖V is robust in the sense that ‖y− x‖V ≤ ‖t− x‖V + ‖y−
t‖V ≤ ‖t − x‖V + 1 by the triangle inequality. Hence from the perspective of the Voronoi norm, t
is simply a “noisy” version of y. Furthermore, given that each Voronoi relevant vector has Voronoi
norm 2, one can construct a lattice vector x such that ‖t− x‖V ≤ n, by simply expressing t = ∑n

i=1 aivi,
for some linearly independent v1, . . . , vn ∈ VR, and letting x = ∑n

i=1 daic vi.

The MV Path. We now present the MV path finding approach, and give the relationship they obtain
between ‖t− x‖V and the path distance to a closest lattice vector y to t.

The base principle of MV [24] is similar to that of the iterative slicer, but it uses a different strategy
to select the next VR vector to follow, resulting in a provably single exponential path length.

In MV, a path step consists of tracing the straight line from the current path vertex z ∈ L to the
target t, and moving to z + v where v ∈ VR induces a facet (generically unique) of z + V crossed by
the line segment [z, t]. It is not hard to check that each step can be computed using O(n|VR|) = Õ(2n)
arithmetic operations, and hence the complexity of computing the path is O(n|VR| × path length).

The main bound they give on the path length, is that if the start vertex x ∈ 2V + t (i.e. Voronoi
distance less than 2), then the path length is bounded by 2n. To prove the bound, they show that the
path always stays inside t + 2V , that the `2 distance to the target monotonically decreases along the
path (and hence it is acyclic), and that the number of lattice vectors in the interior of t + 2V is at most
2n.

To build the full path, they run this procedure on the Voronoi graph for decreasing exponential
scalings of L 4, and build a path (on a supergraph of G) of length O(2n log2 ‖t− x‖V ). One can also
straightforwardly adapt the MV procedure to stay on G, by essentially breaking up the line segment
[x, t] in pieces of length at most 2, yielding a path length of O(2n‖x − t‖V ). Since we can always
achieve a starting distance of ‖x− t‖V ≤ n by straightforward basis rounding, note that the distance
term is lower order compared to the proportionality factor 2n.

Randomized Straight Line. Given the 2n proportionality factor between geometric and path dis-
tance achieved by the MV algorithm, the main focus of our work will be to reduce the proportionality
factor to polynomial. In fact, will show the existence of paths of length (n/2)(‖t− x‖V + 1), however
the paths we are able to construct will be longer.

For our path finding procedure, the base idea is rather straightforward, we simply attempt to
follow the sequence of Voronoi cells on the straight line from the start point x to the target t. We dub
this procedure the straight line algorithm. As we will show, the complexity of computing this path
follows the same pattern as MV (under certain genericity assumptions), and hence the challenge is
proving that the number of Voronoi cells the path crosses is polynomial. Unfortunately, we do not
know how to analyze this procedure directly. In particular, we are unable to rule out the possibil-
ity that a “short” line segment (say of Voronoi length O(1)) may pass through exponentially many
Voronoi cells in the worst case (though we do not have any examples of this).

To get around the problem of having “unexpectedly many” crossings, we will make use of ran-
domization to perturb the starting point of the line segment. Specifically, we will use a randomized
straight line path from x ∈ L to t which proceeds as follows (see Figure 3):

(A) Move to x + Z, where Z ∼ Uniform(V) is sampled uniformly from the Voronoi cell.

(B) Follow the line from x + Z to t + Z.

(C) Follow the line from t + Z to t.

4The MV path is in fact built on a supergraph of the Voronoi graph, which has edges corresponding to 2iVR, i ≥ 0.
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Figure 3: Randomized Straight Line algorithm

We briefly outline the analysis bounding the expected number of Voronoi cells this path crosses,
which we claim achieves a polynomial proportionality factor with respect to ‖t− x‖V .

To begin, note that in phase A, we stay entirely within x + Z, and hence do not cross any Voronoi
cells.

In phase B, at every time α ∈ [0, 1], the point (1− α)x + αt + Z is in a uniformly random coset of
Rn/L since Z is uniform. Hence the probability that we we cross a boundary between time α and
α + ε is identical to the probability that we cross a boundary going from Z to Z + ε(t − x). Taking
the limit as ε → 0 and using linearity of expectation, we use the above invariance to show that the
expected number of boundaries we cross is bounded by (n/2)‖t− x‖V , the Voronoi distance between
x and t. In essence, we relate the number of crossings to the probability that a uniform sample from
V (equivalently, a uniform coset) is close under the Voronoi norm to the boundary ∂V , which is a
certain surface area to volume ratio.

Interestingly, as a consequence of our bound for phase B, we are able to give an optimal relation-
ship between the Voronoi distance between two lattice points and their shortest path distance on G,
which we believe to be independent interest. In particular, for two lattice points x, y ∈ L, we show
in Theorem 5 that the shortest path distance on G is at least ‖x− y‖V/2 and at most (n/2)‖x− y‖V ,
which is tight for certain pairs of lattice points on Zn.

It remains now to bound the expected number of crossings in phase C. Here, the analysis is more
difficult than the second step, because the random shift is only on one side of the line segment from
t+Z to t. We will still be able to relate the expected number of crossings to “generalized” surface area
to volume ratios, however the probability distributions at each time step will no longer be invariant
modulo the lattice. In particular, the distributions become more concentrated as we move closer to t,
and hence we slowly lose the benefits of the randomness as we get closer to t. Unfortunately, because
of this phenomenon, we are unable to show in general that the number of crossings from t + Z to t
is polynomial. However, we will be able to bound the number of crossings from t + Z to t + αZ by
O(n ln(1/α)), that is, a very slow growing function of α as α → 0. Fortunately, for rational lattices
and targets, we can show that for α not too small, in particular ln(1/α) linear in the size of binary
encoding of the basis and target suffices, that t + αZ and t lie in the same Voronoi cell. This yields the
claimed (weakly) polynomial bound.

3 Analysis and Applications of Randomized Straight Line

In this section, we give the formal guarantees for the randomized straight line algorithm and its
applications. The analysis here will rely on geometric estimates for the number of crossings, whose
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proofs are found in Section 5.
To begin, we make formal the connection between Voronoi cells crossings, the length of the ran-

domized straight line path, and the complexity of computing it.

Lemma 2 (Randomized Straight Line Complexity). Let x ∈ L be the starting point and let t ∈ Rn be the
target. Then using perturbation Z ∼ Uniform(V), the expected edge length of the path from x to a closest
lattice vector y to t on G induced by the randomized straight line procedure is

E[|(L+ ∂V) ∩ [x + Z, t + Z]|] + E[|(L+ ∂V) ∩ [t + Z, t)|] .

Furthermore, with probability 1, each edge of the path can be computed using O(n|VR|) arithmetic operations.

While rather intuitive, the proof of this Lemma is somewhat tedious, and so we defer it to sec-
tion 6. Note that (L+ ∂V) ∩ [x + Z, t + Z] corresponds to the phase B crossings, and that (L+ ∂V) ∩
[t + Z, t) corresponds to the phase C crossings.

Our bound for the phase B crossings, which is proved in Section 5.1, is as follows.

Theorem 3 (Phase B crossing bound). Let L be an n dimensional lattice. Then for x, y ∈ Rn and Z ∼
uniform(V), we have that

EZ[|(L+ ∂V) ∩ [x + Z, y + Z]|] ≤ (n/2)‖y− x‖V .

For phase C, we give a bound on the number crossings for a truncation of the phase C path. That
is, instead of going all the way from t + Z to t, we stop at t + αZ, for α ∈ (0, 1]. Its proof is given in
Section 5.2.

Theorem 4 (Phase C crossing bound). For α ∈ (0, 1], Z ∼ Uniform(V), n ≥ 2, we have that

E[|(L+ ∂V) ∩ [Z + t, αZ + t]|] ≤ e2
√

2− 1
n(2 + ln(4/α)) .

Using the crossing estimate for phase B, we now show that from the perspective of existence, one
can improve the MV proportionality factor between geometric and path distance from exponential
to linear in dimension.

Theorem 5. For x, y ∈ L, we have that

(1/2)‖x− y‖V ≤ dG(x, y) ≤ (n/2)‖x− y‖V .

Furthermore, the above is best possible, even when restricted to L = Zn.

Proof. For the lower bound, note that dG(x, y) is the minimum k ∈ Z+ such that there exists v1, . . . , vk ∈
VR satisfying y = x + ∑k

i=1 vi. Since ∀v ∈ VR, ‖v‖V = 2, by the triangle inequality

‖y− x‖V = ‖
k

∑
i=1

vi‖V ≤
k

∑
i=1
‖vi‖V = 2k,

as needed.
For the upper bound, we run the randomized straight line procedure from x to y, i.e. setting t = y.

By Lemma 2, the expected path length on G is

E[|(L+ ∂V) ∩ [x + Z, y + Z]|] + E[|(L+ ∂V) ∩ [y + Z, y)|]
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where Z ∼ Uniform(V). Since y ∈ L and Z ∈ int(V) with probability 1, note that

E[|(L+ ∂V) ∩ [y + Z, y)|] = 0 ,

i.e. the number of steps in phase C is 0. It therefore suffices to bound the number phase B steps. By
Theorem 3, we have that

E[|(L+ ∂V) ∩ [x + Z, y + Z]|] ≤ (n/2)‖x− y‖V ,

as needed. This shows the desired upper bound on the path length.
We now show that the above bounds are sharp. For the lower bound, note that it is tight for

any two adjacent lattice vectors, since ∀v ∈ VR, ‖v‖V = 2. For the upper bound, letting L = Zn,
V = [−1/2, 1/2]n, VR = {±e1, . . . ,±en}, the shortest path between x = 0 and y = (1, . . . , 1) has
length n, while ‖x− y‖V = 2‖x− y‖∞ = 2.

Since the Voronoi distance changes by at most 1 when switching from y to t ∈ y + V , we note that
the above bound immediately yields a corresponding bound on the path length to a closest lattice
vector to any target.

As the phase C bound in Theorem 4 only holds for the truncated path, it does yield a bound on the
randomized straight line path length for general lattices. However, for rational lattices and targets,
we now show that for α small enough, the truncated path in fact suffices.

We will derive this result from the following simple Lemmas.

Lemma 6 (Rational Lattice Bound). Let L ⊆ Qn, and t ∈ Qn. Let q̄ ∈N be the smallest number such that
q̄L ⊆ Zn and q̄t ∈ Zn, and let µ = µ(L) denote the covering radius of L. For y ∈ L, if t /∈ y + V , then

‖t− y‖V ≥ 1 + 1/(2q̄µ)2 .

Proof. Note that t /∈ y + V iff ‖t− y‖V > 1. From here, we have that

1 < ‖t− y‖V = 2
〈v, t− y〉
〈v, v〉 ,

for some v ∈ VR. By our assumptions, we note that 〈v, t− y〉 = a/q2, for a ∈ N. Next, ‖v‖2 ≤ 2µ
(see the end of section 4.1.1 for details) and v ∈ Zn/q, and hence we can write 〈v, v〉 = b/q2, b ∈ N,
for b ≤ (2q̄µ)2. Therefore 1 < ‖t− y‖V = 2a

b implies that 2a > b. Since a, b ∈N, we must have that

‖t− y‖V =
2a
b
≥ b + 1

b
= 1 +

1
b
≥ 1 +

1
(2q̄µ)2

as needed.

The following shows that the relevant quantities in Lemma 6 can be bounded by the binary en-
coding length of the lattice basis and target. Since it is rather standard, we defer the proof to section 6.

Lemma 7 (Bit Length Bound). Let B ∈ Qn×n be a lattice basis matrix for an n dimensional lattice L, with

Bij =
pB

ij

qB
ij

where pB
ij ∈ Z and qB

ij ∈ N. Let t ∈ Qn, with ti =
pt

i
qt

i
, pt

i ∈ Z, qt
i ∈ N. Then for q̄ ∈ N,

the smallest number such that q̄L ⊆ Zn and q̄t ∈ Zn, we have that log2(q̄µ(L)) ≤ enc (B) + enc (t) and
log2(µ(L)/λ1(L)) ≤ enc (B).

We are now in a position to give our full CVPP algorithm.
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Theorem 8 (CVPP Algorithm). Let L be an n-dimensional lattice with basis B ∈ Qn×n, let VR denote the
set of Voronoi relevant vectors of L. Given the set VR as preprocessing, for any target t ∈ Qn, a closest lattice
vector to t can be computed using an expected poly(n, enc (B) , enc (t))|VR| arithmetic operations.

Proof. To start we pick linearly independent v1, . . . , vn ∈ VR. We then compute the coefficent repre-
sentation of t with respect to v1, . . . , vn, that is t = ∑n

i=1 aivi. From here we compute the lattice vector
x = ∑n

i=1 daic vi, i.e. the rounding of t.
Next, using the convex body sampler (Theorem 18), we compute a (1/4)-uniform sample Z over

V . Note that a membership oracle for V can be implemented using O(n|VR|) arithmetic operations.
Furthermore, letting λ1 = λ1(L), µ = µ(L), we have that

(λ1/2)Bn
2 ⊆ V ⊆ µBn

2 ,

where λ1 = minv∈VR ‖v‖2, (1/2)maxv∈VR ‖v‖2 ≤ µ ≤ (
√

n/2)maxv∈VR ‖v‖2 (see Lemma 15 in the
Appendix). Hence, nearly tight sandwiching estimates for V can be easily computed using the set
VR.

We now run the randomized straight line algorithm starting at lattice point x, perturbation Z, and
target t. If the path produced by the algorithm becomes longer than cn(n + (enc (B) + enc (t))) (for
some c ≥ 1 large enough), restart the algorithm, and otherwise return the found closest lattice vector.

The correctness of the algorithm follows directly from the correctness of the randomized straight
line algorithm (Lemma 2), and hence we need only show a bound on the expected runtime.

Runtime. We first bound the number of operations performed in a single iteration. Computing
v1, . . . , vn, t, and the sandwiching estimates for V , requires at most O(n3|VR|) arithmetic operations.
By Lemma 7, the convex body sampler requires at most

poly(n, log(
√

nµ/λ1))|VR| = poly(n, enc (B))|VR|
arithmetic operations. For the randomized straight line algorithm, each step requires at most O(n|VR|)
arithmetic operations by Lemma 2. Since we truncate it at O(n(n + (enc (B) + enc (t)))) iterations,
this requires at most O(n2(n + (enc (B) + enc (t)))|VR|) arithmetic operations. Hence the total num-
ber of arithmetic operations per iteration is bounded by

poly(n, enc (B) , enc (t))|VR|.
We now show that the algorithm performs at most O(1) iterations on expectation. For this

it suffices to show that each iteration succeeds with constant probability. In particular, we will
show that with constant probability, the length of the randomized straight line path is bounded by
O(n2(enc (B) + enc (t))). To do this we will simply show that the expected path length is bounded
by O(n2(enc (B) + enc (t))) under the assumption that Z is truly uniform. By Markov’s inequality,
the probability that the length is less than twice the expectation is at least 1/2 for a truly uniform Z,
and hence it will be a least 1/4 for a 1/4-uniform Z.

To begin, we note that by the triangle inequality

‖t− x‖V ≤
n

∑
i=1
|ai − daic |‖vi‖V ≤

n

∑
i=1

(1/2)(2) = n .

Let q̄ be as in Lemma 7, and let α = 1
(4q̄µ)2 , where we have that ln(1/α) = O(enc (B) + enc (t)). Let

y ∈ L denote the center of the first Voronoi cell containing t + αZ found by the randomized straight
line algorithm. We claim that y is a closest lattice vector to t, or equivalently that t ∈ y + V . Assume
not, then by Lemma 6, ‖t− y‖V ≥ 1 + 1

(2q̄µ)2 . On the other hand, since t + αZ ∈ y + V and Z ∈ V , by
the triangle inequality

‖t− y‖V ≤ ‖t− (t + αZ)‖V + ‖(t + αZ)− y‖V ≤ α + 1 = 1 +
1

(4q̄µ)2 ,
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a contradiction. Hence y is a closest lattice vector to t. If Z ∼ Uniform(V), then by Theorems 3 and 4
the expected length of the randomized straight line path up till t + αZ (i.e. till we find y) is bounded
by

(n/2)‖t− x‖V +
e2

√
2− 1

n(2 + ln(4/α)) = n2/2 +
e2

√
2− 1

n(2 + 2 ln(8q̄µ))

= O(n(n + (enc (B) + enc (t)))) ,

as needed. The theorem thus follows.

4 Preliminaries

Basics. For n ≥ 1, we denote Rn, Qn, Zn to be the set of n dimensional real / rational / integral vec-
tors respectively. We let N denote the set of natural numbers, and Z+ denote the set of non-negative
integers. For two sets A, B ⊆ Rn, we denote their Minkowski sum A + B = {a + b : a ∈ A, b ∈ B}.
We write ∂A to denote the topological boundary of A. For a set A ⊆ Rn, its affine hull, affhull(A),
is the inclusion wise smallest linear affine space containing A. We denote the interior of A in Rn as
int(A). We denote the relative interior of A by relint(A), which is the interior of A with the respect
to the subspace topology on affhull(A).

For two n dimensional vectors x, y ∈ Rn, we denote their inner product 〈x, y〉 = ∑n
i=1 xiyi. The `2

(Euclidean) norm of a vector x is denoted ‖x‖2 =
√
〈x, x〉. We let Bn

2 = {x ∈ Rn : ‖x‖2 ≤ 1} denote
the unit Euclidean ball, and let Sn−1 = ∂Bn

2 denote the unit sphere. For vectors x, y ∈ Rn, we denote

the closed line segment from x to y by [x, y] def
= {αx + (1− α)y : α ∈ [0, 1]}, and [x, y) the half open

line segment not containing y.
We denote e1, . . . , en the vectors of the standard basis of Rn, that is the vectors such that ei has a

1 in the ith coordinate and 0’s elsewhere.

Binary encoding. For an integer z ∈ Z, the standard binary encoding for z requires 1+ dlog2(|z|+ 1)e
bits, which we denote enc (z). For a rational number p

q ∈ Q, p ∈ Z, q ∈ N, the encoding size of p
q

is enc
(

p
q

)
= enc (p) + enc (q). For an n× m matrix M ∈ Qm×n or vector a ∈ Qn, enc (M), enc (a)

denotes the sum of encoding lengths of all the entries.

Integration. We denote the k-dimensional Lebesgue measure in Rn by volk(·). Only k = n and
k = n − 1 will be used in this paper. For k = n − 1, we will only apply it to sets which can be
written as a disjoint countable union of n− 1 dimensional flat pieces. When integrating a function
f : Rn → R over a set A ⊆ Rn using the n dimensional Lebesgue measure, we use the notation∫

A f (x)dx. When integrating with respect to the n − 1 dimensional Lebesgue measure in Rn, we
write

∫
A f (x)dvoln−1(x).

Probability. For a random variable X ∈ R, we define its expectation by E[X] and its variance by
VAR[X] = E[X2] − E[X]2. For two random variables X, Y ∈ Ω, we define their total variation
distance to be

dTV(X, Y) = max
A⊆Ω
|Pr[X ∈ A]− Pr[Y ∈ A]| .

Definition 9 (Uniform Distribution). For a set A ⊆ Rn, we define the uniform distribution on A, denoted
Uniform(A), to have probability density function 1/voln(A) and 0 elsewhere. That is, for a uniform random
variable X ∼ Uniform(A), we have that

Pr[X ∈ B] = voln(A ∩ B)/voln(A)

for any measurable set B ⊆ Rn.
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Complexity. We use the notation Õ(T(n)) to mean O(T(n)polylog(T(n))).

4.1 Lattices

An n dimensional lattice L ⊆ Rn is a discrete subgroup of Rn whose linear span is Rn. Equivalently,
L is generated by all integer combinations of some basis B = (b1, . . . , bn) of Rn, i.e. L = BZn. For
k ∈ N, we define the quotient group L/kL = {y + kL : y ∈ L}. It is easy to check that the map

a→ Ba + kL from (Z/kZ)n def
= Zn

k to L/(kL) is an isomorphism. In particular |L/(kL)| = kn.
A shift L+ t of L is called a coset of L. The set of cosets of L form a group Rn/L under addition,

i.e. the torus. We will use the notation A (mod L), for a set A ⊆ Rn, to denote the set of cosets
L + A. Note that Rn/L is isomorphic to [0, 1)n under addition (mod 1) (coordinate wise), under
the map x→ Bx +L for any basis B of L. We will need to make use of the uniform distribution over
Rn/L, which we denote Uniform(Rn/L). To obtain a sample from Uniform(Rn/L), one can take
U ∼ Uniform([0, 1)n) and return BU (mod L).

We denote the length of the shortest non-zero vector (or minimum distance) of L as λ1(L) =
miny∈L\{0} ‖y‖2. We denote the covering radius of L as µ(L) = maxt∈Rn miny∈L ‖t− y‖2 to be the
farthest distance between any point in space and the lattice.

The following standard lemma (see for instance [5]) allows us to bound the covering radius:

Lemma 10. Let L be an n-dimensional lattice. If v1, . . . , vn ∈ L are linearly independent lattice vectors, then
µ(L) ≤ 1

2

√
∑n

i=1 ‖vi‖2.

4.1.1 Voronoi cell, tiling, and relevant vectors

For a point t ∈ Rn, let CVP(L, t) = arg minx∈L ‖t− x‖2, denote the set of closest lattice vectors to t.
For y ∈ L, let

Hy = {x ∈ Rn : ‖x‖2 ≤ ‖x− y‖2} =
{

x ∈ Rn : 〈y, x〉 ≤ 1
2
〈y, y〉

}
,

denote the halfspace defining the set of points closer to 0 than to y.

Definition 11 (Voronoi Cell). The Voronoi cell V(L) of L is defined as

V(L) = ∩y∈L\{0}Hy ,

the set of all points in Rn closer or at equal distance to the origin than to any other lattice point.

Naturally, V(L) is the set of points of L whose closest lattice vector is 0. We abbreviate V(L) to
V when the context is clear. It is easy to check from the definitions that a vector y ∈ L is a closest
lattice vector to a target t ∈ Rn iff t− y ∈ V . The CVP is then equivalent to finding a lattice shift of V
containing the target.

From this, we see that the Voronoi cell tiles space with respect to Rn, that is, the set of shifts
L + V cover Rn, and shifts x + V and y + V , x, y ∈ L, are interior disjoint if x 6= y. From the
tiling property, we have the useful property that the distribution Uniform(V) (mod L) is identical
to Uniform(Rn/L).

We note that the problem of separating over the Voronoi cell reduces directly to CVP, since if
y ∈ L is closer to a target t than 0, then Hy separates t from V . Also, if no such closer lattice vector
exists, then t ∈ V .

Definition 12 (Voronoi Relevant Vectors). We define VR(L), the Voronoi relevant vectors of L, to be the
minimal set of lattice vectors satisfying V(L) = ∩v∈VR(L)Hv, which we abbreviate to VR when the context is
clear.
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Since the Voronoi cell is a full dimensional centrally symmetric polytope, the set VR corresponds
exactly to the set of lattice vectors inducing facets of V (i.e. such that V ∩ ∂Hv is n− 1 dimensional).

Definition 13 (Voronoi Cell Facet). For each v ∈ VR, let

Fv = V ∩
{

x ∈ Rn : 〈x, v〉 = 1
2
〈v, v〉

}
,

denote the facet of V induced by v.

Here we have that

∂V =
⋃

v∈VR

Fv and voln−1(∂V) = ∑
v∈VR

voln−1(Fv)

since the intersection of distinct facets has affine dimension at most n− 2. Similarly,

V =
⋃

v∈VR

conv(0, Fv) and voln(V) = ∑
v∈VR

voln(conv(0, Fv)).

A central object in this paper will be L+ ∂V , the boundary of the lattice tiling. We shall call y+ Fv,
for y ∈ L, v ∈ VR, a facet fo L+ ∂V . Here, we see that

L+ ∂V =
⋃

y∈L,v∈VR

y + Fv.

Note that each facet is counted twice in the above union, i.e. y + Fv = (y + v) + F−v.
An important theorem of Voronoi classifies the set of Voronoi relevant vectors:

Theorem 14 (Voronoi). For an n dimensional lattice L, y ∈ L \ {0} is in VR(L) if and only if

{±y} = arg min
x∈2L+y

‖x‖2.

In particular, |VR| ≤ 2(2n − 1).

Here the bound on |VR| follows from the fact that the map y 7→ y+ 2L from VR to L/(2L) \ {2L}
is 2-to-1. Furthermore, note that each Voronoi relevant vector can be recovered from solutions to
CVPs over 2L. More precisely, given a basis B for L, each vector in v ∈ VR can be expressed as
Bp− x, for some p ∈ {0, 1}n \ {0}, and x ∈ CVP(2L, Bp) (we get a Voronoi relevant iff x is unique
up to reflection about Bp).

We now list several important and standard properties we will need about the Voronoi cell and
relevant vectors. We give a proof for completeness.

Lemma 15. For an n dimensional lattice L:

1. λ1(L)
2 Bn

2 ⊆ V ⊆ µ(L)Bn
2 .

2. λ1(L) = minv∈VR ‖v‖2.

3. 2µ(L)/√n ≤ maxv∈VR ‖v‖2 ≤ 2µ(L)

Proof. We prove each of the above in order:

1. Since each vector y ∈ L \ {0} satisfies ‖y‖2 ≥ λ1(L), we clearly have that λ1(L)/2Bn
2 ⊆ Hy.

The inner containment holds for V since V = ∩y∈L\{0}Hy. For the outer containment, note that
for any t ∈ V , that 0 is a closest lattice vector to t. Hence, by definition, ‖t‖2 = ‖t− 0‖2 ≤ µ(L)
as needed.
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2. Since the set VR ⊆ L \ {0}, the vectors in VR clearly have length greater than or equal to
λ1(L). Next, let y ∈ L \ {0} denote a shortest non-zero vector of L. We wish to show that
y ∈ VR. To do this, by Theorem 14, we need only show that the only vectors of length λ1(L)
in y + 2L are ±y. Assume not, then there exists z ∈ y + 2L, such that z is not collinear with
y having ‖z‖2 = λ1(L). But then note that (y + z)/2 ∈ L \ {0} and ‖(y + z)/2‖2 < λ1(L), a
contradition.

3. For v ∈ VR, we remember that v = arg minz∈2L+v ‖z‖2. In particular, this implies that ‖v‖2 ≤
µ(2L) = 2µ(L) as needed. Since the VR vectors span Rn, we can find linearly independent
v1, . . . , vn ∈ VR. By Lemma 10, we have that

µ(L) ≤ (1/2)

√
n

∑
i=1
‖v‖2

i ≤
√

n/2 max
v∈VR

‖v‖2 ,

as needed.

4.2 Convex geometry

A set K ⊆ Rn is a convex body, if it is convex (i.e. x, y ∈ K ⇒ [x, y] ⊆ K), compact and has non-empty
interior. K is symmetric if K = −K. For a symmetric convex body K ⊆ Rn, we define the norm
(or gauge function) with respect to K by ‖x‖K = inf {s ≥ 0 : x ∈ sK}, for any x ∈ Rn. A function
f : K → R is convex (concave) if for all x, y ∈ K, α ∈ [0, 1],

α f (x) + (1− α) f (y) ≥ (≤) f (αx + (1− α)y) .

For a set A ⊆ Rn, we define its convex hull conv(A) to be the (inclusion wise) smallest convex set

containing A. For two sets A, B ⊆ Rn, we use the notation conv(A, B) def
= conv(A ∪ B).

For two non-empty measurable sets A, B ⊆ Rn such that A+ B is measurable, the Brunn-Minkowski
inequality gives the following fundamental lower bound

voln(A + B)1/n ≥ voln(A)1/n + voln(B)1/n. (1)

Laplace Distributions. We define the Gamma function, Γ(k) =
∫ ∞

0 xk−1e−xdx for k > 0. For k ∈N,
we note that Γ(k) = (k− 1)!. We define the two parameter distribution Γ(k, θ) on R, k, θ ≥ 0, to have
probability density function 1

θkΓ(k)xk−1e−x/θ , for x ∈ R. For r ∼ Γ(k, θ), k ∈ N, the moments of r are

E[rl ] = θl (k + l − 1)!
(k− 1)!

, for l ∈N.

In particular, E[r] = kθ and VAR[r] = kθ2.

Definition 16 (Laplace Distribution). We define the probability distribution Laplace(K, θ), with probability
density function

f θ
K(x) =

θn

voln(K)n!
e−‖x‖K/θ , for x ∈ Rn.

Equivalently, a well known and useful fact (which we state without proof) is:

Lemma 17. X ∼ Laplace(K, θ) is identically distributed to rU, where r ∼ Γ(n+ 1, θ) and U ∼ Uniform(K)
are sampled independently.
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For our purposes, Laplace(K, θ) will serve as a “smoothed” out version of Uniform(K). In partic-
ular, letting f denote the probability density function of Laplace(K, θ), for x, y ∈ Rn, by the triangle
inequality

f θ
K(x)

f θ
K(y)

=
e−‖x‖K/θ

e−‖y‖K/θ
∈ [e−‖y−x‖K/θ , e‖y−x‖K/θ ]. (2)

Hence, the density varies smoothly as a function of ‖ · ‖K norm, avoiding the “sharp” boundaries of
the uniform measure on K.

Algorithms. A membership oracle OK for a convex body K ⊆ Rn is a function satisfying OK(x) = 1
if x ∈ K, and OK(x) = 0 otherwise. Most algorithms over convex bodies can be implemented using
only a membership oracle with some additional guarantees.

In our CVPP algorithm, we will need to sample nearly uniformly from the Voronoi cell. For this
purpose, we will utilize the classic geometric random walk method of Dyer, Frieze, and Kannan [9],
which allows for polynomial time near uniform sampling over any convex body.

Theorem 18 (Convex Body Sampler [9]). Let K ⊆ Rn be a convex body, given my a membership oracle
OK, satisfying rBn

2 ⊆ K ⊆ RBn
2 . Then for ε > 0, a realisation of a random variable X ∈ K, having total vari-

ation distance at most ε from Uniform(K), can be computed using poly(n, log(R/r), log(1/ε)) arithmetic
operations and calls to the membership oracle.

5 Bounding the Number of Crossings

In this section, we prove bounds on the number of crossings the randomized straight line algorithm
induces on the tiling boundary L+ ∂V . For a target t, starting point x ∈ L, and perturbation Z ∼
Uniform(V), we need to bound the expected number of crossings in phases B and C, that is

(B) E[|(L+ ∂V) ∩ [x + Z, t + Z]|] (C) E[|(L+ ∂V) ∩ [t + Z, t)|] .

The phase B bound is given in Section 5.1, and the phase C is given in Section 5.2.

5.1 Phase B estimates

The high level idea of the phase B bound is as follows. To count the number of crossings, we break
the segment [x + Z, y + Z] into k equal chunks (we will let k → ∞), and simply count the number of
chunks which cross at least 1 boundary. By our choice of perturbation, we can show that each point
on the segment [x + Z, y + Z] is uniformly distributed modulo the lattice, and hence the crossing
probability will be indentical on each chunk. In particular, we will get that each crossing probability
is exactly the probability that Z “escapes” from V after moving by (y − x)/k. This measures how
close Z tends to be to the boundary of V , and hence corresponds to a certain “directional” surface
area to volume ratio.

In the next lemma, we show that the escape probability is reasonably small for any symmetric
convex body, when the size of the shift is measured using the norm induced by the body. We shall
use this to prove the full phase B crossing bound in Theorem 3.

Lemma 19. Let K ⊆ Rn be a centrally symmetric convex body. Then for Z ∼ Uniform(K) and y ∈ Rn, we
have that

lim
ε→0

Pr[Z + εy /∈ K]/ε ≤ (n/2)‖y‖K
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Proof. By applying a linear transformation to K and y, we may assume that y = en. Let πn−1 :
Rn → Rn−1 denote the projection onto the first n − 1 coordinates. Define l : πn−1(K) → R+ as
l(x) = vol1({(x, xn) : xn ∈ R, (x, xn) ∈ K}), i.e. the length of the chord of K passing through (x, 0) in
direction en.

For x ∈ πn−1(K), let {(x, xn) : xn ∈ R, (x, xn) ∈ K} = [(x, a), (x, b)], a ≤ b, denote its associated
chord, where we note that |b− a| = l(x). From here, conditioned on Z landing on this chord, note
that Z + εen /∈ K if and only if Z lies in the half open line segment ((x, b− ε), (x, b)]. Given this, we
have that

lim
ε→0

Pr[Z + εen /∈ K]/ε = lim
ε→0

(1/ε)
∫

πn−1(K)
min {ε, l(x)} dx

voln(K)

= lim
ε→0

∫

πn−1(K)
min {1, l(x)/ε} dx

voln(K)

=
∫

πn−1(K)

dx
voln(K)

=
voln−1(πn−1(K))

voln(K)
.

(3)

Let s = 1/‖en‖K. Since K is centrally symmetric, Ren ∩ K = [−sen, sen] and hence l(0) = 2s. Note
that by central symmetry of K, for all x ∈ πn−1(K), l(x) = l(−x). Since K is convex, the function l is
concave on πn−1(K), and hence

max
x∈πn−1(K)

l(x) = max
x∈πn−1(K)

1
2

l(x) +
1
2

l(−x) ≤ max
x∈πn−1(K)

l(0) = 2s.

Let K′ = {(x, xn) : x ∈ πn−1(K), 0 ≤ xn ≤ l(x)}. By concavity of l, it is easy to see that K′ is also
a convex set. Furthermore, note that K′ has exactly that same chord lengths as K in direction en, and
hence voln(K′) = voln(K). For a ∈ R, let K′a = K′ ∩

{
(x, a) : x ∈ Rn−1}. Here Ren ∩ K′ = [0, 2sen],

and hence Ka 6= ∅, ∀a ∈ [0, 2s]. Therefore Ka = ∅ for a > 2s, since the maximum chord length is
l(0) = 2s, as well as for a < 0. By construction of K′, we see that K′0 = πn−1(K)× {0}, and hence
voln−1(K′0) = voln−1(πn−1(K)).

Given (3), to prove the Lemma, it now suffices to show that

voln−1(πn−1(K))
voln(K)

=
voln−1(πn−1(K))

voln(K′)
≤ (n/2)‖en‖K .

For a ∈ [0, 2s], by convexity of K′ and the Brunn-Minkowski inequality on Rn−1, we have that

voln−1(K′a)
1

n−1 ≥ voln−1((1−
a
2s
)K′0 +

a
2s

K′2s)
1

n−1

≥ (1− a
2s
)voln−1(K′0)

1
n−1 +

a
2s

voln−1(K′2s)
1

n−1

≥ (1− a
2s
)voln−1(πn−1(K))

1
n−1 .

Therefore, we have that

voln(K′) =
∫ 2s

0
voln−1(K′a)da ≥ voln−1(πn−1(K))

∫ 2s

0

(
1− a

2s

)n−1
da

= voln−1(πn−1(K))(2s)
∫ 1

0
(1− a)n−1da = voln−1(πn−1(K))(2s)/n

=
2voln−1(πn−1(K))

n‖e‖n
,

as needed.
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5.1.1 Proof of Theorem 3 (Phase B crossing bound)

Proof. Note first that the sets (L+ ∂V) ∩ [x + Z, y + Z] and (L+ ∂V) ∩ [x + Z, y + Z) agree unless
y + Z ∈ L + ∂V . Given that this event happens with probability 0 (as L + ∂V has n dimensional
Lebesgue measure 0), we get that

EZ[|(L+ ∂V) ∩ [x + Z, y + Z]|] = EZ[|(L+ ∂V) ∩ [x + Z, y + Z)|] .

We now bound the expectation on the right hand side. For s ∈ [0, 1], define the random variable
`(s) = (1− s)x + sy + Z. Let Ak

j , 0 ≤ j < 2k, denote the event that

|(L+ ∂V) ∩ [`(j/2k), `((j + 1)/2k))| ≥ 1 ⇔ |(L+ ∂V) ∩ [`(j/2k), `(j/2k) + (y− x)/2k)| ≥ 1 .

Clearly, we have that

|(L+ ∂V) ∩ [`(0), `(1))| = lim
k→∞

2k−1

∑
j=0

Ak
j .

By the monotone convergence theorem, we get that

EZ[|(L+ ∂V) ∩ [`(0), `(1))|] = lim
k→∞

2k−1

∑
j=0

Pr[Ak
j = 1] . (4)

Since L + ∂V is by definition invariant under lattice shifts, we see that Pr[Ak
j = 1] depends only

on the distribution of `(j/2k) (mod L). Given that Z (mod L) ∼ uniform(Rn/L) and that Rn/L
is shift invariant, we have that `(j/2k) (mod L) ∼ uniform(Rn/L). In particular, this implies that
Pr[Ak

0] = · · · = Pr[Ak
2k ], and hence by Lemma 19

lim
k→∞

2k−1

∑
j=0

Pr[Ak
j = 1] = lim

k→∞
2k Pr[Ak

0 = 1]

= lim
k→∞

2k Pr[Z + (y− x)/2k /∈ V ] ≤ (n/2)‖y− x‖V ,

(5)

as needed. The result follows by combining (4) and (5).

5.2 Phase C estimates

As mentioned previously in the paper, our techniques will not be sufficient to fully bound the number
of phase C crossings. However, we will use be able to give bounds for a truncation of the phase C
path, that is for α ∈ (0, 1], we will bound

E[|(L+ ∂V) ∩ [t + Z, t + αZ]|] .

We will give a bound of O(n ln 1/α) for the above crossings in Theorem 4.
For the proof strategy, we follow the approach as phase B in terms of bounding the crossing prob-

ability on infinitessimal chunks of [t + Z, t + αZ]. However, the implementation of this strategy will
be completely different here, since the points along the segment no longer have the same distribution
modulo the lattice. In particular, as α → 0, the distributions get more concentrated, and hence we
lose the effects of the randomness. This loss will be surprisingly mild however, as evidenced by the
claimed ln(1/α) dependence.

For the infinitessimal probabilities, it will be convenient to parametrize the segment [t+Z, t+ αZ]
differently than in phase B. In particular, we use t + Z/s, for s ∈ [1, 1/α]. From here, note that

Pr[(L+ ∂V) ∩ [t + Z/s, t + Z/(s + ε)] 6= ∅] = Pr[Z ∈ ∪γ∈[s,s+ε]γ(L− t + ∂V)] . (6)
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Taking the limit as ε→ 0, we express the infinitessimal probability as a certain weighted surface area
integral over s(L− t + ∂V) (see Lemma 27).

In the same spirit as phase B, we will attempt to relate the surface integral to a nicely bounded
integral over all of space. To help us in this task, we will rely on a technical trick to “smooth out”
the distribution of Z. More precisely, we will replace the perturbation Z ∼ Uniform(V) by the
perturbation X ∼ Laplace(V , θ), for an appropriate choice of θ. For the relationship between both
types of perturbatoins, we will use the representation of X as rZ, where r ∼ Γ(n + 1, θ). We will
choose θ so that r is concentrated in the interval [1, 1 + 1

n ], which will insure that the number of
crossings for X and Z are roughly the same.

The benefit of the Laplace perturbation for us will be as follows. Since it varies much more
smoothly than the uniform distribution (which has “sharp boundaries”), it will allow us to make
the analysis of the surface integral entirely local by using the periodic structure of s(L − t + ∂V).
In particular, we will be able to relate the surface integral over each tile s(y − t + ∂V), y ∈ L, to a
specific integral over each cone s(y + conv(0, Fv)), ∀v ∈ VR, making up the tile. Under the uniform
distribution, the probability density over each tile can be challenging to analyze, since the tile may
only be partially contained in V . However, under the Laplace distribution, we know that over s(y +
V) the density can vary by at most e±s/θ (see Equation 2 in the Preliminaries).

The integral over Rn we end up using to control the surface integral over s(L − t + ∂V) turns
out the be rather natural. At all scales, we simply use the integral representation of E[‖X‖V ] = nθ
(see Lemma 25). In particular, as s → ∞, for the appropriate choice of θ, this will allow us to bound
the surface integral over s(L − t + ∂V) by O(n/s). Integrating this bound from 1 to 1/α yields the
claimed O(n ln(1/α)) bound on the number of crossings.

This section is organized as follows. In subsection 5.2.1, we relate the number of crossings for uni-
form and Laplace perturbations. In subsection 5.2.2, we bound the number of crossings for Laplace
perturbations. Lastly, in subsection 5.2.3, we combine the estimates from the previous subsections to
give the full phase C in Theorem 4.

5.2.1 Converting Uniform Perturbations to Laplace Perturbations

In this section, we show that the number of crossings induced by uniform perturbations can be con-
trolled by the number of crossings induced by Laplace perturbation.

We define θn = 1
(n+1)−

√
2(n+1)

, γn = (1 + 2
√

2√
n+1−

√
2
)−1 for use in the rest of this section.

The following Lemma shows the Γ(n + 1, θ) distribution is concentrated in a small interval above
1 for the appropriate choice of θ. This will be used in Lemma 21 to relate the number of crossings
between the uniform and Laplace perturbations.

Lemma 20. For r ∼ Γ(n + 1, θn), n ≥ 2, we have that

Pr[r ∈ [1, 1 +
2
√

2√
n + 1−

√
2
]] ≥ 1

2

Proof. Remember that E[r] = (n + 1)θn and that VAR[r] = (n + 1)θ2
n. Letting σ =

√
VAR[r], by

Chebyshev’s inequality

Pr[|r−E[r]| ≥
√

2σ] ≤ VAR[r]
2σ2 =

1
2

The result now follows from the identities

E[r]−
√

2σ = ((n + 1)−
√

2(n + 1))θn = 1

E[r] +
√

2σ = ((n + 1) +
√

2(n + 1))θn = 1 +
2
√

2√
n + 1−

√
2
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Lemma 21. Let L be an n-dimensional lattice, n ≥ 2, and t ∈ Rn. Then for α ∈ [0, 1], Z ∼ Uniform(V)
and X ∼ Laplace(V , θn), we have that

EZ[|(L+ ∂V) ∩ [Z + t, αZ + t]|] ≤ 2 EX[|(L+ ∂V) ∩ [X + t, γnαX + t]]

where γn = (1 + 2
√

2√
n+1−

√
2
)−1.

Proof. We shall use the fact that X is identically distributed to rZ where r ∼ Γ(n + 1, θn) is sampled
independently from Z. Conditioned on any value of Z, the following inclusion holds

[Z + t, αZ + t) ⊆ [rZ + t, γnαrZ + t)

as long as r ∈ [1, γ−1
n ] = [1, 1 + 2

√
2√

n+1−
√

2
]. By Lemma 20, we get that

EX[|(L+ ∂V) ∩ [X + t, γnαX + t]|] = EZ[ Er[|(L+ ∂V) ∩ [rZ + t, γnαrZ + t]|] ]
≥ EZ[|(L+ ∂V) ∩ [Z + t, αZ + t]|Pr[r ∈ [1, γ−1

n ]]]

≥ 1
2

EZ[|(L+ ∂V) ∩ [Z + t, αZ + t]|],

as needed.

5.2.2 Bounding the Number of Crossing for Laplace Perturbations

In this section, we bound the number of crossings induced by Laplace perturbations. The expression
for the infinitessimal crossing probabilities is given in Lemma 23, the bound on the surface area
integral over s(L− t + ∂V) to E[‖X‖V ] is given in Lemma 25, and the full phase C Laplace crossing
bound is given in Theorem 27.

For t ∈ Rn, and s > 0, the set s(L− t + ∂V) is a shifted and scaled version of the tiling boundary
L+ ∂V . For y ∈ L, and v ∈ VR, we will call s(y− t + Fv) a facet of s(L− t + ∂V).
Definition 22 (Tiling boundary normals). We define the function η : (L − t + ∂V) → Sn−1 as follows.
For x ∈ (L − t + ∂V), choose the lexicographically minimal v ∈ VR such that ∃y ∈ L satisfying x ∈
(y− t + Fv). Finally, define η(x) = v/‖v‖2.

Note that for x ∈ s(L − t + ∂V), η(x/s) is a unit normal to a facet of s(L − t + ∂V) containing
x. Furthermore, the subset of points in s(L − t + Fv) having more than one containing facet has
n − 1 dimensional measure 0, and hence can be ignored from the perspective of integration over
s(L− t + ∂V).

The following lemma gives the expression for the infinitessimal crossing probabilities.

Lemma 23. For α ∈ (0, 1], and X ∼ Laplace(V , θ), we have that

E[|(L+ ∂V) ∩ [X + t, αX + t]|] =
∫ 1/α

1

∫

s(L−t+∂V)
| 〈η(x/s), x/s〉 | f θ

V (x)dvoln−1(x)ds .

Proof. Firstly, shifting by −t on both sides, we get that

E[|(L+ ∂V) ∩ [X + t, αX + t]|] = E[|(L− t + ∂V) ∩ [X, αX]|].
From here, we first decompose the expected number of intersections by summing over all facets.

This yields

E[|(L− t + ∂V) ∩ [X, αX]|] = 1
2 ∑

y∈L,v∈VR
E[|(y− t + Fv) ∩ [X, αX]|]. (7)
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The factor 1/2 above accounts for the fact that we count each facet twice, i.e. y− t + Fv and (y + v)−
t + F−v. Secondly, note that the intersections we count more than twice in the above decomposition
correspond to a countable number of lines passing through at most n − 2 dimensional faces, and
hence have n dimensional Lebesgue measure 0. The equality in Equation (7) thus follows.

If we restrict to one facet y− t+ Fv, for some y ∈ L, v ∈ VR, we note that the line segment [X, αX]
crosses the facet y− t + Fv at most once with probability 1. Hence, we get that

E[|(y− t + Fv) ∩ [X, αX]|] = Pr[(y− t + Fv) ∩ [X, αX] 6= ∅]

= Pr[X ∈ ∪s∈[1, 1
α ]

s(y− t + Fv)]

=
∫

∪
s∈[1, 1

α ]
s(y−t+Fv)

f θ
V (x)dx .

(8)

Let r = 〈v/‖v‖2, y− t + Fv〉, noting the inner product with v (and hence v̂) is constant over
Fv. By possibly switching v to −v and y to y + v (which maintains the facet), we may assume that
r ≥ 0. Notice that by construction, for any x in the (relative) interior of s(y − t + Fv), we get that
r = | 〈η(x/s), x/s〉 |, since then there is a unique facet of s(L− t + ∂V) containing x. Integrating first
in the in the direction v, we get that

∫

∪
s∈[1, 1

α ]
s(y−t+Fv)

f θ
V (x)dx =

∫ r/α

r

∫

(s/r)(y−t+Fv)
f θ
V (x)dvoln−1(x)ds =

∫ 1/α

1

∫

s(y−t+Fv)
r f θ
V (x)dvoln−1(x)ds =

∫ 1/α

1

∫

s(y−t+Fv)
| 〈η(x/s), x/s〉 | f θ

V (x)dvoln−1(x)ds .

(9)

Note that we use the n− 1 dimensional Lebesgue measure to integrate over s(y− t + Fv) since it is
embedded in Rn. If r = 0, note that the set ∪s∈[1, 1

α ]
s(y− t + Fv) is n− 1 dimensional and hence has

measure (and probability) 0. This is still satisfied by the last expression in (9), and hence the identity
is still valid in this case.

Putting everything together, combining Equation (7),(9), we get that

E[|(L− t + ∂V) ∩ [X, αX]|] = 1
2 ∑

y∈L,v∈VR

∫ 1/α

1

∫

s(y−t+Fv)
| 〈η(x/s), x/s〉 | f θ

V (x)dvoln−1(x)ds =

=
∫ 1/α

1

∫

s(L−t+∂V)
| 〈η(x/s), x/s〉 | f θ

V (x)dvoln−1(x)ds ,

as needed.

The lower bound given in the following Lemma will be needed in the proof of Lemma 25.

Lemma 24. For a, b, c, d ∈ R, c ≤ d, we have that
∫ d

c
|a + bh|dh ≥ (

√
2− 1)(d− c)max {|(a + bc)|, |a + bd|} .

Proof. Firstly, we note that
∫ d

c
|a + bh|dh = (d− c)

∫ 1

0
|a + b(c + (d− c)h)|dh = (d− c)

∫ 1

0
|(a + bc) + b(d− c)h|dh ,

hence it suffices to prove the inequality when c = 0, d = 1. After this reduction, by possibly applying
the change of variables h ← 1− h, we may assume that |a| ≥ |a + b|. Next, by changing the signs of
a, b, we may assume that a ≥ 0. Hence, it remains to prove the inequality

∫ 1

0
|a + bh|dh ≥ a(

√
2− 1) (10)
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under the assumption that a ≥ |a + b|, or equivalently a ≥ 0 and −2a ≤ b ≤ 0. Notice that if a = 0
or b = 0, the above inequality is trivially true. If a, b 6= 0, then dividing inequality 10 by a, we reduce
to the case where a = 1, −2 ≤ b < 0. Letting α = −1/b, we have that α ∈ [1/2, ∞). From here, we
get that ∫ 1

0
|1 + hb|dh =

∫ 1

0
|1− h/α|dh = (1/2)(α + (1− α)2/α)

The derivative of the above expression is 1− 1
2α2 . The expression is thus minimized for α = 1√

2
> 1/2,

and the result follows by plugging in this value.

We now prove the bound on the surface integral in terms of the expectation E[‖X‖V ].

Lemma 25. For s ≥ 1 and X ∼ Laplace(V , θ), we have that

∫

s(L−t+∂V)
| 〈η(x/s), x/s〉 | f θ

V (x)dvoln−1(x) ≤ c max
{

n
s2 ,

1
θs

}
E[‖X‖V ] = c max

{
n2θ

s2 ,
n
s

}
,

for c = e2

2(
√

2−1)
≤ 9.

Proof. We first prove the equality on the right hand side. We remember that X is identically dis-
tributed to rZ where r ∼ Γ(n + 1, θ) and Z ∼ Uniform(V). From here, we have that

E[‖X‖V ] = E[‖rZ‖V ] = E[r]E[‖Z‖V ]

= (n + 1)θ
∫ 1

0
Pr[‖Z‖V ≥ s]ds

= (n + 1)θ
∫ 1

0
(1− sn)ds = (n + 1)θ

(
n

n + 1

)
= nθ ,

as needed.
We now prove the first inequality. To prove the bound, we write the integral expressing E[‖X‖V ]

over the cells of s(L− t+ ∂V), and compare the integral over each cell to the corresponding boundary
integral. To begin

E[‖X‖V ] =
∫

Rn
‖x‖V f θ

V (x)dx = ∑
y∈L

∫

s(y−t)+sV
‖x‖V f θ

V (x)dx

= ∑
y∈L,v∈VR

∫

s(y−t)+conv(0,sFv)
‖x‖V f θ

V (x)dx .
(11)

Fix y ∈ L and v ∈ V in the above sum. Noting that 〈v/‖v‖2, sFv〉 = s‖v‖2/2 by construction, and
integrating first in the direction v, we get that

∫

s(y−t)+conv(0,sFv)
‖x‖V f θ

V (x)dx =

∫ s‖v‖2/2

0

∫

2h
s‖v‖2

(sFv)
‖s(y− t) + x‖V f θ

V (s(y− t) + x)dvoln−1(x)dh .
(12)

In the above, we use the n − 1 dimensional Lebesgue measure to integrate over 2h
s‖v‖2

Fv since it is

embedded in Rn (we also do this for ease of notation). Setting β = 2h
s‖v‖2

, note that β ∈ [0, 1]. In equa-
tion (12), β represents the convex combination between 0 and sFv, that is conv(0, Fv) =

⋃
β∈[0,1] βsFv.
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Performing a change of variables, Equation (12) simplifies to
∫ 1

0

∫

h(sFv)
(s‖v‖2/2)‖s(y− t) + x‖V f θ

V (s(y− t) + x)dvoln−1(x)dh =

∫

sFv

∫ 1

0
(s‖v‖2/2)‖s(y− t) + hx‖V f θ

V (s(y− t) + hx)hn−1dh dvoln−1(x) =
∫

sFv

∫ 1

0
(s‖v‖2/2)‖s(y− t) + (1− h)x‖V f θ

V (s(y− t) + (1− h)x)(1− h)n−1dh dvoln−1(x) .

(13)

From here we note that

(s‖v‖2/2)‖s(y− t) + (1− h)x‖V = (s‖v‖2/2) max
w∈VR

∣∣∣∣
2 〈w, s(y− t) + (1− h)x〉

〈w, w〉

∣∣∣∣

≥ (s‖v‖2/2)
∣∣∣∣
2 〈v, s(y− t) + (1− h)x〉

〈v, v〉

∣∣∣∣
= s2 |〈v/‖v‖2, (y− t) + (1− h)x/s〉| .

(14)

From inequality (14), we have that the expression in equation (13) is greater than or equal to
∫

sFv

s2
∫ 1

0
|〈v/‖v‖2, (y− t) + (1− h)x/s〉| f θ

V (s(y− t) + (1− h)x)(1− h)n−1dh dvoln−1(x) . (15)

To compare to the surface integral, we now lower bound the inner integral.

Claim 26. For ‖x‖V ≤ s, we have that
∫ 1

0
|〈v/‖v‖2, (y− t) + (1− h)x/s〉| f θ

V (s(y− t) + (1− h)x)(1− h)n−1dh

≥ e−2(
√

2− 1)min
{

1
n

,
θ

s

}
| 〈v/‖v‖2, (y− t) + x/s〉 | f θ

V (s(y− t) + x)

Proof. Note that for 0 ≤ h ≤ min
{ 1

n , θ
s

}
, we have that

f θ
V (s(y− t) + (1− h)x)(1− h)n−1 ≥ f θ

V (s(y− t) + x)e−‖hx‖V/θ(1− h)n−1

≥ f θ
V (s(y− t) + x)e−1(1− 1/n)n−1 ≥ e−2 f θ

V (s(y− t) + x) .

Hence, using the above and Lemma 24, we have that
∫ 1

0
|〈v/‖v‖2, (y− t) + (1− h)x/s〉| f θ

V (s(y− t) + (1− h)x)(1− h)n−1dh

≥ e−2 f θ
V (s(y− t) + x)

∫ min{ 1
n , θ

s}
0

|〈v/‖v‖2, (y− t) + (1− h)x/s〉|dh

≥ e−2(
√

2− 1)min
{

1
n

,
θ

s

}
|〈v/‖v‖2, (y− t) + x/s〉| f θ

V (s(y− t) + x) ,

as needed.

Given Claim 26, we get that expression (15) is greater than or equal to
∫

sFv

s2e−2(
√

2− 1)min
{

1
n

,
θ

s

}
| 〈v/‖v‖2, (y− t) + x/s〉 | f θ

V (s(y− t) + x)dvoln−1(x) =

e−2(
√

2− 1)min
{

s2

n
, sθ

} ∫

s(y−t+Fv)
| 〈ηs(x/s), x/s〉 | f θ

V (x)dvoln−1(x) .
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Putting everything together, combining the above with equation (11), we get that

E[‖X‖V ] = ∑
y∈L,v∈VR

∫

s(y−t)+conv(0,sFv)
‖x‖V f θ

V (x)dx

≥ e−2(
√

2− 1)min
{

s2

n
, sθ

}
∑

y∈L,v∈VR

∫

s(y−t+Fv)
| 〈ηs(x/s), x/s〉 | f θ

V (x)dvoln−1(x) =

= 2e−2(
√

2− 1)min
{

s2

n
, sθ

} ∫

s(L−t+∂V)
| 〈ηs(x/s), x/s〉 | f θ

V (x)dvoln−1(x) ,

where the last equality follows since each facet in s(L − t + ∂V) is counted twice. The lemma thus
follows.

The following gives the full phase C bound for Laplace perturbations.

Theorem 27. For α ∈ (0, 1] and X ∼ Laplace(V , θ), we have that

E[|(L+ ∂V) ∩ [X + t, αX + t]|] ≤ cn
(

nθ

2

(
1− 1

s∗

)
+ ln

(
1

αs∗

))

where c = e2

2(
√

2−1)
≤ 9 and s∗ = max {1, nθ}.

Proof. Using Lemmas 23 and 25, we have that

E[|(L+ ∂V) ∩ [X + t, αX + t]|] =
∫ 1/α

1

∫

s(L−t+∂V)
| 〈η(x/s), x/s〉 | f θ

V (x)dvoln−1(x)ds

≤ c
∫ 1/α

1
max

{
n2θ

s2 ,
n
s

}
ds = c

∫ s∗

1

n2θ

s2 ds + c
∫ 1/α

s∗

n
s

ds

= cn2θ

(
1/2− 1

s∗

)
+ cn ln

(
1

αs∗

)

= cn
(

nθ

2

(
1− 1

s∗

)
+ ln

(
1

αs∗

))
,

as needed.

5.2.3 Proof of Theorem 4 (Phase C crossing bound)

Proof. We recall that θn = 1
(n+1)−

√
2(n+1)

and γn =
(

1 + 2
√

2√
n+1−

√
2

)−1
. Note that nθn > 1.

By Lemma 21 and Theorem 27, for X ∼ Laplace(V , θn), we have that

E[|(L+ ∂V) ∩ [Z + t, αZ + t]|] ≤ 2 E[|(L+ ∂V) ∩ [X + t, γnαX + t]|]

≤ 2cn
(

nθn

2

(
1− 1

nθn

)
+ ln

(
1

αγnnθn

))

≤ e2
√

2− 1
n(2 + ln(4/α)) , for n ≥ 2 ,

as needed.
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6 Missings proofs from Section 3

Proof of Lemma 2 (Randomized Straight Line Complexity). We recall the three phases of the randomized
straight line algorithm:

(A) Move from x to x + Z.

(B) Follow the sequence of Voronoi cells from x + Z to y + Z.

(C) Follow the sequence of Voronoi cells from y + Z to y.

Characterizing the Path Length: We will show that with probability 1, the length of the path on G
induced by the three phases is

|(L+ ∂V) ∩ [x + Z, t + Z]|+ |(L+ ∂V) ∩ [t + Z, t)| .

Firstly, note that since Z ∈ V and x ∈ L, x + Z and x lie in the same Voronoi cell x + Z, and hence
phase A corresponds to the trivial path x. Hence, we need only worry about the number of edges
induced by phases B and C.

The following claim will establish the structure of a generic intersection pattern with the tiling
boundary, which will be necessary for establishing the basic properties of the path.

Claim 28. With probability 1, the path [x+Z, t+Z]∪ [t+Z, t) only intersectsL+ ∂V in the relative interior
of its facets. Furthermore, with probability 1, the intersection consists of isolated points, and x + Z, t + Z /∈
L+ ∂V .

Proof. We prove the first part. Let C1, . . . , Ck denote the n− 2 dimensional faces of V . Note that the
probability of not hitting L+ ∂V in the relative interior of it facets, can be expressed as

Pr[([x + Z, t + Z] ∪ [t + Z, t)) ∩
(
∪i∈[k]L+ Ci

)
6= ∅] ≤

∑
y∈L,i∈[k]

Pr[[x + Z, t + Z] ∩ (y + Ci) 6= ∅] + Pr[[t + Z, t) ∩ (y + Ci) 6= ∅] . (16)

Here the last inequality is valid since L is countable. Analyzing each term separately, we see that

Pr[[x + Z, t + Z] ∩ (y + Ci) 6= ∅] = Pr[Z ∈ y + Ci − [x, t]] = 0.

To justify the last equality, note that since Ci is n − 2 dimensional, y + Ci − [x, t] is at most n − 1
dimensional (since the line segment can only add 1 dimension). Therefore y + Ci − [x, t] has n di-
mensional Lebesgue measure 0, and in particular probability 0 with respect to Uniform(V). Next, we
have that

Pr[[t + Z, t) ∩ (y + Ci) 6= ∅] = Pr[Z ∈ ∪s>1s(y + Ci − t)] = 0 ,

where the last equality follows since ∪s>1s(y + Ci − t) is at most n − 1 dimensional. Hence the
probability in (16) is 0, as needed.

We now prove the second part. Note that if the path [x + Z, t + Z] ∪ [t + Z, t) does not intersect
L+ ∂V in isolated points (i.e. the intersection contains a non-trivial interval), then either [x+ Z, t+ Z]
or [t + Z, t) must intersect some facet of L+ ∂V in a least 2 distinct points.

Let Fv be the facet of V induced by v ∈ VR. If [t + Z, t) intersects y + Fv, for some y ∈ L, in
two distinct points then we must have that 〈v, Z〉 = 0. Since Pr[∪v∈VR {〈v, Z〉 = 0}] = 0, this event
happens with probability 0. Next, note that [x + Z, t + Z] intersects y + Fv in two distinct points, if
and only if 〈v, x− t〉 = 0 and 〈v, Z〉 = 〈v, y + v/2〉. But then, the probability of this happening for
any facet can be bounded by

Pr[∪y∈L,v∈VR {〈v, Z〉 = 〈v, y + v/2〉}] = 0
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since L×VR is countable.
For the last part, note that since L + ∂V is the union of n − 1 dimensional pieces, Pr[x + Z ∈

L+ ∂V ] + Pr[t + Z ∈ L+ ∂V ] = 0.
The claim thus follows.

Conditioning on the intersection structure given in claim 28, we now describe the associated path
on G. Let p1, . . . , pk denote the points in ([x + Z, t + Z] ∪ [t + Z, t)) ∩ (L+ ∂V) ordered in order of
appearance on the path [x + Z, t + Z] ∪ [t + Z, t) from left to right. Letting pk+1 = t, let yi ∈ L,
1 ≤ i ≤ k, denote the center of the unique Voronoi cell in L + V containing the interval [pi, pi+1].
Note that the existence of yi is guaranteed since the Voronoi cells in the tiling L + V are interior
disjoint, and the open segment (pi, pi+1) lies in the interior of some Voronoi cell by convexity of the
cells.

Letting y0 = x, we now claim that y0, y1, . . . , yk form a valid path in G. To begin, we first establish
that yi 6= yi+1, 0 ≤ i ≤ k. Firstly, since x + Z /∈ L+ ∂V , we have that Z is in the interior of V , and
hence the ray starting at Z in the direction of p1 exits x + V at p1 and never returns (by convexity
of V). Furthermore, since p1 6= t + Z, the Voronoi cell y1 + V must contain a non-trivial interval on
this ray starting at p1, i.e. [p1, p2], and hence y1 6= x. Indeed, for the remaining cases, the argument
follows in the same way as long as the Voronoi cell yi+1 + V contains a non-trivial interval of the ray
exiting yi + V . Note that this is guaranteed by the assumption that t + Z /∈ ∂V and by the fact that
none of the pis equals t. Hence yi 6= yi+1, 0 ≤ i ≤ k, as needed.

Next, note that each pi, i ∈ [k], belongs to the relative interior of some facet of L+ ∂V . Further-
more, by construction pi ∈ yi−1 + ∂V and pi ∈ yi + ∂V . Since the relative interior of facets of L+ ∂V
touch exactly two adjacent Voronoi cells, and since yi−1 6= yi, we must have that pi ∈ yi−1 + Fv,
where v = yi − yi−1 ∈ VR. Hence the path y0, y1, . . . , yk is valid in G as claimed.

From here, note that the length of is indeed k = |([x + Z, t + Z]∪ [t + Z, t)∩ (L+ ∂V)|. Since this
holds with probability 1, we get that the expected path length is

E[|(L+ ∂V) ∩ [x + Z, t + Z]|] + E[|(L+ ∂V) ∩ [t + Z, t)|] .

as needed.

Computing the Path: We now explain how to compute each edge of the path using O(n|VR|) arith-
metic operations, conditioning on the conclusions of Claim 28.

In constructing the path, we will in fact compute the intersection points p1, . . . , pk as above, and
the lattice points y1, . . . , yk. As one would expect, this computation is broken up in phase B and C,
corresponding to computing the intersection / lattice points for [x + Z, t + Z] in phase B, followed
by the intersection / lattice points from [t + Z, t) in Phase C.

For each phase, we will use a generic line following procedure that given vectors a, b ∈ Rn, and
a starting lattice point z ∈ L, such that a ∈ z + V , follows the path of Voronoi cells along the line
segment [a, b), and outputs a lattice vector w ∈ L satisfying b ∈ w + V . To implement phase B, we
initialize the procedure with x + Z, t + Z and starting point x. For phase C, we give it t + Z, t and the
output of phase B as the starting point.

We describe the line following procedure. Let `(α) = (1 − α)a + αb, for α ∈ [0, 1], i.e. the
parametrization of [a + Z, b + Z] as a function of time. The procedure will have a variable for α,
which will be set at its bounds at the beginning and end of the procedure, starting at 0 ending at
≥ 1, and in intermediate steps will correspond to an intersection point. We will also have a vari-
able w ∈ L, corresponding to the current Voronoi cell center. We will maintain the invariant that
`(α) ∈ w + V , and furthermore that `(α) ∈ w + ∂V for α ∈ (0, 1).

The line following algorithm is as follows:
Described in words, each loop iteration does the following: given the current Voronoi cell w + V ,

and the entering intersection point `(α) of the line segment [a, b] with respect to w + V , we first
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Data: a, b ∈ Rn, z ∈ L, a ∈ z + V
Result: w ∈ L such that b ∈ w + V
w← z, e← 0, α← 0
VR′ ← {v ∈ VR : 〈v, b− a〉 > 0}
repeat

w← w + e
e← arg minv∈VR′

〈v,v/2+w−a〉
〈b−a,v〉

α← 〈e,e/2+w−a〉
〈b−a,e〉

until α ≥ 1
return w

compute the exiting intersection point `(α′), α′ > α, and the exiting facet w + Fe. If α′ ≥ 1, we know
that b ∈ [`(α), `(α′)] ⊆ w + V , and hence we may return w. Otherwise, we move to the center of the
Voronoi cell sharing the facet w + Fe opposite w.

To verify the correctness, we need only show that the line [a, b] indeed exits w + V through the
facet w + Fe at the end of each iteration. Note that by our invariant `(α) ∈ w + V at the beginning of
the iteration, and hence

〈v, `(α)−w〉 ≤ 1
2
〈v, v〉 , ∀v ∈ VR ⇔

〈v, (1− α)a + αb−w〉 ≤ 1
2
〈v, v〉 , ∀v ∈ VR ⇔

α 〈v, b− a〉 ≤ 〈v, v/2− a + w〉 , ∀v ∈ VR

(17)

Since we move along the line segment [a, b] by increasing α, i.e. going from a to b, note that the
only constraints that can be eventually violated as we increase α are those for which 〈v, b− a〉 > 0.
Hence, in finding the first violated constraint (i.e. exiting facet), we may restrict our attention to the
subset of Voronoi relevant vectors VR′ = {v ∈ VR : 〈v, b− a〉 > 0} as done in the algorithm.

From (17), we see that we do not to cross any facet w + Fv, v ∈ VR′, as long as

α ≤ 〈v, v/2− a + w〉
〈v, b− a〉 , ∀v ∈ VR′ .

Hence the first facet we violate must be induced by

e = arg min
v∈VR′

〈v, v/2− a + w〉
〈v, b− a〉 . (18)

Letting α′ = 〈e,e/2−a+w〉
〈e,b−a〉 , we see that `(α′) ∈ w + Fe is the correctly computed exiting point

(corresponding to `(α) at the end of the loop iteration), and that w + Fe is the exiting facet. Since the
facet w + Fe is shared by (w + e) + V , we see that `(α′) ∈ (w + e) + ∂V , and hence the invariant is
maintained in the next iteration. The line following algorithm is thus correct.

Notice that each iteration of the line following procedure clearly requires at most O(n|VR|) arith-
metic operations. We note that the conclusions of Claim 28 are only needed to ensure that each
iteration of the path finding procedure can be associated with exactly one intersection point in ([x +
Z, t + Z] ∪ [t + Z, t)) ∩ (L+ ∂V). In particular, it assures that the minimizer in (18) is unique. This
concludes the proof of the Lemma.

Proof of Lemma 7 (Bit length bound). Clearly,

q̄ ≤ (∏
ij

qB
ij)(∏

i
qt

i)⇒ log2 q̄ ≤∑
ij

log2(q
B
ij) + ∑

i
qt

i . (19)
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Hence log2 q̄ is smaller than the sum of encoding sizes of the denominators of the entries of B and t.

Next, it is well known that µ(L) ≤ 1
2

√
∑ij B2

ij (see for example [5]). From here, we get that

log2 µ(L) ≤ log2



√

∑
ij

B2
ij


 ≤ log2



√

∑
ij
(pB

ij)
2


 ≤ log2



√

∏
ij
((pB

ij)
2 + 1)




= ∑
ij

log2

(√
(pB

ij)
2 + 1

)
≤∑

ij
log2

(
|pB

ij|+ 1
) (20)

Hence log2 µ(L) is less than the sum of encoding sizes of the numerators of the entries in B. The
bound log2(q̄µ(L)) ≤ enc (B) + enc (t) now follows by adding (19),(20).

We now bound log2(µ(L)/λ1(L)). Letting q̃ = ∏ij qB
ij, note that

q̃λ1(L) = λ1(q̃L) ≥ λ1(Z
n) = 1.

Therefore 1/λ1(L) ≤ q̃. Since log2 q̃ ≤ ∑ij log2(q
B
ij) and log2(µ(L)/λ1(L)) ≤ log2(q̃µ(L)), combin-

ing with (20) we get that log2(µ(L)/λ1(L)) ≤ enc (B) as needed.

7 Open Problems

Our work here raises a number of natural questions. Firstly, given the improvement for CVPP, it is
natural to wonder whether any of the insights developed here can be used to improve the complexity
upper bound for CVP. As mentioned previously, this would seem to require new techniques, and we
leave this as an open problem.

Secondly, while we now have a number of methods to navigate over the Voronoi graph, we have
no lower bounds on the lengths of the path they create. In particular, it is entirely possible that ei-
ther the MV path or the simple deterministic straight line path, also yield short paths on the Voronoi
graph. Hence, showing either strong lower bounds for these methods or new upper bounds is an in-
teresting open problem. In this vein, as mentioned previously, we do not know whether the expected
number of iterations for the randomized straight line procedure is inherently weakly polynomial. We
leave this as an open problem.
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Résumé en français

Approches géométriques et duales en
ordonnancement cumulatif

Problématique

Ce travail s’inscrit dans le domaine de l’optimisation mathématique, et plus
précisément en ordonnancement à base de programmation par contraintes. Ceci
consiste à déterminer les dates de début et de fin d’exécution de tâches (ces
dates constituent les variables de décision du problème d’optimisation), tout en
satisfaisant à des contraintes temporelles et de ressources, et en optimisant une
fonction objectif.

En programmation par contraintes, un problème de cette nature est résolu
par une exploration arborescente des domaines des variables de décision par
séparation-évaluation. De plus, à chaque noeud est effectuée une phase de
propagation, c’est-à-dire que l’on élimine des valeurs des domaines des vari-
ables de décision en vérifiant des conditions nécessaires pour que les différentes
contraintes soient satisfaites.

Dans ce cadre, la contrainte de ressource la plus fréquemment rencontrée est
la cumulative. Elle permet en effet de modéliser des processus se déroulant de
manière parallèle, mais en consommant pendant leur exécution une ressource
partagée disponible en quantité finie (par exemple des machines ou un bud-
get). Propager cette contrainte de manière efficace est donc d’une importance
cruciale pour l’efficacité pratique d’un moteur d’ordonnancement à base de pro-
grammation par contraintes.

Nous étudions dans cette thèse la contrainte cumulative en nous servant
d’outils rarement utilisés en programmation par contraintes (analyse polyé-
drale, dualité de la programmation linéaire, dualité de la géométrie projective).
À l’aide de ces outils, nous proposons deux contributions pour le domaine : le
renforcement cumulatif, et le Raisonnement Énergétique en O(n2 log n).
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Contributions

Renforcement cumulatif

Nous proposons une reformulation de la contrainte cumulative, c’est-à-dire
la génération de contraintes redondantes plus serrées, ce qui permet une prop-
agation plus forte, sans perdre bien entendu de solution faisable.

Cette technique est couramment utilisée en programmation linéaire entière
(génération de coupes), mais il s’agit de l’un des tous premiers exemples d’une
contrainte globale redondante en programmation par contraintes.

Le calcul de cette reformulation repose sur un programme linéaire dont la
taille dépend uniquement de la capacité de la ressource mais pas du nombre de
tâches, ce qui permet de précalculer les reformulations.

Nous fournissons des garanties sur la qualité des reformulations ainsi obtenues,
montrant en particulier que toutes les bornes que l’on calcule en utilisant ces re-
formulations sont au moins aussi fortes que celles que l’on obtiendrait en faisant
une relaxation préemptive du problème d’ordonnancement.

Cette technique permet de renforcer toutes les propagations de la contrainte
cumulative reposant sur le calcul d’une borne énergétique, notamment l’Edge-
Finding et le Raisonnement Énergétique.

Ce travail a été présenté lors de la conférence ROADEF 2014 [BB14] et a été
publié dans le journal Discrete Applied Mathematics en 2017 [BB17a].

Raisonnement Énergétique en O(n2 log n)
Ce travail consiste en une amélioration de la complexité algorithmique de

l’une de des propagations les plus puissantes pour la contrainte cumulative, le
Raisonnement Énergétique de Erschler et Lopez, introduit en 1990.

Bien que cette propagation permette des déductions fortes, elle est rarement
utilisée en pratique en raison de sa complexité cubique. De nombreuses ap-
proches ont été développées ces dernières années pour tenter malgré tout de
la rendre utilisable (apprentissage automatique pour l’utiliser à bon escient, ré-
duction du facteur constant de sa complexité algorithmique, etc).

Nous proposons un algorithme qui calcule cette propagation avec une com-
plexité O(n2 log n), ce qui constitue une amélioration significative de cet algo-
rithme connu depuis plus de 25 ans. Cette nouvelle approche repose sur de
nouvelles propriétés de la contrainte cumulative et sur une étude géométrique.

Ce travail a été publié sous une forme préliminaire lors de la conférence CP
2014 [Bon14] puis a fait l’objet d’une publication [Bon16] lors de la conférence
ROADEF 2016, récompensée par la 2ème place au Prix du Jeune Chercheur.
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